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You are Cordially
Invited to Attend

the SCSC Awards

Banquet

by Philip Steinman

Banquet Chairman Mitchell Walker and I would like to cordially
invite you to a formal dinner in honor of the Stereo Club ofSouthern California's
newly elected officers, and all those who entered the Club's competitions
throughout the year on August 21, 2003, at 7 p.m. at the Les Freres TAIX.

The menu will consist of the following: Beef Bourguignon, Chicken
Tarragon or Vegetarian Pasta. The entrees will also include relish tray, soup du
jour, fresh sour dough bread, and garden salad with TAIX's famous house vinai
grette dressing, fresh vegetable, rice or potato (choice of one). Vanilla Ice Cream
(With Hershey's Chocolate Syrup) and Coffee or Tea.

For your entertainment pleasure, we will be presenting the "Slide of the
Year Program and, of course, cocktails and conversation before dinner.
Installation of the new officers will take place. Also, 3D door prizes will be pre
sented. It will be another historic event for our club.

The price will be S25.00. Advance tickets will be available at the July
judging of the View-Master Exhibition. Please note that this is not a black-tie
event. See you there!

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director). The 3D News is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those not wish
ing to participate in club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to; r3dzone@earthlink.net
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July 17 - SCSC ViewmasterCompetition

August 21 - SCSC Club Awards Banquet
Slide of the Year

September 18 - First competition of new club year
Special surprise program

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
longJim@hotmail.com

SCSC House Director

Sean Isroelit

sean@medialair.com
323-876-5734

SCSC Technical Advisor

David Starkman

310-837-2368

Reel3D@aol.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

949-215-1554

3d@berezin.com
SCSC Website:

www.la3dclub.com

www.la3dclub.org
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If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm the third Thursday of every month at the
United Wilshire Methodist Church at 4350

Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
90010. The entrance is on Plymouth Blvd.
and meetings are held in the newly renovat
ed basement meeting room.

The 7th Annual View-Master

Exhibition.

The Seventh View-Master

International Stereo Sequence
Exhibition for 2003 will be held on

Thursday, July 17, 2003. This will be
your chance to see a group of mini-
slide sequences comprising of several
View-Master reels representing mak
ers from different parts of the United
States and elsewhere in the world.

A number of people will par
ticipating and the judging will be held
at the July meeting. The selectors will
be Christopher Olson of Woodland
Hills, California, Michael
McKinney, of Redondo Beach,
California and Philip Steinman of
Los Angeles, Califomia. In addition
to competition, you will have the
opportunity to view a number of
scarce, personal, and rare reels from
the collections of Mitch Walker,
David Starkman and Susan Pinsky. So
come join the fun and excitement in
July.

For information

and/or entry forms, please contact;

MITCH WALKER

310-459-1030

mitchbear@aol.com



Our June Meeting - The 3-D
MovielVideo Night.

We had a fabulous turnout for

a truly enjoyable meeting. There was a
real feeling of excitement with some
very interesting displays and demos
dealing with 3-D movies and videos. It
has been several years since the SCSC
3-D MovieWideo division has bad a

presentation at the regular club meet
ing. Dr. John E. Hart bad the brain
storm to present a twenty-year review
of what the 3-D MovieWideo division

bad been doing. He recruited a large
group of volunteers to bring us a very
diverse and entertaining evening of 3-
D entertainment. Thank you to every
one who participated! 1 want to also
thank the SCSC Board for approving
the necessary expense to convert the
film-based 3-D projects to a digital for
mat so we could have such a complete
and seamless presentation.

If you didn't make this land
mark meeting you missed some of the
best clips and complete short 3D
movies/videos from the past three
SCSC 3D/Stereo Movie/Video

Exhibitions/Competitions and other
great projects from the past two
decades. Plus included was some

insight (and clips) into some of the 3-D
movie projects that have been complet
ed over the years. It is about time for
another SCSC 3-D Movie or Video

project. Does anyone have a script or
concept for a short 3-D movie?

Just one year ago it appeared
that the movie division was going to
disband, but there is a new group of
excited enthusiasts. The next meeting
of the 3-D MovieWideo division is

being planned for November. If you
are interested in joining contact John
Hart at; movies3d@,aol.com. The

movies meetings are always a lot of
fun with great 3-D discussions, cama
raderie and even some 3-D

movie/videos being screened.

Several people asked about spe
cific films. Here is a mndown of some of the

entry titles from the past 3D MovieWideo
competitions many were featured:

1st Ever (1997):
1st place - CONCERTO IN 3-D - V-Rex
2nd place - VIRTUAL FLESH - A1 Razutis
3rd place - VIRTUAL IMAGING - Razutis
Weekend Panorama - Wes Westem

Nature Trail to Hell - Bill Sbepard
3D Zombies From Outer Space - Alan
Williams

The End - John Hart

The Cultural Aftemoon - Oliver Dean

Meditations - Razutis

Dean Fogal: Corpoeal Art - Razutis
Out of the Window - Williamson

Main Street Electrical Parade - Zone

A Day in the Life of Curly - Josepbson
Clean Water for Korea - SM

Hot Air Ballooning in the Colorado
Rockies - Hannisian

Travels in Guatemala - Hannisian

Cirque Du Solielk - Stereomedia
World Tour: Peter Gabriel - SM

Joumey to Natural Bridge - Nortbcutt

2nd Ever (1998):
1st place - MOUSETRAPPED By Ron
Labbe, a humorous take on the board game
Mousetrapped.
2nd place - STATUES By A1 Razutis, shot
on location at the Musee Du Louvre in

Paris, France
3rd place - ROBO JONES by Rob Johnson,

3D Movie

Division

Chairman

John Hart

mans the 3D

projectors as
Wes Western

stands by to
assist. Due

to the ejforts
ofSean
Isroelit the

program was

played back
in 3D from a
single source.

an animated CGI take off of Indiana

Jones - watch out for that spear.
HM - ELYSIUM by Xavier G. Ojeda,
CGI clips from a planned feature-
length space adventure.
HM - HUNKS IN 3D by Marvin Jones
HM - SKATE 3D by Larry Ashley,
some wonderful dolly shots as the
skaters in the video keep moving (until
gravity or the ground gets in the way).
A very catchy soundtrack.
HM - SPACE RESCUE by Dave
Swift, a CGI ridefilm that bad under
water animation as well as space trav
el.

3rd Ever (1999):
1st place - WRECK OF THE RHONE
by Armando Jenik
2nd place - THE COLOR OF GOLD
by Jan Welt. Story of the gold rush
with old stereo views used.

3rd place - NAGUAL by A1 Razutis

Bill Shepard checks out some ofChris
Perry s unique 3D movie collectibles.



and Notes f>*on
^ SCSC ninwuise

July 17. 2003 - The SCSC

View-Master Competition.

Normally we hold the
Annual SCSC club Awards banquet
in July, but since this club year is so
cram-packed we have moved the
Awards Banquet to August. Once
again the View-Master Competition
will be judged at the July club meet
ing and then taken the following
week to the NSA convention for its

premier showing.

August 21. 2003 - The
Annual SCSC Club Award

Banquet.

SCSC will again meet at
Taix restaurant to swear in the club

officers and celebrate the year with
the distribution of the awards for the

previous year. Please see Mitch
Walker to purchase your tickets.
Don't forget they will be more at the
door and Mitch needs to arrange
enough meals for everyone who will
be attending.

SCSC Board Nominations

At our June meeting the
SCSC Board nominations were

approved without any further nomi
nations added. The election of offi

cers will take place at the July meet
ing and the swearing in will take
place at our August banquet. The
slate of SCSC officers for next year:
President - Philip Steinman; Vice
President - Sean Isroelit; Treasurer
- David Kuntz; Secretary - Kathy
Day.

by Lawrence Kaufman

National Stereoscopic
Association Convention

Are you going to Charleston,
South Carolina this month for the

NSA convention? A lot of SCSC

members will be there, plus hundreds
of 3-D fans from all over the world.

The keynote speaker will be Bob
Zeller the author of The Civil War in

Depth and the Civil War in Depth,
Volume 2.

Last year I found several
copies of Volume 2 at Borders for
around $5. If you missed that great
deal, I have seen is at Barnes and
Noble bookstores for $7.98. Take one

to NSA and get it autographed.

More Lenticulars

In June TV Guide had 2

different "Hulk" lenticulars on its

cover, one animated and the other 3-
D. Add these to the growing list of
TV Guide lenticular covers, including
Elvis, Star Wars, Michael Jackson and
Nascar. These have all been very nice
ly done.

Also out recently from
Globe Special Digests a TV guide
size magazine on the Forthieth
aimiversary tribute to the Beatles.
There were of course four lenticular

covers, one for each Beatle, which
changed to a group shot of the Beatles
each with a different look.

Also at your favorite
supermarket now are Kraft 'Cheese
Nips' crackers and Nabisco Ritz snack
crackers with Hulk Magic Motion
lenticular cards on the box. Add these

to the growing list of Magic Motion

cards featuring "Daredevil" and
Disney/Pixar's "Monsters, Inc".

The DVD of "Ghost

Ship" in video stores now, has a
lenticular cover on it, which is miss

ing from the VHS version.
Also seen at several gift

shops, including Spencer's Gift
shops in many major shopping malls
are two lenticular Hulk 3-D posters.
These two posters have a very good
3-D effect and ran for $12.99 each.

Kurosh ValaNejad from
use reported that IKEA is selling
lenticular placemats (close up of a
green bush, $1.50) and coasters
(view looking up a dirt road in a
green pasture under a blue sky with
puffy white cloads, $0.95)

Spy Kids 3-D movie poster

Look for the movie poster to "Spy
Kids 3-D: Game Over" for a great 3-
D lenticular at your local movie the
ater.

Spy Kids 3-D

The next Spy Kids film is
so exciting you'll have to cover your
eyes.. .with 3-D glasses 'To See It In
3-D!' Don't forget - opening on July

25^^ is "Spy Kids 3-D: Game Over",
which will feature 3D anaglyphic
scenes and McDonald's 3D Happy
Meal companion toys. Shot with the
Reality HD 3D camera rig that
James Cameron used on "Ghosts of

the Abyss", it rumored to be present
ed red-right. This is the third instal
lation in the popular kid's series. In
addition to the usual cast: Daryl



Sahara, Alexa Vega and Antonio
Banderas; we will see some very
famous stars including: Sylvester
Stallone, Steve Buscemi, George
Clooney, Salma Hayek, Ricardo
Montalban and Bill Paxton.

The trailer is online at the

official website: www.spvkid3.com or
http://search.yahoo.com/bin/search?fr=
ad-skv-ml-tunnel-ns&p=spv+kids+3-D

Act Now - X2 3D Poster

"X-Men 2" opened on May 2,
2003 with many midnight shows
scheduled for May 1. It became the
fourth best weekend opening for a

film. Nabisco, Marvel and 20^^
Century Fox are offering a 3D movie
poster. On specially marked packages
of Nabisco Chocolate Creme Oreo,
Chewy Chips Ahoy!, Ritz Bits
Sandwiches or Kraft Cheese Nips
there is an X-Men 2 3D Movie

Poster/3D Glasses mail in offer. This

is a ChromaDepth 3D poster.

Here is the detailed information on the

X-Men 2 3D Movie Poster/3D Glasses

Offer. Please follow the instructions

carefully. Don't wait - the receipt

must be dated by July 26^^!
1. BUY: Any two participating brands
of: Chocolate Creme Oreo, Chewy
Chips Ahoy!, Ritz Bits Sandwiches or
Kraft Cheese Nips (any size/variety).
2. SEND: Hand print your name, com
plete address (P.O. Boxes must be
accompanied by a street address), and
daytime phone number on a 3" x 5"
card and, for each poster ordered, two
proofs of purchase from any of the
above listed brands. Original store
identified cash register receipt(s) dated
between April 14 and July 26, 2003
with date(s) and price(s) of brand(s)
listed above circled plus $1.99 (check
or money order only). Make Cheek or
Money Order Payable To: NABIS-
CO/KRAFT - X-Men 2 3D Movie

Poster Offer (No Cash or Stamps
Accepted).

MAIL TO: X-Men 2 * 3D Movie

Poster Offer, PO BOX 390376, El
Paso TX, 88539-0376

RECEIVE: One X-Men 2 * 3D

Movie Poster 24" x 36" and I pair
3D Glasses

3. REQUESTS MUST BE
RECEIVED BY August 9, 2003
AND/OR WHILE SUPPLIES

LAST. ALLOW 6 TO 8 WEEKS

FOR SHIPMENT. LIMIT 4

ITEM(S) PER FAMILY OR
ADDRESS.

Free (Almost) DVD From

Microsoft

Microsoft is offering a free DVD-
Rom entitled "Do Amazing Things
With Windows XP".

http://www.microsoft.com/press-
pass/press/2003/mav03/05-01amaz-
ingdvdpr.asp

Buyers of select items
from Microsoft, Amazon.com,
Gateway or Dell Computers will
receive a free copy. The DVD-ROM
can be ordered from Microsoft.com

for the cost of shipping (plus tax to
my Califomia address). This is open
only to North American addresses.

Included on the DVD

are: The Making of "Ghosts of the
Abyss" short, detailing James
Cameron's 3-D voyage to the
Titanic. The ten-minute film and the

two-minute trailer!

The Living Sea a flill-length movie,
originally shot for presentation in
IMAX theaters. (This DVD sells for
$16.99 alone with extras not on the

Microsoft DVD). BMW Films' The
Hire series of short films in Hi-

Definition, the only place this is
available outside the theaters. The

Road to Boom Boom HuckJam, fea
turing some of the most outrageous
Skate/Bmx/Moto tricks ever.

A long format trailer for Step Into
Liquid, featuring some of the biggest
waves with people on them ever
captured on film.

And more! Thanks to www.lfexam-

iner.com for this information.

New 3-D Anaglyph DVD's

Available July 15th are
three 3-D DVD's all old 3-D adult

titles. These will be in anaglyph 3-
D. So if you want to own some
awful anaglyph adult 3-D DVD's
you can get a special deal fi^om
Amazon. Check Amazon.com, you
can link to Amazon form the SCSC

website: http://www.la3dclub.com/
under 'Fun & Games' to aecess a list

of 3-D book titles. The new titles

are: "M 3-D the Movie/Playmates"
$18.74; "Blonde Emmanuelle in 3-
D" $14.99 and "Wildcat Women"

$14.99.

Starlight Express

I have heard that t the touring
STARLIGHT EXPRESS stage musi
cal now features a 3D film to

expand the action. I don't have any
other details, so if you hear anything
please pass it on to me.

Newbie Information

George Themelis is my
favorite stereo nut. Affectionately
referred to as 'Dr. T' in the world of

3-D, he was the driving force behind
the Ohio Stereo Photographic
Society (OSPS). George has pub
lished several books on stereo pho
tography and he gives workshops at
the National Stereoscopic
Association conventions. He is the

current webmaster for OSPS which

he hosts on his own website where

you can find lots of tips for better
stereo.

He has started work on a

resource website for the begiimer
which he will add to when he has

time. Check it out and pass along
the URL for those with questions
about stereo photography:
http://info3d.home.att.net/



RBT 3-D Camera goes into
Space

On June 11th the unmanned

Progress Ml-10 spacecraft docked with
the International Space Station (ISS).
The Progress Ml-10 to the ISS was
successfully launched into orbit on
Sunday, June 8th from the Baikonur
Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan. Among
the experimental equipment on board
was one of five RBT X5A-65mm base

stereo cameras with Nikkor f2.8/24mm

AIS lenses which the European Space
Agency (ESA) had obtained.

The RBT camera will be an

invaluable tool in demonstrating the
scientific capabilities of the ISS and in
upgrading current virtual reality tools
used in the ESA's Erasmus User Centre

for training and awareness about the
ISS and its facilities.

ESA astronaut Pedro Duque is
currently in training in Star City in
Moscow. In addition to photographing
with the RBT camera his most impor
tant mission task is the replacement of
the Soyuz TMA-2 spacecraft, the ISS
lifeboat, which has been at the station
since April. Another unmanned cargo
flight of Progress M-48 will be
launched on August 30th. The 8-man
Spanish Soyuz TMA-3 mission to the
ISS will take place in October.
http://www.spacedaily.com/news/iss-
03t.html

Stereo Exhibitions

There are many great stereo
pictures entered in Photographic
Society ofAmerica (PSA) salons (also
called competitions or exhibitions). I
enjoy entering myself. The idea behind
this system is to promote stereo pho
tography. The salon is exhibited to the
public. We get to see some of the best
stereo pictures from all over the world.
This has inspired a lot of people. In
order for the exhibitions to continue

there must be exhibitors.

PSA is an organization that
puts a "seal of approval" in certain

stereo exhibitions. PSA has other func

tions also, plus branches for all photog
raphers. Visit the PSA-Stereo Division
web page at:
http://home.attbi.com/~psastereo/

Many photographers use their
local clubs as a proving ground for
their work and the images that score
the best are sent onto intemational

competitions where accepted images
are selected by a panel of judges. The
accepted, honorable mention and
award wirmers are then exhibited to at

least two audiences or groups.
If you are not a Photographic

Society ofAmerica (PSA) member, you
should really think about joining.
Members receive the monthly PSA
Joumal full of photo tips, information
on upcoming exhibitions and other
helpful advice. Plus members' accept
ances into exhibitions go towards a
"Star Rating". The more acceptances
the more 'stars' you can acquire - but
you must be a PSA member. We have a
few file copies in the SCSC club
library if you wish to check them out.
Visit the PSA website at:

http://www.psa-photo.org. PSA
approved means that acceptances
eamed in these exhibitions count

towards PSA Star ratings and the PSA
Stereo "Who's Who" list (for PSA
members).

The PSA Stereo Division's website:

http://home.attbi.com/~psastereo/ has a
number of current Exhibition entry
forms.

Closing dates and contacts for upcom
ing Stereo Exhibitions:

View Master International Stereo

Sequence. Format: View-Master reels.
Closing Date: July 15, 2003. Mitchell
Walker, PO Box 581, Pacific Palisades
CA 90272. Email: MitchBear@aol.com
Fees: $7 North America, $9 all others.
See SCSC Yahoo group to print a copy
of the brouchure/entry form:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/3dpho-
to/ or the PSA Stereo Site:

The link to the exhibitions page is:
http://home.attbi.com/~psastereo/ex
hib.htm

The direct link is:

http://home.attbi.com/~stereopix/pd
f/VM2003.pdf

Stereoscopic Society ofAmerica 8th
Int'l Stereo Card Exhibition.

Format: Holmes format stereo

cards. Closing date: July 17th,
2003. Bill C. Walton, 3739
Meadowlark Dr., Columbus, GA
31906. Email: bill3d@infi.net A
printable entry form w/instructions:
http://home.attbi.com/~psastereo/
Fees: $7 for all.

PSA International Exhibition of
Photography 2003. Format: Slides,
Cards and Electronic. Closing date:
July 26th, 2003. Paul Talbot (slides
& cards), 6203 Avery Island Ave,
Austin, Texas 78727 USA. Email:
ptww@rmm3d.com; Dave Thayer
(electronic). Email:
davethayer@attbi.com. Fees: North
America S7, Overseas $10.

40th Int'l Exhibition of Stereo

Photography {Third Dimension
Society). Format: All slide & print
formats accepted. Closing date:
August 9, 2003. Neville Jackson, 32
Orkney Close, Hinkley, LEICS,
LEIO OTA, UK (no email). Fees:
38 or 4 pounds.

Stereo Convention

National Stereoscopic Association
(NSA) Convention
(http://www.stereoview.org/conven-
tion.html):
29th NSA is July 23-28, 2003 at the
Embassy Suites in North
Charleston, South Carolina.
http://shughes.org/nsa2003/ Contact
Bill Moll - whmoll@aol.com. This
facility has complimentary break
fast and drinks in the evening,
http://www.jqhhotels.com/chsem_e
ntry.cfin
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3-D Projector Adjustments

Stereo projectors all have
adjustments to enable proper align
ment of an image on the projection
screen. This article explains the
basics of how to perform these adjust
ments.

The fust of the three projec
tor adjustments is focus. Sometimes
focusing the image is trickier than it
might sound. This is because when
we set up the projection screen, it
isn't usually perpendicular to the opti
cal axis of the projector. This result is
that it's not possible to get the top and
the bottom of the image perfectly
focused at the same time.

Focusing should be per
formed while looking through your 3-
D glasses. It's usually best to try to
focus on the main subject of the com
position. However, it can be difficult
to assess the focus on the screen when

you're sitting some distance away
from it. Thus, those in the front row
may sometimes have to provide ver
bal assistance to the person

I
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Proper
alignment

by David Kuntz

operating the focus adjustment.
You can check for any dif

ference in focus of the left and right
images by altemately closing each
eye and viewing the image through
your glasses. The left and right
images can be independently
focused by individually rotating the
projector lenses. However, since
this will usually cause a problem
with the focus on subsequent
images, is best to try to avoid per
forming this correction.

The next adjustment is ver
tical. This moves the images up and
down relative to one another, as
shown in the figure. Viewing stereo
slides with a vertical misalignment
causes eyestrain, so it's very impor
tant to your audience to make this
adjustment quickly and properly.

Vertical adjustment
should be performed without look
ing through your 3-D glasses. This
way you can clearly see how the two
images are being superimposed.
Identify a picture element that stands
out clearly, and tum the adjustment
knob until it is at the same height on
the screen in both images.

The final adjustment is hor
izontal. Performing this sometimes
requires some judgment. The first
stage of horizontal adjustment
should be done without looking
through your 3-D glasses. To start,
superimpose the two image win
dows. Then, look through your 3-D
glasses and assess the result. If the
slide is mounted properly, it should
be comfortable to view, and the job
is finished. This is shown in the bot

tom left figure.
If there's a problem, then

again view the screen without your
glasses, and superimpose the main
subject of the photo on the screen.
Check the results through your
glasses.

Foojs
Vertical

Horkortel Adjustment

Sometimes an image with a
light subject against a dark background
may display some ghosting. In this
case, it's best to superimpose the main
subject, even if the slide is properly
mounted.

Corrert

al^nmerrt
of an

Imprapefly
mounted

slide

For correctly mounted slides,
performing vertical and horizontal adjust
ments may simply mean superimposing
the two image windows. If a slide isn't
mounted right, or if there's excessive
depth in the image, then you're more
likely to have to align on elements within
the image itself. The final figure shows
how an improperly mounted slide might
appear on the screen after adjustment,
when seen without 3-D glasses.
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Looking Back
at the Last Club Year

by Philip Steinman

We have had a very good board of
direetors help us to successfully sustain some of
the important yearly traditions of SCSC such as
our 5 Club Competitions, the October 3D equip
ment auction, the 45th January Holljrwood Slide
Exhibition and 5th Card Exhibition, the
ViewMaster Exhibition, and our winter and sum
mer banquets. In addition to these backbone
events that define the SCSC annual ealender, I am
excited by the good club atmosphere we have had
over the last year due to the many people sharing
their love of 3D.

I enjoyed the gadget/equipment tutorials from Jack Laxer, Lynn
Wyett, and David Starkman. We have had some successful 3D outings such as
our trip to see Ghosts of the Abyss in IMAX 3D and well as our visit to A&D
in Chatsworth where we were treated to stunning flieker-free high-end 3D
video. Additionally our own June 3D Movie Night was a big hit thanks to the
great efforts from Sean Isroelit, John Hart, Ray Zone, and Lawrence Kaufman
who helped put together years of historical SCSC 3D film footage into one
quality format that everyone could enjoy in one evening program. Some of
the unique slide programs SCSC members were delighted to see over the past
year included "Scott Ressler's Cinema Stereo: A Backstage Glimpse at
Hollywood," "The LA Marathon in 3D," "Jim Long's inspirational Art History
through 3D Conversions," and "Paul Mllligan's Wildlife of North America."

For our future, I am excited by some of our newer club member's
enthusiasm and good work,particularly Paul Spencer and Joe Santos who both partic
ipatedin the B group competitions for theirfirst timeand did spectacularly. We can also
expectgreat things from new memberZahir Alpaslan who will be doing his thesis on
3D at use to earn a PhD.

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director). The 3D Newsis sent monthly to allmembers. Annual subscriptionfor those notwish
ingto participate inclub activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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Calendar of Events

August 21 - SCSC Club Awards Banquet
Slide of the Year

September 25 - First competition of new club year
Special surprise program
Note: This meeting has been moved to 4th
Thursday ofmonth so members can attend
The 3D Film Expo at Egyptian Theatre.

October 16 - Stereo Club Auction.

Don't miss out!

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
longJim@hotmail.com

SCSC House Director

Sean Isroelit

sean@medialair.com
323-876-5734

SCSC Technical Advisor

David Starkman

310-837-2368

Reel3D@aol.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

949-215-1554

3d@berezin.com
SCSC Website:

www.la3dclub.com

www.la3dclub.org

wi

Map to
Taix Restaurant

1911 Sunset Blvd.

North side ofSunset
1/2 block east ofAlvarado

The Stereo Club of Southern
California meets for its Awards Banquet and
Slide of the Year Presentation at Taix

Restaurant, 1911 Sunset Blvd, on the north
side of Sunset Blvd, one-half block east of
Alvarado Street in the Echo Park section of

LosAngeles.
Cocktails are at 7:00 pm and dinner

will be served at 7:30.

SCSC's Annual Award

Banquet.

You are cordially invited to a for
mal dinner in honor of The Stereo Club of

Southern California's newl yelected offi
cers, and all those who entered the Club's
competitions throughout the year on
August 21, 2003, at 7 p.m. at the Les
Freres TAIX.

The menu will consist of:

Beef Bourguignon, Chicken Tarragon and
Vegetarian Pasta. The entrees will also
include relish tray, soup du jour, fresh sour
dough bread, and garden salad with TAIX's
famous house vinaigrette dressing, fresh
vegetable, rice or potato (choice of one).
Vanilla Ice Cream (With Hershey's
Chocolate Syrup) and Coffee or Tea.

For your entertainment pleasure,
we will be presenting the "Slide of the
Year" Program and of course, cocktails and
conversation before dinner. Also, door
prizes will be presented.

As you are a member of the
Stereo Club of southem California, obvi

ously you are requested to attend. The priee
will be $25.00. Please let me know either

by telephone or e-mail if you will be
attending.

Please note that this is not a

black-tie event. Please RSVP by the 17th of
August.

Sincerely,

Mitch Walker

Banquet Chairman
310-459-1030

mitchbear@aol.com



SLIDE OF THE YEAR

The Slides of the Year will be

exhibited August 21, 2003, at the
Annual SCSC Club Award Banquet.

The all star judges who
picked the SCSC winners at this year's
NSA Convention in July were Boris
Starosta, Wolfgang Sell and Eddie
Bowers.

This year there are 4 Top
Awards for individual slides: 1) Best
Use of Stereo Effect for the slide that

uniquely puts us in a 3 dimensional
world; 2) Best Landscape for the slide
that portrays the wonders of nature
aroimd the world; 3) All Creatures
Great and Small Award for the best use

of people or animals in a slide; and 4)
THE SLIDE OF THE YEAR Award.

We also have the Most Promising New
Member Award that we award to a

club member who has been exhibiting
2 years or less.

The prizes and awards are so
special this year, that the top prize will
be awarded to the winner for a period
of one year. It is the Pentax 430RS
Digital Camera which has a special 3D
mode! After one year it will be passed
on to a newly awarded SCSC winner.

We will also have 3D movie

tickets to award for the World 3D Film

Expo at the Egyptian Theatre in
Hollywood this September 12-21. I
will also be making dupes of our top
slides for showcasing SCSC at the
World 3-D Film Expo, so please sub
mit your favorites/best slides (and I'll
assume you are granting me permis
sion to promote SCSC, for no mone
tary gain of course, unless you notify
not to do so).

—Philip Steinman

SCSC Presidents

Stereo Club of Southern

California

2002 - 2004 - Philip Steinman
2000 - 2002 - Steve Berezin

1998 - 2000 - Lawrence Kaufman

1997 - 1998 - Greg Hooper
1996 - 1997 - Mitchell Walker

1994 -1996 - Christopher Olson
1993-1994 - Mitchell Walker

1991 - 1993 - Susan Pinsky
1990 -1991 - Padric McLaughlin

1989- 1990 - Bruce Elliott

1988 -1989 - Greg Hooper
1986-1988 - Ray Zone

1985-1986 - David Kuntz

1984-1985 - BobKneisel

1983 -1984 - Tony Alderson
1982 - 1983 - Marilyn Felling
1981 -1982 - David Starkman

1980 -1981 - Rick Finney
1979 -1980 - Tim Cardinale

1977 -1979 - Jerry Walter
1975 -1977 - Charles Piper
1974 - 1975 - Bryan Riggs
1972 -1974 - Floyd Garton
1971 -1972 - Lester Lauck

1970 -1971 - Bert Laursen

1969 -1970 - Dr. Art Spalding
1968 -1699 - Stergis M. Stergis
1967 -1968 - Elmer Weidknecht

1966 -1967 - Charles Osborn

1965-1966 - RussTerrill

1963 -1964 - Lew Butterlleld

1961 -1963 - Sylvia Sikes
1960-1961 - Merle S.Ewell

1959 -1960 - George Pond
1958-1959 - ElyaWenger

1957 -1958 - Dr. Duane Smith

1955-1957 - Dr. Harold Lutes

The Story of the First
SCSC Competition

The subject of competitions
came up at the first official meeting of
the Board ofDirectors ofthe PSA Stereo

Club of Southern California on January
7,1956. "Mr. [Kenneth] Oppenheimer
stated in a communication he had

received from Colonel Joe Perry, it was
suggested the club might have not only
competitions with analysis, but award
points, certificates, badges, and have
national memberships."

Later in the minutes for the

meeting it was noted that "Stew Wilson
suggested competitions to try slides out
on the local areas for national competi
tions, as a proving ground. General dis
cussion regarding the difficulty of
obtaining competent judges, one reason
for not having regular competitions."

Over a year later, in the min
utes of a Board of Directors meeting
dated February 20, 1957 the subject of
competitions arose once again. A
motion was made by Harold Lutes and
carried "that all club competitions be
conducted according to PSA prac
tices...judged on a pictorial bases, and
judged for technique, composition, and
appeal. That there be one judge who
would rate each slide and give a brief
comment on each slide." It was decided

the very first competition would be held
at the March 27 meeting and that Mr.
Chester W. Tayloe be asked to judge
the competition.

Fifty-six slides were entered in
the March competition with two award
and four honorable mention slides cho-

•sen. Judge Chester Tayloe "gave quite a
few ten and nine ratings."

—Ray Zone
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New September Meeting
Date

Mark your calendars - The
September meeting & club competition
will be held on the 4th Thursday,
September 25th; due to a scheduling con
flict with the World 3-D Film Festival.

August 21. 2003 - The
Annual SCSC Club Award

Banquet.

SCSC will again meet at Taix
restaurant to swear in the club officers

and celebrate the year with the distribu
tion of the awards for the previous year.
Please see Mitch Walker to purchase
your tickets. Don't forget they will be
more at the door and Mitch needs to

arrange enough meals for everyone who
will be attending.

SCSC Board Nominations

The swearing in of the new
SCSC officers will take place at the
August banquet. The slate of SCSC offi
cers for next year: President - Philip
Steinman; Vice President - Sean
Isroelit; Treasurer - David Kuntz;

Secretary - Kathy Day.

National Stereoscopic
Association Convention

Check next month's 3D News

for some interesting discussion on and
about the North Charleston, South
Carolina 2003 NSA convention.

Charley Van Pelt

As usual long-time SCSC
Member and even longer former View-
Master® scenic photographer and distrib
utor was at the NSA convention. Charley
put on a VM show at the View-Master
meeting. He showed a collection of pic
tures taken with his View-Master

ouise
hy Lawrence Kaufman

"Personal" Stereo Camera - starting with
seenes from the 50's. He also had a table in

the Trade Fair with some interesting items.

Even though Charley believes he
is moving more and more into the retire
ment mode, he certainly seems busy to me.
His onlj' new 3-D project has been to re-
shoot some outdated scenes at the famous

Meteor Crater in northern Arizona. You can

visit Charley's website: http://charleyvan-
pelt3d.com/ and check out his online
newsletter.

He has recently also taken some
more 3-D views at Little Bighorn (Custer)
Battlefield National Monument. Charley
has lots of future subjects planned, I hope
to see future VM items such as a Crazy
Horse set with a story in caption form (this
in addition to the Crazy Horse Monument
set just released); the "companion" set of
Chief Joseph/Nez Perce, which Charley
has been working on for some time now; a
"Classic Aircraft" set (84 images starting
with the Wright Brothers' "Flyer" and end
ing with the latest "Jet" aircraft). Charley
good luck with all of your projects and
keep us posted on your progress.

Mark Your Calendar

World 3-D Film Fest: 9/12/'03 -

9/21/'03. Ten full days of very rare 1950's
3D films. Info at:

http://www.3dfilmfest.com or call (661)
538-9259 or fax (661) 793-6755.

Many of these films have not
need seen for almost 5 decades in 3-D,

this may be your only chance to see them
in 3-D. Order your tickets now! Can you
miss seeing any of these films? This is
probably the longest list of 'B' films ever
assembled - but they are all in 3-D!

Here is my list that answers the
question "Can anyone recommend the
films one HAS to see out of all these

films? "

HOUSE OF WAX

MOTOR RHYTHM SHORT

STRANGER WORE A GUN

GORILLA AT LARGE

CAT-WOMEN OF THE MOON

ADVENTURES OF SAM SPACE

SHORT

GOG

KISS ME KATE

LUMBER JACK RABBIT SHORT

IT CAME FROM OUTER SPACE

NAT KING COLE WITH RUSS MOR

GAN'S ORCHESTRA SHORT

ROBOT MONSTER

STARDUST IN YOUR EYES SHORT

FLIGHT TO TANGIER

STEREO-TECHNIQUES 3-DIMEN-
SION

CREATURE FROM THE BLACK

LAGOON

CHARGE AT FEATHER RIVER

3-D TRAILER SHOW SHORT

ARENA

REVENGE OF THE CREATURE

WORKING FOR PEANUTS SHORT

BWANA DEVIL

M.L. GUNZBURG PRESENTS 3-D

SHORT

DANGEROUS MISSION

MAN IN THE DARK

HANNAH LEE

JESSE JAMES VS THE DALTONS

PHANTOM OF THE RUE MORGUE



GLASS WEB

HYPNOTIC HICK SHORT

FORT TI

SPOOKS SHORT

MAZE

DOOM TOWN SHORT

INFERNO

ON THE BALL SHORT

DIAL M FOR MURDER

MAD MAGICIAN

RARITIES IN 3-D

I, THE JURY

PARDON MY BACKFIRE SHORT

MONEY FROM HOME

BOO MOON SHORT

SECOND CHANCE

MELODY SHORT

GUN FURY

NEBRASKAN

DRUMS OF TAHITI

DOWN THE HATCH SHORT

FRENCH LINE

MISS SADIE THOMPSON

LOVE FOR SALE SHORT

Or in other words all! Most ARE

'B' films, but as I stated this will be the only
chance to ever see them in 3-D. Likely the
better titles will sell out early. For instance,
GOG was thought to be lost in 3-D - and
might not be a complete print, but we will
get to see it in 3-D. If you don't like sci-fi
50's films, that might not be the film for
you. IMDB raters have given this a 4.8 (out
of ten), but they watched it flat on TV.

If you can't make them all, check
your schedule and see what times are good
for you and then check the Intemet Movie
Database for ratings, plot summaries and
purchase your tickets from there. You can
find most titles listed:

http://us.imdb.com/List?tv=on&&key-
words=3-dimensional

As part of the "3-D Expo", they will be
selling a DVD of over 20 trailers of the
various 3-D films that will be playing.
And two of the trailers, "It Came From
Outer Space" and "The Maze", will be in
anaglyphic 3-D! This is the first time this
type of material will be made available in
this format on DVD. And as a special
bonus, the famous "Lumiere Train"
footage will be on this DVD as well...also
in anaglyphic 3-D!

Cinerama

Just added at the Cinerama

Dome: 9/12/'03 - 9/25/'03: "How the

West Was Won" in 3 panel Cinerama will
be running at the Cinerama Dome in Los
Angeles September 12-25! Warner Bros,
will be crosspromotingwith the 3-D Film
Expo and people will be able to come to
Los Angeles and see both Cinerama and
3-D at the same time. Watch their web

site:

http://www.arclightcinemas.com/

Stereo Exhibitions

PSA is an organization that puts
a "seal of approval" on certain stereo
exhibitions. PSA has other functions also,
plus branches for all photographers. Visit
the PSA-Stereo Division web page at:
http://home.attbi.com/~psastereo/

If you are not a Photographic
Society of America (PSA) member, you
should really think about joining.
Members receive the monthly PSA
Joumal full of photo tips, information on
upcoming exhibitions and other helpful
advice. Plus members' acceptances into
exhibitions go towards a "Star Rating".
The more acceptances the more 'stars'
you can acquire - but you must be a PSA
member. We have a few file copies in the
SCSC club library if you wish to check
them out. Visit the PSA website at:

http://www.psa-photo.org. PSA approved
means that acceptances earned in these
exhibitions count towards PSA Star rat

ings and the PSA Stereo "Who's Who" list
(for PSA members).

Th website for the PSA Stereo

Division is at:

http://home.attbi.com/~psastereo/ has a
number of current Exhibition entry
forms.

Closing dates and contacts for
upcoming Stereo Exhibitions:

48th PSA Traveling Stereo Exhibition.
Format: Slides (41x101 "realist" format
slides only). Closing date: August 15,
2003. David W. Kesner, Director, 12567
West DeMeyer Street, Boise, ID 83713-
1409, USA, email: drdave@dddphotogra-
phy.com web: http://www.dddphotogra-
phy.com/psatravel

Fess: $7.00 US/Canada, $9.00 all others

70th Detroit Intemational Salon of

Photography. Format: Stereo Slides.
Closing Date: September 15th, 2003.
Richard Cass, P.O. Box 312, Pinckney, MI
48169, USA. email: FRC@provide.net
Fees: $7.00

The PSA Non-star Stereo Competition.
Closing date: October 13. Rules are the
same as the last 10 Non-star competitions.
James R. Roy, FPSA, 2902 Peyton
Randolph Dr. #202, Falls Church, VA
22044. Format: any. Fee: $3.00

DGS Hamburg: New leadership, being run
as DGS-Ulm Intemational (perhaps still
every two years) - Not yet announced.

Upcoming camera shows

The Buena Park Camera Expo is
America's Largest Monthly Camera Show,
with Over 200 tables of photo equipment.
The show is held at 7530 Orangethorpe
(between the 5 and 91 freeways at Beach
Boulevard) in Buena Park. New show
hours are 9:30am to 2:30pm, $5 admission
with free parking. For more information
call: (949) 786-8183 or (949) 786-6644.
Here are the dates for 2003 (subject to
change): August 17th, September 21st,
October 19th, November 16th and
December 14th. Check their website:

www.cameraexpo.com or email them at:
cameraexpo@yahoo.com.



Direct sunlight, which typical
ly provides the optimal lighting for
outdoor and scenic photography, is
generally the least flattering lighting
for portraiture and people photography.
Besides causing the subject to squint,
strong, direct lighting also produces
harsh, deep shadows on faces which
accentuate noses, deep set eyes and
wrinkles. The addition of a second

light source to brighten these shadow
areas allows for greater freedom in
subject placement, and also produces a
more flattering portrait. The simplest
and most controllable way to introduce
a second light source is through the use
of an electronic flash.

Factors Affecting Ambient
Fla^Exposure Light

m ✓

ShuttsrSpeed ✓

Subject Dis^nce ✓

Rash Intensity Setting ✓

In order to mix ambient light
and electronic flash successfully, it is
necessary to combine their light in a
calculated, controlled manner. The
chart shows the various factors that

affect the final exposure from both
ambient lighting and from the flash.
The key point to note from this table is
that certain factors affect the exposme
from only one of the light sources.
Specifically, changing shutter speed
affects only the exposure from the
ambient lighting and has no effect on
the flash exposure. Thus, changing
shutter speed allows one to vary the
ambient light level while holding the
flash exposure constant. Similarly,
changing subject distance affects only
the flash exposure, so altering this
allows one to vary the flash exposure

Using Fill Flash
by David Kuntz

while the ambient light exposure is
held constant. This is the basis of

the fill flash technique.
Let's examine each of

these factors individually and see
how they affect the photograph as
a whole:

F/# (lens aperture) -
This is the only parameter which
affects both flash and ambient

light exposure. In general, F/#
will be set first in accordance with

the dictates of the flash. Virtually
all flash units have a dial or indi

cator that shows the F/# to be used

for a given subject distance. So,
once subject distance is deter
mined, the required F/# is read
from the flash. In stereo photogra- '
phy, there is the additional con
straint that the F/# should be high
enough to keep all the elements in
the scene in focus.

Shutter Speed - The abil
ity to synchronize with a flash at
all shutter speeds is one of the few
areas where stereo cameras enjoy
an edge over more modem, focal
plane shutter cameras. Virtually
all SLR's and rangefinder cameras
which use interchangeable lenses
have focal plane shutters.
Typically, these cameras will only
synchronize with a flash at speeds
slower than 1/60 of a second.

Once an F/# has been

selected, the exposure due to the
ambient lighting is determined by
light meter or other means. Then the
shutter speed needed to go with the
previously determined F/# is set on
the camera.

Subject Distauce - The
most important characteristic of flash
lighting is that exposure depends on
subject distance, because the light
from the flash falls off with the

square of the subject distance. For

The problem: Dirert sunlight creates
harsh shadows and causes the

subject to squint

The solution: Fillflash lightens the
shadows, but should not completely
eliroinate them. There is no change
to the rest of the exposure,

example, if flash to subject dis
tance is doubled, exposure is
reduced by 2 to the second power,
or four times (which is two f-
stops). Keep in mind that the
important parameter is flash to
subjeet distance; if the flash is
mounted on the camera, this is
obviously the same as camera to
subject distance. However, if the
flash is mounted and moved inde-



pendently of the camera, it is the flash to
subject distance that determines expo
sure. While off camera mounting pro
vides tremendous flexibility in varying
exposure, it is obviously much more dif
ficult logistically. Also, it should be
noted that if the flash is significantly off
center from the camera, its lighting will
cast a second set of shadows which need

to be considered.

Flash Setting - Many flash
units allow one to manually reduce their
output, generally in one stop increments.
Such a flash will be the easiest to use for

fill flash, and usually eliminates the need
to mount the flash off camera. If this

capability is not present in your flash, it
is possible to reduce the unit's output
using diffusers (handkerchief, white
cardboard) or neutral density filters.

Most flash units have an auto

matic mode. In this case, a distance
range is chosen, and the flash delivers
the correct amount of light wherever the
subject is placed within that range. This
can be useful in certain types of fill flash
situations.

FILL FLASH PROCEDURE

There are two basic configura
tions in which flash is used in combina

tion with ambient lighting. In one ease,
the main source of light on the subject is
ambient lighting, and the flash is used to
lighten or eliminate shadow areas. This
is illustrated on the previous page. In
the second case, the main subject is
placed totally in shadow, and the flash

Putting ttie entire subject in shadow
eliminates shadows on the face, but
makes tiie subject too dark.

becomes the main source of subject illu
mination. Ambient lighting only illumi
nates the background. In this instance, it
is desired to make the illumination of the

flash and ambient lighting approximately
equal. This is shown below.

Let's look at typical procedures
for determining proper exposure for these
two different cases.

Flash as Fill Light
1. Position the main subject.
2. Determine flash to subject distance.
3. When the flash is only providing fill
light, it is generally desirable that the
flash intensity be about half that of the
ambient lighting. This will lighten shad
ows without totally eliminating them.
Generally, it will be required to operate
the flash in a non-automatic mode to

achieve predictable, consistent perform
ance under these circumstances.

Determine the required F/# from the
flash's distance calculator and set the

camera one stop higher than this.
4. Determine the exposure due to ambi
ent lighting in the background.
5. Since F/# has already been set, choose
the shutter speed that provides the correct
exposure for the ambient lighting. If the
shutter speed selected is either too slow
for hand holding, or faster than available
on your camera, then some adjustment in
subject distance or flash output will have
to be made. If the flash allows one to

manually vary its output, then reduce the
output to supply the necessary light level.

Use fill flash to matdi the flash lighting
on the subject with the ambient lighting
in ttie background-

Flash as Main Light
1. Position the main subject in shad
ow or with their back to the sun. If

shooting towards the sim, beware of
reflections and ghosts in the lens.
Lens shades are advisable.

2. Determine flash to subject dis
tance.

3. Sinee the flash will be providing
the main source of light, it may be
possible to use it in its automatic
mode. The advantage of this is that
it allows for some freedom of move

ment during composition. Determine
and set the required F/# from either
the automatic range selector or from
the flash's distance calculator.

4. Determine the exposme due to
ambient lighting in the background.
5. Since F/# has already been set,
choose the shutter speed that pro
vides the correct exposure for the
ambient lighting. If the shutter speed
selected is either too slow for hand

holding, or faster than available on
your camera, then some adjustment
in subject distance or flash output
will have to be made.

REAL WORLD FACTORS

Depending upon the flash
guide number and ASA of the film
being used, it may be found that
there is little or no latitude for select

ing F/# and shutter speed. As a gen
eral rule, the more powerful the flash
and the higher the film ASA, the
larger the range of choice in select

ing F/# and shutter speed combi
nations. Experimentation is the
best way to determine what set
tings work most effectively and
consistently with your equip
ment, and what level of fill light
ing is most pleasing to you.



Gabriella Nutt and David Starkman at a screening of Spy Kids 3-D. Stereophotogaph bySusan Pinsky

Good Old-Fashion

Anaglyph
Robert Rodriguez Uses High Tech
Tools to Revive a Classic Format

with Spy Kids 3-D

By Ray Zone

Some people just don't like
anaglyph. Viewing the world through
complementary colored glasses, red
and cyan, is just too much retinal bom
bardment for them. But the anaglyph
continues to fascinate filmmakers and

artists as a viable way to display stere-
ographic imagery. Director Robert
Rodriguez, creator of the popular Spy
Kids movie franchise, is the most
recent case in point.

For the third installment in

his popular Spy Kids series, titled
"Game Over," which opened on 3500
screens July 25, Rodriguez has made
an extensive use of polychromatie
anaglyph, introducing a a fuller palette
of color into the two-color stereograph-
ic process. Rodriguez has done his
homework and has made an entertain

ing and easily viewable film which is
about 75 percent color anaglyph. The
audience is directly told when to take
the glasses off or put them on by on
screen instmctions and the actions of

the characters.

When high-tech bad guy, the
Toymaker, played by Sylvester Stallone
in multiple humorous roles, traps
Carmen Gomez (Alexa Vega) in a new
computer game called "Game Over,"
her younger brother Junie (Daryl
Sahara) dons his 3-D glasses and comes
to the rescue. With the assistance ofhis

grandfather, played by Ricardo
Montalban, Junie enters the computer-
generated world of Game Over and

faces a series of dimensional duels and

tests to save his sister.

Green screen filming of the
actors was done at Rodriguez's
Troublemaker Studios in Austin, Texas
using the new Reality Camera System
(RCS) built by James Cameron and
Vince Pace and utilized previously for
stereoscopic capture of footage for
Ghosts ofthe Abyss. The RCS uses two
Sony High Definition cameras and dual
Fujinon lenses having a 69mm interoc-
ular with convergence which can be
driven independently or slaved to
focus, iris and zoom controls. A sepa
rate dual-camera unit with a beam split
ter was also used to shoot footage with
smaller interocular distances going
down to zero.

The live action stereoscopic
footage was composited into the com
puter-generated world of Game Over.
This kind of control over the stereo

scopic imagery allowed Rodriguez in
making what he called "good, old-fash
ioned anaglyph," to minimize onscreen
parallax where necessary, control col
ors and continually place the stereo
window in an optimum position for the
most comfortable viewing. As a result.
Spy Kids 3-D represents a definite step
forward for anaglyphic motion pic
tures.

Viewmaster International

Stereo

Sequence Exhibition of
2003

TheView-Master

International Stereo Sequence
Exhibition was held at the meeting of
the Stereo Club of Southem California

on July 17th, 2003. The Judges were
Mike McKlnney of Redondo Beach,
California, Christopher Olson of
Woodland Hills, California and SCSC's
President Philip Steinman of Los
Angeles, Califomia.

The following were the
award winning reels;

Best Photo Travel was

awarded to Disneyland by Eddie
Bowers of Irving, Texas.

Winner of the Best Theme

Award went to Coney Island Mermaids
by the Sea by William Rosenberg of
Brooklyn, New York.

The StereoClub of Southem

CalifomiaSilver medal went to Before
the Fire by Eddie Bowers of Irving,
Texas.

The Stereo Club of Southem

Califomia Gold medal went to Coastal

Highlights - Monterey Area, Northern
California by Rod W. Dicks of
Olympia, Washington.

The PSA Gold Medal for

Best of Show was awarded to Palace of
Fine Art, San Francisco, California by
Mitchell Walker of Pacific Palisades,

Califomia.

The showing and judging of
these View-Master reels at the Stereo

Club of Southem Califomia made for

an entertaining evening. These win
ning reels were subsequently shown as
the opening program in the Stereo
Theatre at the National Stereoscopic
Convention on July 25, 2003.
Lawrence Kaufman read the narra

tion at that time and Gary Shacker was
behind the View-Master Projector and
the show was very well received by
NSA Convention attendees.

In addition to the VM

Exhibition at the SCSC Meeting, Ray
Zone presented some vintage Fantastic
Four VM reels along with a discussion
of stereo drawing techniques. Mitchell
Walker and David Starkman also

shared some extremely rare commer
cial reels to the delight of the crowd.
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September 2003

The September Meeting
has been moved to the

Fourth Thursday - 9/25

Looking Forward
to the Next Club Year

by Philip Steinman

We need to bring 3D to the people of
LosAngeles and show them how easy and fun it is
to do themselves. Weare going to start of the new
season of SCSC withthebigbangof the upcoming
3D Film Festival at the Egyptian Theatre in

Hollywood (Sept 12-21st). SCSC will have a club table at the festival showcasing some
stereo photography and the work of SCSC members. Additionally, we are going to project
3D slideprogramss in the Spielberg Theatre at the Egyptian.

It is my hope that this willbe a catalyst for attracting newpeople to the wonderful
worldof 3D. The idea is that 3D is not just for Hollywood up on the big screen, but also for
anyonewhowants to hold their own3D camerain thepalm of theirhandand start takingand
sharing their own pictures with depth.

At our SCSC meetings/ exhibitions we hope to inspire people with quality 3D slide
shows and give them a chance to leam how to get started and advance their own 3D art. One
of the ways we are going to reach out to people this coming new year is through a reorgan
ized website, where we will have tips and columns from some of our most successful 3D
Club Competition Complete Participation Winners. The idea is to provide new people with
the right infonnation so they can participate and get involved in 3D by having those who
have already succeeded show them the way.

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally Include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director). The 3D News is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those not wish-
inq to participate in club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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The Annual SCSC Club

Award Banquet

SCSC again met at Taix restau
rant to swear in the club officers and cel
ebrate theyearwiththe distribution of the
awards for the previous year. Our host
Mitch Walker did a bang up job organiz
ingtheevent, which wasenjoyed by all.

President Philip Steinman
awarded the club officers and board mem

bers almost literally with the 'shirt off his
back'. It was no surprise to me, since
Philip has wanted a club T-shirt that he
designed just such a gift for the hard
working SCSC board members. In a true
Emersonian spirit Philip not only
designed these shirts, but also did the
iron-on transfer of the SCSC logos him
self. He wamed the recipients that they
could not look on the back of the shirts

until the winners of the slide of the year
competition were announced. And as
soon as they were the board members
opened up their shirts to find the prize-
winning views also on the backs of these
great club shirts.

Also of note, the club wel
comed its first 'Life-time' member. Oliver
Dean who has for years sworn in and/or
affirmed the SCSC members and officers

at our annual awards ceremony was
awarded this once-in-a-lifetime honor. We

all happily look to once again see more of
Oliver who now is enjoying renewed
interested (and available time) in stereo.

The SCSC Schedulefor
2003/2004:

This schedule is subject to
change, with shows being added when
they become available or when they can
be booked. Check the 3-D News or

la3dclub.com for updated information.

hy Lawrence Kaufman
NSA Regional Director

September Meeting - Schedule Change

Reminder! - The September meeting &
club competition will be held on the 4th
Thursday, September 25th; due to a sched
uling conflict with the World 3-D Film
Festival. September25, 2003 (special date
- 4th Thursday). 1st Club competition &
Tony Alderson show "Make ThoseLenses
Swing"- Note special date.

October 16, 2003 - SCSC Annual Club
Auction, start cleaning out your closet so
you can make some bucks on all that extra
stereo stuff you bought last year and
haven't used.Plus you'll need the space for
all the bargains you'll be picking up this
year.

November 20, 2003 - 2nd Club competi
tion & Susan Pinsky show

December II, 2003 - Banquet - Member's
Potpourri. Note special date!

January 15, 2004 - 3rd Club competition&
another stereo show.

February 19, 2004 - Holljrwoodshowing &
another stereo show.

March 18, 2004 - 4th Club competition &
48th PSA Traveling Exh.
http://www.dddphotography.com/psatrav-
el/48routing.htm

April 15, 2004 - Two stereo programs.

May 20, 2004 - 5th club competition. Plus
another stereo show.

June 17, 2004 - Movie night.

July 15, 2004 - Awards Banquet & Slide of
the Year.

September is a busy 3D Month

If you haven't purchased your
tickets for the World 3-D Film Fest:

9/12/'03 - 9/21/'03 - Ten full days of very
rare 1950's 3D films, it may be too late!
Info at; http://www.3dfilmfest.com or call
(661) 538-9259or fax (661) 793-6755.

Manyguests arebeingadded to
these screenings, with several question
and answer sessions with available actors
and directors. Plus SCSC has been given
its own area and theater to present 3-D
photos, art andslide shows. 1hope to see
many of you there!

In addition to many 3-D films
that have not been seen for fifty years,
there will be several items and clips never
seen by the public is 3-D.

"Kiss Me Kate" will include the

lost 3-D effects footage that was in the
original 1954 run (recently found by
Warner Brothers). Even though the
restoredsegments add less than a minute,
it is still a fascinating bit of 3-D film his
tory. KMK stars expected to show up at
the Egyptian include: Kathym Grayson,
Tommy Rail,William Turtle, and perhaps
a few others.

Most of the 3-D films from

Columbia will be studio prints, with the
Casper the Ghost 3-D short "Boo Moon"
a brand new print made just for the festi
val.

Cinerama

And don't forget about "How
the West Was Won" in 3-panel Cinerama
will be running at the Cinerama Dome in
Los Angeles September 12-25! You will
be able to see the 3-D Film Expo and
Cinerama at the same time. Check their



website:

http://www.arclightcinemas.com/

Large Format Film Festival

Also coming soon at the Bridge
Theater in Los Angeles is the first Large
Format publie Film Festival. Sponsored by
the Large Format Cinema Association, it
was planned to run in Oetober, but won't
likely run until the first of next year. There
will likely be several 3-D films playing,
many of which you cannot see anywhere
else. Current diseussion is for an entire day
dedicated to 3-D films. We'll attempt to
keep you posted.

House of Wax DVD

Wamer Bros. Is releasing a batch
of vintage horror films on DVD. Even
though they ran an Internet survey and the
stereo commimity had hoped to see a 3-D/2-
D version released. After doing tests
Warners decided to release "House ofWax"

only in 2-D, but they have included the
1933 "Mystery of the Wax Museum" which
HOW was based upon. The DVD will also
include footage from the West Coast pre
miere of HOW, which should be interesting
to check out.

Jack Parker Covey

The stereo community has lost
another regular PSA exhibitor. Jack Covey
(77) of Naples, FL died of lung eaneer on
Friday, July 11, 2003 in Naples. He had
been a winter resident the past 25 years
moving there permanently 3 years ago from
Wichita, KS. He was a longtime member of
the Stereo Slide Study Groups and a veter
an of the US Army serving in the 9th
Infantry during WWII.

Jack was an avid photographer.
He was serving as president of the Naples
Camera Club, a Fellow of the Photographic
Society of America (FPSA) and had
received many honors and awards. In
Wichita, he was a member and past presi
dent of the Photo Exhibitors Soeiety, the
Amateur Camera Club, the Color Slide
Club and the Stereo Camera Club. He was

also past president of the Beeeheraft
Boating and Camping Club. His loving wife

and fellow stereo exhibitor Barbara sur

vives him, as does two hrothers-in-law,
Don and Bob Pipkin of OK and five
nieces and nephews.

Stereo Exhibitions

I would like to put a plug in for
the Non-star. Most individuals who read

this article are not entering International
exhibitions and are not PSA members.

This is a great exhibition for begirmers.
And usually has a very little participation,
so most who enter can do very well.
Please consider entering yourself and
spread the word to newer stereo photog
raphers who might be considering enter
ing International Exhibitions.

The PSA Non-star Stereo

Competition. Closing date: October 13.
Rules are the same as the last 10 Non-star

competitions. James R. Roy, FPSA, 2902
Peyton Randolph Dr. #202, Falls Church,
VA 22044. Format: any. Fee: S3.00

PSA is an organization that puts
a "seal of approval" on certain stereo
exhibitions. PSA has other functions also,
plus branches for all photographers. Visit
the PSA-Stereo Division weh page at:
http://home.comcast.net/~psastereo/

If you are not a Photographic
Society of America (PSA) member, you
should really think about joining.
Members receive the monthly PSA
Journal full of photo tips, information on
upcoming exhibitions and other helpful
advice. Plus members' acceptances into
exhibitions go towards a "Star Rating".
The more acceptances the more 'stars'
you can acquire - but you must be a PSA
member. We have a few file copies in the
SCSC club library if you wish to check
them out. Visit the PSA website at:

http://www.psa-photo.org. PSA approved
means that aeeeptances eamed in these
exhibitions count towards PSA Star rat

ings and the PSA Stereo "Who's Who" list
(for PSA members).

The PSA Stereo Division's website:

http://home.comcast.net/~psastereo/

has a number of current Exhibition

entry forms.

Upcoming Stereo Exhibition:

70th Detroit International Salon of

Photography. Format: Stereo Slides.
Closing Date: September 15th, 2003.
Richard Cass, P.O. Box 312, Pinckney, MI
48169, USA. email: FRC@provide.net
Fees: $7.00

Upcoming Camera Shows

The Buena Park Camera Expo is America's
Largest Monthly Camera Show, with Over
200 tables of photo equipment. The show
is held at 7530 Orangethorpe (between the
5 and 91 freeways at Beach Boulevard) in
Buena Park. New show hours are 9:30am

to 2:30pm, admission is now $6, with free
parking. For more information call: (949)
786-8183 or (949) 786-6644. Here are the
dates for 2003 (subjeet to change):
September 21st, October 19th, November
16th and December 14th. Check their web

site: www.cameraexpo.com or email them
at: cameraexpo@yahoo.com.

Bargain Camera Shows

The Pasadena Camera Show is held at the

Pasadena Elks Lodge, 400 W Colorado
Blvd., 134 Freeway to Orange Grove S.
10am - 3pm. It is often held on the 2nd
Sunday of the month. Call for dates. For
more information about this and other

'Bargain Camera shows' contact Anton,
Bargain Camera shows, PO Box 5352,
Santa Monica 90409, (310) 578-7446.

I'll see you at the meeting.



Slides ofthe Year
2002-2003 Competition Year

by Philip Steinman

The Southern California

Stereo Club has traditionally held
an annual banquet to celebrate our
best images exhibited over the last
calendar year. In this special year
end show our active exhibitors are

encouraged to select their best 5
slides that they have shown in
competition during the months of
September, November, January,
March, and May.

During these months our
club members can submit 3 stereo

slides at each exhibition. And

since we have 2 categories of com
petitions, 1 for traditional stereo
cameras like the Realist, Kodak,
Revere, & other vintage cameras,
and a 2nd category for twirmed
35mm cameras, RBTs, and
Macros, members can actually
submit 6 slides at each competi
tion, 3 in each category. So, at the
end of the year, all slides entered
in our exhibitions are eligible for
the Slide of the Year awards.

This year our best submitted slides
were sent to the National Stereo

Association convention in

Charleston, South Carolina, where

all the world renown exhibitors

flock each year to share their love
of stereo photography. There, our
slides were judged by a team of
experienced stereo eyes which
included Boris Starosta,
Wolfgang Sell and Eddie Bowers.
They were asked to painstakingly
select the very best of our top
slides. This year they have select
ed 8 Honorable Mention Slides,
and awarded 4 very special slides
to be given our top prizes, which
include 1) The Best Stereo Effect;
2) The Best Landscape; 3) All
Creatures Great and Small; and 4)
the very highest honor, our Slide
of the Year. This year our Slide of

the Year award is being sponsored
by Pentax, and they will donate for
one year, the use of their 4
Megapixel 430 RS Digital Camera
which has a special stereo photo
mode.

100 Percent Participation

At this banquet we also
celebrate our exhibitor's participa
tion, particularly those who have
participated in all 5 exhibitions
with 15 slides for one category.
Complete Participation Ribbons
went to Robin Burks, Chris
Olson, Chuck Bernhardt, Jim
Long, Sean Isroelit, Steve
Berezin, Kathy Day, Bruno
Lizzi, Paul Spencer, and Joe
Santos. Without them we would

not have exhibitions of 3D photog
raphy.

Our next wave of awards

honor those photographers who
achieved the highest point totals in
competitions this year. Our 3 dif
ferent judges at each exhibition
use a 5-9 scale of grading each
image, which means a slide can
score 15-27 points. Slides rarely
score 15 and never 27 or even 26

points. A good slide may score 20
points.

This year in the A
Standard Group for those using a
conventional Realist camera the

3rd Place Medal goes to
Lawrence Kaufman who reached

306 points with 15 images, so
that's averaging over 20 points an
image! The 2nd Place Medal went
to Chris Olson who reach 311

points. And the 1st Place Medal
went to Robin Burks who set a

blistering pace with 321 points.
The B Standard Group

was very exciting this year with

close competition between
Chuck Bernhardt, John Hart,

Bruno Lizzi, Joe Santos, Rick
Sawyer, and Paul Spencer. This
year the 3rd place medal went to
newcomer Joe Santos. The 2nd

Place Medal went to Chuck

Bemhardt. And the 1st Place

Medal goes to new comer Paul
Spencer, who is also the winner of
our prestigious Most Promising
New Member.

Look out next year A
group! The B's are moving up to
sting you. This year we also had
for the first time a B Group Non-
Conventional Category. This is a
category for those shooting with
twin cameras, macro cameras, or
modem 3D cameras such as RBTs.

This year the 3rd place medal will
go to Herb Abrams. The 2nd
Place Medal will go to Rick
Sawyer. And the 1st Place Medal
will go to Jim Long, whose 332
points for his excellent stereo con
versions of flat images even out
paced our A Groups.

This year's A Group Non-
Conventional category featured
entries from Steve Berezin, Robin
Burks, James Comstock, Kathy
Day, Lawrence Kaufman, Abe
Perlstein, Susan Pinsky, David
Saxon, David Starkman, Philip
Steinman, and Ray Zone, to
name a few. This year's 3rd place
medal goes to, Philip Steinman
with 309 points. The 2nd place
medal goes to Abe Perlstein with
323 points. And the 1st place
medal, with someone shooting
with a new non-conventional RBT

camera, goes to Kathy Day for
amassing an amazing 329 points
(about 22 points an image).

Kathy Day and Philip Steinman



Our Year End Honor

Slides are awarded a special
Purple Ribbon. This year they go
to Abe Perlstein for Foxglove
Flowers, Chris Olson for Stereo
Window, Joe Santos for White
River Rafting, Chuck Bernhardt
for Who Put These Whale Bones

Here, Sean Isroelit for Forest

Stump, Kathy Day for Day 15,
Jim Long for Bikini Atoll Baker
Test, Lawrence Kaufman for Big
Splash, and Philip Steinman for
Gunsight Butte Low Shoreline.
And now, without further ado, we
bring you the top 4 stereo images
of the year:

1) Best Use ofStereo Effect for the
slide that uniquely puts us in a 3
dimensional world

2003 Best Stereo Effect

Susan Pinsky
A Drinkfor Phoebe

2) Best Landscape for the slide
that portrays the wonders of nature
around the world

2003 Best Landscape
Kathy Day
Fall on the Owens

3) All Creatures Great and Small
Award for the best use of people or
animals in a slide

2003 All Creatures Great & Small

Bruno Lizzi

Dancing to Ch 34 TV

4) THE SLIDE OF THE YEAR:
this is the clubs most prestigious
annual award for a single stereo
image. It is awarded to the slide
the judges select as the best over
all for the calendar year 2002-
2003.

2003 Slide of the Year

Robin Burks

Feet/Fish

National Stereoscopic Association

by Lawrence Kaufman
NSA Regional Director

The National Stereoscopic Association is an incorporated, non
profit/educational tax-exempt organization founded in 1974. The goals of
the association are to promote the study, collection and use of stereo
graphs, stereo cameras and related materials; to provide a forum for collec
tors and students of stereoscopic history; to promote the practice of stereo
photography; to encourage the use of stereoscopy in the fields of visual
arts and technology; to foster the appreciation of the stereographas a visu
al history record, and to provide for the Oliver Wendell Holmes
Stereoscopic Research Library. NSA hosts the World's largest 3-D Stereo
Trade Show and Conventionannually and publishes Stereo Worldmaga
zine, which highlights 3-D imaging past and present.

Membership is currently still only $26.00 a year. I believe all
SCSC members would benefit from an NSA membership. So if you're not
a member why not join now while the price is lower. Pick up a member
ship form at our meeting or check the NSA website: http://www.stere-
oview.org/

The 2003 convention was very enjoyable. It unfortunately had a
smaller turn out than the past few conventions. Even though the conven
tions are run as non-profit, any profits go towards improving NSA and
Stereo World magazine. It was great fun and a well-run convention. There
were lots of fun things to do and see. The workshops were terrific and the
stereo theater and stereo electronic theater shows were very enjoyable.

It is always so enjoyable to catch up with so many old stereo
friends and visit, even though there is so much else to see, this is one of
my favorite parts of these conventions. The exhibits room had a few last
minute cancellations, hut the ones that made it were very well done. Terry
Wilson's basket phantagram was exceptional and very lifelike.

Produced as a give-away for convention attendees was the
'Historic Charleston: Stereographs
from the Civil War era' View-Master

reel. View Productions has produced
many architecture reels. They issued
this one in conjunction with the 2003
NSA convention. Each registrant at the
convention received a copy of this reel.

The original images on the
stereo view cards, from the collection
of Mike Griffith, were cropped to fit
the View-Master reel format and digi
tally enhanced by Steve Hughes.

They have made these reels
available for $10.00 postpaid. Check or
money order to: View Productions,
POB 11835, Knoxville TN 37939.
Cook, S. E. Durbec, James M. Osbom,
and S. T. Souder.

Explore
the World

of
3-D Imaging,

Past & Present,
in

Only S26 a year
ffoni

NATX»sWM.
stireoscopk:
ASSOCWTON

P.O.BOX8670S
Portland, OR 97286



Digital Imaging Definitions

Digital imaging has made a
huge impact in photography, and
may ultimately largely displace tradi
tional photographic film. But, even
if you're still shooting exclusively
with film cameras, the ability to digi
tally manipulate images offers
tremendous creative power. This
article provides some basic digital
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by David Kuntz

imaging definitions for those just
begiiming with this technology.

Computers can only store
numeric information, so a photographic
image, whether taken with a digital
camera or scanned from film, must be
somehow converted into a series of

numbers. While there are a number of

differing methods for exactly how
image information can be encoded,
they all share certain characteristics.
Digital images are mosaics, consisting
of a rectangular matrix of picture ele
ments, or pixels. Each of these pixels
consists of a value (or values) for
either brightness (for black and white
photos) or color information for that
point in the image.

The figure at left shows how
this works. Imagine we're scanning a
photo. We divide the photo up in a
20x20 array. We then determine the
average brightness within each element
of the array (let's say 0 is completely
black, and 100 is white). Now we
have a series of 20x20=400 numbers,
each between 0 and 100, that repre
sents our image. This final image is
displayed at bottom. This series of 400
numbers is something the computer
can store and manipulate.

There are a few parameters
that are most important in our digital
image. The first is total pixel count, or
resolution. The next graphic shows
how increasing the pixel count makes
the image look "sharper" or more con
tinuous. The best consumer digital
cameras now have a resolution of 5

million pixels (called 5 megapixels);
much higher resolution digital cameras
are available for the professional mar
ket. It's also possible to scan 35mm

8

film at about 20 megapixels resolu
tion with consumer desktop scanners.
However, keep in mind that 35mm
film itself has much higher resolution
than this.

Another important image
characteristic is the number of possi
ble gray levels or different colors
(called color depth). The effect of
going from just two different gray
levels (pure black and pure white) to
more shades of gray is illustrated
below. More shades of gray make
the image look more continuous.

Most common computer
image formats allow 256 different
shades of gray for black and white
images. Since 256=2 to the eighth
power, this is called 8-bit grayscale.

Color can be represented a
variety of different ways in digital
images. Conceptually the simplest
of these is called RGB (for red,
green, blue). This utilizes the fact
that nearly any color can be obtained
by mixing various amounts of the
three primary colors (red, green and
blue).

Instead of a single number
for pixel brightness, each pixel is
now represented by three numbers,
namely, the amount of red, green and
blue. If each of the three colors is

allowed to have a total of 256 differ

ent levels, then the total possible
number of values, or colors, is nearly
17 million (256x256x256). This is
called 24-bit color (because 8x3=24).

Of course, the larger the
number of pixels we use, and the
larger the range of values we allow
for color or grayscale, the bigger our
image file. Larger files take more
disk space to store, and more com
puter processing power to handle
speedily.
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SCSCPresident PhilipSteinman at theWorld 3-DFilmExpo in Hollywood, California - Stereophoto byDavid Starkman

Some ofMy Favorite 3-D People
by Philip Steinman

My favorite SCSCers are anyone who enjoys engaging in 3D and sharing it with
us. After applaudingthe 3-D projectionstaff at the 3D Film Expo, I have to say our pro
jection staff is even better and worthyof our admiration. Our rotating team of focusing
Ed and Jon, projectionistMitch, Oliver, and David Starkman,and a few others, carefully
load, focus, and vertically align each slide. Over an evening this will total 100+ adjust
ments, way more than you will see at an entire 3D film festival. Hat's off to you guys.
There are some veterans1admire who devote a lot of themselves to keep the club running
smoothly. Lawrence keeps us abreast of every upcoming 3D event from the latest movie
release to the next PSA Stereo Exhibition. Ray Zone puts together our ongoingnewslet
ter, but he's also always there to chronicle the history of 3D for us to leam. David Kuntz
makes stunning posters, digital images, and balances our budget sheet. I want to say Sean
Isroelit, but he's only in his 3rd year and he's already an irreplaceableveteran and a superb
shooter. Photographically, I love the landscapes of Kathy Day and Mike McKinney, the
black and white images from Robin Burks and Chris Olson, the prolific excellent output
by Abe Perlstein, the imaginative and studied conversions ofJim Long, the Hollywood set
portraitures of Scott Ressler, how Lynn Wyett's astro photos dazzle me, how SteveBerezin
still takes 3D family pictures after running a 3D business, the same and more from David
and Susan, as they have just been so supportive and helped in my growth in 3Dland.

The Stereo Clubof Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director). The 3D News is sent monthly to all members. Annualsubscription for those not wish
ing to participate in club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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Calendar of Events

October 16 - Annual SCSC Club Auction

Don't miss out!

November 20 - 2nd Club competition & Susan's 3-D Potpourri

December 11 - Christmas Banquet - Member's Potpourri.
Note special date!

January 15, 2004 - 3rd Club eompetition& PSA TravelingShow

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
longjim@hotmail.com

SCSC House Director

Sean Isroelit

sean@medialair.com
323-876-5734

SCSC Technical Advisor

David Starkman

310-837-2368

Reel3D@aol.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

949-215-1554

3d@berezin.com
SCSC Website:

vmw.la3dclub.com

vmw.la3dclub.org

A

Wilshire United

Methodist Church

fWilshire Blvd.

If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm the third Thursday of every month at the
United Wilshire Methodist Church at 4350

Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
90010. The entrance is on Plymouth Blvd.
and meetings are held in the newly renovat
ed downstairs auditorium.

SCSC Auction

October is the traditional

month that the Annual SCSC stereo

auction is held.

It's a great time to invite any
one who is interested in any type of
photography and introduce themto the
wonders of stereo photography. And
there are always lots of great bargains
whether you're interested in stereo
cameras or projectors, slide mounting
devices, classic stereocards, 3D
movies or magazines, anything related
to stereography..

It doesn't matter if you sell or
bid, come and participate and you will
be helping out the club. Don't wait -
start cleaning out your closets, attics
and garage to find those stereo items
that you need to get rid of.

You'll need the extra room for

all the great buys you'll be bringing
home with you.



Living in Stereo

SOMEWHERE IN A DESERT

cemetery near Tempe, Arizona, stands
the world's first stereoscopic headstone.
Depicting side-by-side cartoons of the
late Tony Alderson that pop to three-
dimensional life when viewed through
binocular freevision, it marks the final
resting place of a former president of the
Stereo Club of Southern California

(SCSC), a group of amateur stereo pho
tographers and enthusiists founded dur
ing the Atomic Age. Going to meetings
of the SCSC means hearing a
piano roll of obituaries ~
Charlie Piper, George Skelley,
Earl Colgan, Paul 'Wing and
Alderson in the last two years -
- which may be why this gang
of obsessives meets monthly in
the downstairs auditorium of

the Wilshire United Methodist

Church.

Once a year they
break out for their annual

awards banquet at Taix restau
rant in Silver Lake, as they did
last week. To an outsider, the
members of the SCSC could be

stock players in a Christopher
Guest faux documentary.
Wearing name tags on cords, they discuss
the new Tim Burton -Johnny Depp
remake of Willy wonka - and lament that
it's not 3-D. (Ditto Pirates of the
Caribbean.) While standing among them
in Taix's Bordeaux Banquet Room, it
becomes immediately apparent that what
ever environment these people wander
into they immediately remake it. "That
would he great in stereo," says one to
another, nodding toward the picnic mural
on the hanquet-room wall. "We've been
having our banquet here for years," says
Oliver, a white-haired gentleman with 10
Fratemal Order pins on his blazer who
remembers meeting Harold Lloyd, Art
Linkletter and Edgar Bergen at SCSC
meetings in the '60s. "I've watched the
waiters here grow up and grow gray."

2003 was a pretty good year for
3-D — there was James Cameron's Ghosts

of the Abyss and Robert Rodriguez's Spy Kids
3-D (number one on the film's opening week
end) ~ but it's the 10-day World 3-D Expo at
the Egyptian Theater (September 12 to 21) that
provides the evening its real juice. Billed as
"the largest 3-D tribute show ever mounted
anywhere in history" the Expo will feature a
number of rarities that have tonight's attendees
excited, especially Gog, an oddball 1954 film
about a rebellious space robot or something.
SCSC members will be there, showing stereo
slides in the Egyptian's Steven Spielberg
Theater, and otherwise, they say with barely
containable anticipation, popping vitamins,
drinking rivers of coffee and seriously com-

promising their cash liquidity on screenings
and collectibles.

A kid with clean-cut black hair and

wireframed glasses rises to the podium, fum
bles with a few knobs and speaks of "the night
five years ago tonight when I saw my first
stereo slide show. I didn't know what stereo

photography was. I didn't even know what a
ViewMaster was! A friend of mine invited me

here on a whim, and lo and behold, I'm now
president of the club." Philip Steinman adds
that he met his young fianeee ~ off to the side
recording the speech with a silver digital what
sit ~ while taking a 3-D picture of her at last
year's L.A. marathon. (Claps and cheers.)
Everyone in the room seems to be an ex-club
president; no one swears or drinks too much
or tells off-color jokes. So warm and corny is
the tone, it might be 1955 again. A man in a
fiizzy pig hat with flappable wings swears in
the new officers, who recite the SCSC oath as

a swaying, grinning mass; "I ... state
your name..." - they repeat this literal
ly- "... do solemnly affirm... that I will
cooperate ... to the best of my ability...
in the efforts to further ... the art, sci
ence and enjoyment of stereo photog
raphy ... amen."

Then someone hands out

polarizing glasses in a slotted box ~
not the cheesy red green paper (or
"anaglyph') glasses of matinee fame
but sort of like the kind you'd get from
the eye doctor. (A corporate guy in a
suit brings a box of his own, sleek and
Italian-looking in individual

envelopes.) As the lights
snap out, a roomful of
Roy Orbisons exclaim
hosaimas over the clack

of changing slide images:
rock summits in

Yosemite; a Gulfstream
stabbing the sky;
Daliesque silhouettes
over the skinlike folds of

a sand dune; two dogs
watching Lassie on TV,
heads tilted; a 1946 A-
bomb test at the Bikini

atoll in the South Pacific;
a Spanish basilica;
Forrest J. Ackerman's col

lection of sci-fi-horror-

movie memorabilia; gothic shots of
winged-angel statues and bogs in
moonlight; the junk sculpture outside
of MOCA; a flock of airborne gulls
who appear to be tearing right through
the Bordeaux Room; a fiieze of water
cascading past a cat's tongue and, it
seems, over the first two rows.

A photo comes up that doesn't
have the desired effect. The shouts

follow like a fire drill: "Pseudo-stereo!

Pseudo-stereo!!" Everyone suddenly
yanks off their glasses and puts them
back on upside down, righting the
wrong of mixed-up slides. The Stereo
Club of Southem Califomia is back in

sync. It is a beautiful thing to see,
especially in 3-D.

-Matthew Duersten

LA Weekly
September 5-11
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Attention All Beginner
Stereo Exhibitors

Last month I suggested a
greatbeginnerstereoexhibition. How
many stopped reading, sat down and
entered the PSA (Photographic
Society of America) Non-star
Competition? I would once again
suggest that you read no further (or at
least read just a little further) and get
you four best images in the mail to
this stereo competition.

Most individuals who read

this article are not entering
International exhibitions and are not

PSA members. The Non-star does not

receive much publicity and many
entrants have found that because of
this they can gamer several awards or
acceptances. This is a great competi
tion to help get your feet wet. But
time is mnning out, you need to mail
your entries so they can be received
by October 13th. USPS priority mail
can get your entries there in a couple
of days. Please eonsider entering
yourself and spread the word to
newer stereo photographers who
might be considering entering
International Exhibitions. The Non-

Star aecepts images in most forms, so
you can enter stereo slides, stereo
cards, anaglyph prints, personal
View-Master reels or almost any
other form that you use to exhibit and
present your stereo images.

I had printed some entry
forms to give out at the September
SCSC meeting. But you can down
load one from the Internet at;

http://home.eomcast.net/~psastereo/

hy Lawrence Kaufman
NSA Regional Director

Follow the instructions and wait for

your images and awards to be retum!

The PSA Non-star Stereo

Competition. Closing date: October
13. The mles have not changed in the
last 10 years. James R. Roy, FPSA,
2902 Peyton Randolph Dr. #202, Falls
Church, VA 22044. Format: any. Fee:
$3.00

More About PSA

PSA is an organization that
puts a "seal of approval" on eertain
stereo exhibitions. PSA has other func
tions also, plus branches for all pho
tographers. Visit the PSA-Stereo
Division web page at:
http://home.comcast.net/~psastereo/

If you are not a Photographic
Society of America (PSA) member,
you should really think about joining.
Members receive the monthly PSA
Joumal full of photo tips, information
on upeoming exhibitions and other
helpful advice. Plus members' accept
ances into exhibitions go towards a
"Star Rating". The more acceptances
the more 'stars' you can acquire - but
you mustbe a PSAmember. Wehave a
few file copies in the SCSC club
library if you wish to check them out.
Visit the PSA website at:
http://www.psa-photo.org. PSA
approved means that acceptances
earned in these exhibitions count

towards PSA Star ratings and the PSA
Stereo "Who's Who" list (for PSA
members).

The PSA Stereo Division's website:
http://home.comcast.net/~psastereo/
has a number of current Exhibition

entry forms.

Closing dates and con
tactsfor Upcoming
Stereo Exhibitions:

The exhibitions are done for

this year,but I am looking forward to
a successful group of exhibitions in
2004. The Potomac, Chesapeake and
Grand Prix Exhibitions have been
cancelled due to changes in the PSA
rules that will not allow a circuit exhi
bition.

The 46th Hollywood International
Stereo Slide Exhibition and the 6th
Hollywood International Stereo
Card Exhibition sponsored by the
Stereo Club of Southem Califomia.
To be held as usual in January - more
information when it is available!

8th Delaware Stereo Print

Exhibition. Format: Prints. Closing
date: March 22, 2004. Lynn
Maniscalco, 1304 Oberlin Road,
Wilmington, DE 19803. Email: Itm-
photo@juno.com Fees: US - $7,
Canada - $8, Overseas - $9. Add $1
for mailed report, deduct $2 for cata
log withoutcolor reproductions.

The 24th Southern Cross
International Exhibition of Stereo

Photography. Format: Stereo Slides.
Closing date: March 25, 2004. Ray
Moxom, 46 Glenayr Ave., West Ryde
NSW 2114, Australia. Email: ray-
moxom@tpg.eom.au. Fees: $8.00
(US).



September Meeting

The September meeting &
first club competition of the new club
year was held on the 4th Thursday,
September 25th; due to a scheduling
conflict with the World 3-D Film

Festival. Also shown was a small sam

pling of Tony Alderson's life work in
stereo, a new version of Tony's show
"Make Those Lenses Swing".
Presented by Ray Zone, it was a fabu
lous tribute to a member who left us all

too soon. Many members were still on
a 3-D high from the 35-plus 3-D films
over a quick ten days which seemed to
add to the festivities.

The SCSC Schedulefor
2003/2004:

This schedule is tentative and

subject to change, with shows being
added when they become available or
when they can be booked. Check the 3-
D News or la3dclub.com for updated
information.

October 16, 2003 - SCSC
Aimual Club Auction, start cleaning out
your closet so you can make some
bucks on all that extra stereo stuff you
bought last year and haven't used. Plus
you'll need the space for all the bar
gains you'll be picking up this year.

November 20, 2003 - 2nd
Club competition & Susan's 3-D
Potpourri. Susan Pinsky, APSA is an
avid 3D collector, 5 star PSA exhibitor,
past president of SCSC, 26-year mem
ber of SCSC and current co-owner of

www.reel3d.com. In her slide show

"Susan's 3-D Potpourri" she has assem
bled her favorite images of some of the
best stereo photographers she collected
over a 15-year period. The 3D images
assembled in this rare collection

include the work of many famous
stereo photographers like Howard
Frazee (unusual posterization & exper
imental images), David Hutchison
(sensive nature combined with high
impact infrared technology). Tommy
Thomas (1950's non-computer trick 3D

creations),past SCSC member James
Murray (famous for his full moon
Half Dome landscapes), and Karl
Struss (very early active SCSC mem
ber and the renowned cinematogra-
pherof thesilent epic film "Sunrise")
to name only a few notables. This is
a show that will inspire you with its
remarkable range of creativity. Don't
miss this classic!

December 11, 2003 - Banquet -
Member's Potpourri. Note special
date!

January 15,2004 - 3rd Clubcompeti
tion & another stereo show.

February 19, 2004 - Hollywood
showing & another stereo show.

March 18, 2004 - 4th Club competi
tion & 48th PSA Traveling Exh.
http://www.dddphotography.com/psa
travel/48routing.htm

April 15, 2004 - Two stereo pro
grams.

May 20, 2004 - 5th club competition.
Plus another stereo show.

Jime 17, 2004 - Movie night.

July 15, 2004 - Awards Banquet &
Slide of the Year.

Future Stereo

Conventions

National Stereoscopic
Association (NSA) Conventions
(http://www.stereoview.org/conven-
tion.html):

*30th NSA - July 8-12, 2004 at the
Doubletree Jantzen Beach in

Portland, Oregon Contact Diane
Rulien - NSA2004@cascade3d.org
http://www.nsa2004.com/

*31st NSA - Friday July 15, 2005
through Sunday July 17, 2005,
Dallas/Ft. Worth area (Irving, Texas)
http://2005.nsa3d.org/

*32nd NSA - July 2006, Miami,
Florida.

*33rd NSA Convention - Tuesday

July 10,2007- Sunday July 15,2007

(Possible additional days on the 16th
and 17th for field trips). Boise, Idaho;
Joint ISU/NSA meeting - contact David
W. Kesner,
drdave@dddphotography.com

Explore
the World

of
3-D Imaging,

P Lst Sc Present,
in

Only $26 a year
from

liE*P¥l SftREOSCOWCPfKltiM ASSOCIATION

P.O. Box 86708
Portland, OR 97286

Intemational Stereoscopic Union (ISU)
Congresses

(http://stereoscopy.com/isu/):

"'2005 (15th) in Eastbourne, UK; Dates
have changed from September 7-11,
2005 - new dates will be announced
soon.

•"2007 (16th) in Boise, Idaho, USA
(ISU/NSA - see above).

PSA Intemational Conference of

Photography (http://www.psa-
photo.org):

September 1-6, 2003, Adam's Mark
Hotel and Resort, Houston, Texas.

September 6-11, 2004, Thunderbird
Hotel and Confemece Center,
Bloomington, Minnesota.

I'll see you at the meeting.

m
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at

World 3-D

Film Expo

Sept 12-21

Egyptian
Theatre

Hollywood

W

AuJiciu Ls at the 3-n Film F.xpo wore many kimh oj 3-D glasses Photo by Philip Steinman

Festival organizerJeffJoseph of SabuCat Productions waspresented a "Merit ofRecognition " bySCSC President Philip
Steinmanfor "organizing the world's mostspectacular and classyfilm exposition ever. " Stereophoto byRayZone
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Kathleen Hughes, star of3-Dfilms The Glass Web and It Came From Outer Space captured in stereo by David Starkman



In betweenfilm screenings. Expo audiencesflocked to the SCSCstereo photo exhibits.

SCSC member and artist Franklin Londin with his now legendary "Stereo Medusa" seulpture. Stereophoto by David Starkman

Photo by Philip Steinman

PROGRAMS

0

Manyforms of3-D were on view at the SCSC exhibits.
Photo by Philip Steinman

A roving 3-D salesgirl. Photo by David Starkman



Once you've decided to use
digital imaging technology, how do
you actually create digital images,
especially when working in the
medium of 3-D? Digital images can
be obtained through two different
means. They can be shot directly
with digital cameras, or scanned in
from conventional photographic film
or prints. Since most of us are shoot
ing transparency film in 3-D using
either Realist or 2x2 format cameras

and don't have 3-D digital cameras (I
wish!), this latter option is most
interesting.

The entire process of going
from 3-D slides, through the comput-

3-D Camera

35 mm

Transparency.
Film

Scanner

Computer

Final
Computer

Altered

35 mm

Image

Film

Recorder

Going Digital
hy David Kuntz

er, and then back to 35mm slides is
illustrated in the figure.

After taking photos with your
existing 3-D camera, the next step is to
scan in the developed transparencies
using a slide scanner. This is a deviee
that shines light through the film, and
then digitizes the transmitted image in
accordance with the method described

in last month's column.

Scanning the original trans
parency (or even a negative) with a
dedicated slide scanner will generally
deliver higher quality than scanning a
photographic print with a flatbed scan
ner, or even scanning a transparency
with a flatbed scaimer fitted with a

slide adapter. Unfortunately, 35 mm
slide scanners are far more expensive
and less versatile than the more com

mon flatbed scanners. For 3-D slides,
a scanner should deliver 4,000 dots per
inch (dpi) resolution, and units with
this performance generally range from
about $800 to $2,000. If you're inter
ested purchasing a scanner, two prod
ucts worth considering are the Canon
FS-4000 and the Nikon Super
CoolScan 4000 ED. A good place to
start researching this subject is the
website www.imaging-resource.com.

Fortunately for those that
don't want to purchase a slide scanner,
there are a number of companies that
scan 35 mm slides as a service. Typical
prices for this range from $0.75 to
$3.00 per scan. This service can be
obtained through many camera stores,
as well as from a number of internet

based companies. Usually the scanned
image files will be supplied on a CD,
often in the Kodak Photo-CD file for

mat, which provides five different
image resolutions for each photo.
Virtually all computer photo retouching
software will recognize the Kodak for
mat.

Needless to say, nearly all
commercial scanning equipment is

8

geared around conventional 2x2
mounted slides. For those shooting
Realist format, this can create a
problem. Some local photography
stores might be willing to work with
you to handle Realist format mount
ed slides, but the simplest solution is
to put your Realist format slides in
standard 2x2 mounts. There are

many 35 mm slide mounTs that-ean-^
be used for this purpose, such as the
widely available Gepe mounts,
which are pictured below.

Q

ro I

E ©
— oc

Realist Format Slide
in 2x2 Mount

Once digital image files are
obtained, they can then be manipu
lated on the computer using a num
ber of software packages, such as
Adobe Photoshop. The only limits
to this process are your time and
imagination.

The final step is to render
the altered images back out to 35
mm slides, so that they can be
viewed and projected with our exist
ing 3-D equipment. This is accom
plished using a film recorder. These
typically display the digital file on a
tiny TV screen, which is imaged on
to film with a lens. Film recorders

usually cost several thousand dollars,
so most of us will be using commer
cial services to perform final film
output. Once again, many local cam
era stores and intemet companies
offer this as a service. Prices usually
range in the $3.00 to $8.00 per slide
range.
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November 2003

SCSC President PhilipSteinman and 3DNews Editor Ray Zone are interviewedfor a documentary
about3Dat the World 3DExpo in Hollywood. Stereophoto byDavidStarkman

How Being SCSC President Has Helped Me Grow
as a 3D Photographer

By Philip Steinman

As President and Competitions director I am watching our active photographers
to see whatinteresting approaches theytake to the 3D medium. Theirworkis inspiring to
me, and I want more people to see it and appreciate it as I do. A special imagestays with
me and will make me look at something familiar in a fresh, deeperway.

When I go out and put the camera on my subject I want this transformation too.
WhenI achieve it, I know that I have steppedout of the box and given the subjectthe atten
tion I thought it deserves.

From a classroom point of view, the other SCSC stereo shooters are my biggest
inspiration photographically speaking. From my inside gut, my subject matter is my
biggest inspiration.

The Stereo Club ofSouthern Galifornia was founded in 1955to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normaliy include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or$40/dual (sendto Membership Director). The3DNews issent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those notwish
ing to participate inclubactivities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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Calendar of Events

November 20 - 2nd Club competition & Susan's 3-D Potpourri

December 11 - Christmas Banquet - Member's Potpourri.
Note special date!

January 15, 2004 - 3rd Club competition & PSA Stereo Sequence
Exhibition.

February 1, 2004 - Closing date for 2004 Hollywood Exhibition
for both slides and stereocards

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
longJim@hotmail.com

SCSC House Director

Sean Isroelit

sean@medialair.com
323-876-5734

SCSC Technical Advisor

David Starkman

310-837-2368

Reel3D@aol.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

949-215-1554

3d@berezin.eom
SCSC Website:

www.la3dclub.com

www.la3dclub.org

A

Wilshire United

Methodist Church

Wilshire Blvd

If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm the third Thursday of every month at the
United Wilshire Methodist Church at 4350

Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, Califomia
90010. The entrance is on Plymouth Blvd.
and meetings are held in the newly renovat
ed downstairs auditorium.

SCSC November Meeting

2nd Club Competition
& Susan's 3-D Potpourri

Susan Pinsky, APSA is an
avid 3D collector, 5 star PSA exhibitor,
past president of SCSC, 26-year mem
ber of SCSC and eurrent co-owner of

www.reel3d.com.

In her slide show "Susan's 3-

D Potpourri" she has assembled her
favorite images of some of the best
stereo photographers she eollected
over a 15-year period.

The 3D images assembled in
this rare collection include the work of

many famous stereo photographers
like Howard Frazee (unusual posteri-
zation & experimental images), David
Hutchison (sensive nature combined
with high impact infrared technology).
Tommy Thomas (1950's non-comput
er trick 3D creations), past SCSC
member James Murray (famous for
his full moon Half Dome landscapes),
and Karl Struss (very early active
SCSC member and the renowned cine-

matographer of the silent epic film
"Sunrise") to name only a few nota
bles.

This is a show that will

inspire you with its remarkable range
of ereativity.

Don't miss this classic!



The October Bounce

Stereo Club Auctioneer David Starkman

Photos by David Kuntz

At the most recent meeting of
the Stereo Club Board of Directors, we
discussed the fact that our aimual equip
ment auction has been declining for some
years. We attributed this trend mostly to
the rise of E-Bay. We proposed holding
the auction only every other year so that
there would be enough equipment to jus
tify holding the event. Luckily, none of
this year's auction sellers seem to have
heard us. The 2003 auction reversed the

trend of the past several years in terms of
number of items sold and profitability for
the Club. This October bounce reaffirms

that the Club Auction is alive and well,
even in the age of the intemet.

Auctioneer David Starkman

efficiently guided the sale of 64 items
during the course ofour October meeting.
Over the past several years, we have seen
less and less Realist format equipment at
the auction; this year, only one Realist
format stereo camera was sold. There

were no stereo projectors offered for sale,
and amazingly, no silver screens. The
largest category of items sold this year
was stereo images of various formats.
Equipment runners Steve Berezin,
Christopher Olson, Oliver Dean, Ray
Zone and Philip Steinman kept the flow
of merchandise running smoothly. Club
first lady Marie Dray and Susan Pinsky
assisted me at the Cashier's table.

Although the total sales from this
year's auction were down from the previous
year, the Club's profits were up substantially.
This was due to generous contributions from
sellers Erick Purkhiser, David Starkman,
Susan Pinsky and Steve Berezin.

Thanks to all those who participated
in the 2003 Stereo Club of Southem Califomia

equipment auction.

Auction Results

4 Add-a-Tray Storage Boxes $160.00
8 Stereo Realist Rapid Rewind Knobs
$152.00

Stereo Realist Accessories $ 150.00

Steinheil 12.5 mm Attachment for Revere

$150.00

Stereo Realist Green Button Viewer

$135.00

Stereo Realist 1041 Camera $120.00

Stereo Realist Red Button Viewer & Case

$115.00

1000 Family Vacation Stereo Slides
$100.00

Sputnik Stereo Camera $100.00
5 Add-a-Tray Storage Boxes $90.00
500 Stereo Vacation Slides $85.00

50 Vintage Nude Stereo Slides $80.00
Star Trek Lenticular Proof (Large) $75.00
Nimslo Camera with Closeup Lenses
$60.00

V-Rex Wireless LCD Shutter Glasses

$60.00

35 Vintage Nude Stereo Slides $60.00
Nord 3-D Movie Device $50.00

Revere 33 Stereo Camera $50.00

Keystone Model 40 Stereoscope $40.00
Super Twin Camera Bar $39.00
Spectra Cine Light Meter $29.00
Glass Ophthalmic 3-D Slides $29.00
Stereo Slide Storage Case $25.00
Aliens Among Us Holographic Cards
$22.00

23 Stereo Cards $22.00

Stereo Drawing by Girling $21.00
The Civil War in Depth (book) $21.00
Amazing 3-D Book $20.00
25 3-D Color Slides $20.00

The Civil War in Depth (book) $20.00
Dan Shelly 3-D CD $19.00
100 Aluminum Stereo Mounts $ 18.00

4 Stereo Selectrays $18.00
100 EMDE Closeup Masks $15.00

Star Trek Lenticular Proof$15.00

Star Trek Lenticular Proof$15.00

Star Trek Lenticular Proof$12.00

Marshall Rubin 3-D CDs $11.00

100 EMDE Ultra Closeup Masks
$11.00

Dolphin Lenticular Key Chain
$11.00

Slide Pages $11.00
Stereo Drawing by Girling $10.00
Stereo Nudes Book $10.00

TDC Selectron Changer $10.00
7 Lentieulars $10.00

Star Trek Lenticular Mouse Pad

$10.00

12 3-D Viewing Cards $10.00
12 3-D Viewing Cards $10.00
Slide Cutter $10.00

Phantogram $10.00
Marshall Rubin 3-D CDs $9.00

3-D Venus Reprint $9.00
Stereograms Book $8.00
3-D Turkey Reels $7.00
Converging Mirror Deviee $6.00
100 EMDE Closeup Masks $6.00
Christmas Carol Lenticular

$5.00

Moon Hologram $5.00
17 View-Master Reels $5.00

Star Trek Lenticular Key Chain $4.00
Slide Bar $4.00

Cardboard Slide Covers $3.00

23 Stereo Cards (Lithos) $3.00
Cardboard Slide Covers $2.00

Total $2,422.00

Club's Proceeds $911.30

Mike McKinney and Kathy Day check out
a vintage stereoscope at the auction.
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The SCSC Schedule

for 2003/2004:

This schedule is tentative

and subject to change, with shows
being added when they become avail
able or when they can be booked.
Check the 3-D News or la3dclub.com

for updated information.

November 20, 2003 - 2nd Club com
petition & Susan's 3-D Potpourri.

December 11, 2003 - Banquet -
Member's Potpourri. Note special
date!

January 15, 2004 - 3rd Club competi
tion & the PSA Stereo Sequence
Exhibition.

February 19, 2004 - Hollywood
showing & another stereo show.

March 18, 2004 - 4th Club competi
tion & 48th PSA Traveling Exh.
http://www.dddphotography.com/psa
travel/48routing.htm

April 15, 2004 - Two stereo pro
grams.

May 20, 2004 - 5th club competition.
Plus another stereo show.

June 17, 2004 - Movie night.

July 15, 2004 - Awards Banquet &
Slide of the Year.

A Stereo Opportunity

San Diego stereographer
Wayne Davis passed away and left a
collection of about 1600 stereo views

behind. The contemporary stereo card
collection has been donated to the

hy Lawrence Kaufman
NSA Regional Director

National Stereoscopic Association's
(NSA) Oliver Wendell Holmes
Stereoscopic Research Library (OWH-
SRL).

Quentin and Ellen Burke of
Q-VU are working on identifying
some 1600 untitled stereo viewcards

taken by Wayne Davis over his 40
years or so as a stereographer. The San
Diego Stereo Camera Club has assist
ed with the IDs. The Burkes are going
to be ordering hand-crafted reproduc
tion stereo book boxes to house the

Archive before it goes off to OWH-
SRL.

The custom book-boxes will

be hand-made in a book-bindery to
house the views, nothing but the best
for Wayne and the OWHSRl! At the
same time, the Burkes will be having
the bindery do some boxes their per
sonal use and for a family project to
reduce the per-unit cost.

You might have seen battered
stereo book boxes go for $35 and up at
NSA shows. The Burkes plan also to
make these available through their Q-
VU business - They will all be person
alized!

Any stereographers out there
who wishes to assist this project can do
so by pre-ordering themselves one or
more personalized book boxes at a
reduced unit cost over what the boxes

will cost when Q-VU (if all goes
according to plan), markets them in
2004.

You can contact the Burkes

at: quellen@brawleyonline.com or call
them at (760) 356-4102.

Hollywood Exhibitions

SCSC is sponsoring its tradi
tional Hollywood Exhibition in 2004
for both slides and cards.

Downloadable PDF entry forms are
available on the club website at:

http://www.3dgear.eom/scsc/2004_ho
llywoodentryinformation.htm

Here is the information:

The 46th Hollywood
International Stereo Slide

Exhibition. Format: Realist mounted

stereo slides. Closing date: February
1, 2004. Ray Zone, 1945 Hillhurst
Ave. #4, Los Angeles, CA 90027.
Email: r3dzone@earthlink.net Fees:
US-$8, Outside USA-$10.

The 6th Hollywood
International Stereo Print (Card)
Exhibition. Format: 3_ x 7-inch
stereo cards. Closing date: February
1, 2004. Lawrence Kaufman, 1607
Mariposa Drive, Corona, CA 90027.
Email: kaufman3d@earthlink.net
Fees: US - $8, Outside USA - $10.

Both of the Hollywood
Exhibitions are sponsored by the
Stereo Club of Southem Califomia

and are fiill sanctioned by the PSA.
Closing date for all
entries February 1, 2004

Selection 9:00 AM February 7,
2004 at First United Methodist

Church, 134 N. Kenwood, Glendale
Califomia.

Report Cards (e)mailed Febmary
12, 2004

Entries with all 4 not

accepted February 22, 2004



All remaining entries returned April
4, 2004

Catalogue mailed April 25, 2004

Selectors:

David Starkman, APSA, Los
Angeles, CA. 4 Star PSA exhibitor

John Hart, La Cresenta, CA,
stereo exhibitor, club judge

Sean Isroelit, Los Angeles,
CA, stereo exhibitor, club judge

Altemate: Scott Ressler, Los
Angeles, CA, stereo exhibitor, club
judge.

The showings will take place
at the following locations and times:

Jewel City Camera Club
(TBA),

Pasadena Stereo Club:

February 12, 2004,

Stereo Club of Southern
California: February 19, 2004,

San Diego Stereo Club
February 24, 2004.

Other Stereo Exhibitions

The exhibitions are done for

this year, but I am looking forward to a
successful group of exhibitions in
2004. The Potomac, Chesapeake and
Grand Prix Exhibitions have been can

celled due to changes in the PSA rules
that will not allow a circuit exhibition.

8th Delaware Stereo Print

Exhibition. Format: Prints. Closing
date: March 22, 2004. Lynn
Maniscalco, 1304 Oberlin Road,
Wilmington, DE 19803. Email: Itm-
photo@juno.com Fees: US - $7,
Canada - $8, Overseas - $9. Add $1 for
mailed report, deduct $2 for catalog
without color reproductions.

The 24th Southern Cross

International Exhibition of Stereo
Photography. Format: Stereo Slides.
Closing date: March 25, 2004. Ray
Moxom, 46 Glenayr Ave., West Ryde
NSW 2114, Australia. Email: raymox-
om@tpg.com.au. Fees: $8.00 (US).

International Stereoscopic
Exhibition Committee-ISEC

There has been a lot of dis

cussion about a new organization just
for stereo exhibitions that could run

in conjunction with PSA. The ISEC
proposal seeks to form an organiza
tion outside of PSA and without any
threat to PSA or any other existing
organization. In the new organiza
tion, ISEC seeks to exhibit any kind
of stereoscopic image, regardless of
how such an image was created,
including, but not limited to photo
graphic images, computer generated
images or hand drawn images.
Anyone may be able to enter images
in such exhibitions, whether such an
individual is a member of PSA or any
other organization currently avail
able. Furthermore, a potential indi
vidual entering ISEC type exhibitions
is not asked nor expected to leave any
other organizations he/she belongs to.

ISEC is proposed as an
alternative to currently existing
organizations and not as a substitute
to it. While many local clubs conduct
their own exhibitions, ISEC will be
different in that it will be a global
organization with the power to award
its own points and awards. Such cred
its will be given on an equal par basis
to any stereoscopic image, however
such is created. While any image will
be eligible for the same awards,
images in different categories will be
judged separately. This means that a
photographic image will be judged in
its own category against another pho
tographic image, but a CGI will be
judged within its own category
against another CGI.

Currently, talks with ISU are
taking place, as ISU is a natural place
to act as the organization that will
host ISEC because it is the only
stereoscopic organization in the
world that is truly intemational. In
doing so, it will have a large basis of
global support to this idea whose time
has come. The discussions continue.

Upcoming camera shows

The Buena Park Camera Expo
is America's Largest Monthly Camera
Show, with Over 200 tables of photo
equipment. The show is held at 7530
Orangethorpe (between the 5 and 91
freeways at Beach Boulevard) in Buena
Park. New show hours are 9:30am to

2:30pm, admission is now $6, with free
parking. For more information call: (949)
786-8183 or (949) 786-6644. Here are
the remaining dates for 2003 (subject to
change): November 16th and December
14th. Check their website: vmw.camera-

expo.com or email them at: cameraex-
po@yahoo.com.

Bargain Camera Shows

The Pasadena Camera Show is

held at the Pasadena Elks Lodge, 400 W
Colorado Blvd., 134 Freeway to Orange
Grove S. 10am - 3pm. It is often held on
the 1st or 2nd Sunday of the month. Call
for dates. For more information about

this and other 'Bargain Camera shows'
contact Anton, Bargain Camera shows,
PO Box 5352, Santa Monica 90409,
(310)578-7446.

I will (hopefully) see you at the
meeting.

Explore
the World

of
3-D Imaging,

Past & Pi»ent,
in

Only S26 a year
from

NATIONAL
STlREOSCOPtC
ASSOCIATTON

P.O. Box 86708
Portland, OR 97286



Chula Vista 3-D Film

Festival Report
by John Hart

3-D Movie Division Chairman

JO provided

^October 1 l^th - October 30tl
Oliver Dean and I drove to

Chula Vista today to take in The
Creeps at the 3-D Film Festival at
the Ultrastar Theater 10. It was

quite a day!
1. The traffic was awful.

What should have taken a couple of
hours took well over three.

2. The theater, located on

Broadway between H and I streets
is totally hidden from the street.
There is no visible marquee on
Broadway. We parked, inquired in
Marvyns, walked past the drug
store parking lot, ascended an out
door escalator and found the multi

plex upstairs.
3. The website advertised

showings at 10:30,1:00,3:30,5:30,
etc. Arriving at the ticket booth we
were told that all showings had
been cancelled except for the 10:30
PM showing due to lack of atten
dance. When we complained that
we had just spent three hours on the
freeway to come to the 1:00 show
ing as advertised on the website,
they relented and ran it for us.

The girl said that they
might show some more of the films
this week but they were definitely
not going to continue the 3-D fias
co next week. (Welcome to the 3-
D Film Festival!)

4. The movie began
accompanied by music that was

being pumped throughout the multi
plex. Oliver made his way to the con
cession stand and pointed out that we
would rather hear the sound to the

movie than the Musak they were play
ing. Ten minutes into the movie we
got the soundtrack. The parallax on
the screen images was uncomfortably
wide but, hey, our old eyes are pretty
flexible. About this time we were

joined by another 3-D fan. This made
an audience of three!

5. About half-way into the
movie the film became pseudo and
was slightly out of sync—probably
one frame. Oliver again made his
way to the lobby while 1 approached
the third member of the audience,
suggesting to him that he invert his
glasses. He looked at me with such an
astonished expression that 1 groped
my way back to my seat red-faced.

The movie remained pseudo
throughout, despite Oliver's lengthy
explanation to the staff at the theater.
The film was followed by an interest
ing short featuring snow skiers, water
skiers and skateboarders (all pseudo).

The Creeps is not exactly
Gone With the Wind,but it is amusing
camp and deserves better. 1 can hear
the management of the Ultrastar say
ing that 3-D is dead and that nobody
wants to see it. 1 can picture those
who came before us watching com
plete films shown pseudoscopically
and agreeing with the management.

MOVIE REVIEW OF THE

CREEPS

by Oliver Dean

The movie The Creeps was
like a bad pornography movie —but
without the pornography! The story
involves an attempt by a mad scientist
to create four monsters he can control

by applying Mad Science to original
editions of the books in which the

monsters appear. In the process, he
runs afoul of a cute female librarian

who attempts to thwart his attempts to

steal the requisite books from the
library. The librarian hires an inept
but good looking private detective to
help her, and most of the movie
involves the unsuccessful attempts to
stop the evil scientist completely,
followed by the final serial-movie
style defeat of the fumbling four
monsters and the scientist they have
intimidated.

Acting performances were
uniformly cringeworthy. The cute
librarian and her hired private detec
tive, while throwing themselves
wholeheartedly into performing with
mediocrity, were not helped by dia
log that sounded as though it were
written by an inexperienced teen
ager.

The director must have

been asleep, or else he was commit
ted to accepting the first take of
every scene, no matter how bad the
acting was. The mad scientist, an
uncertain, stammering, unconvinc
ing, overweight actor, sounded as
though he were struggling to remem
ber his lines and ended up ad-libbing
them in embarrassment. 1 shall save

him further embarrassment by not
mentioning his name (which 1 have
forgotten, along with the others, any
way).

The scene in which the

monsters were created was actually
laughable, because they emerged as
dwarf-sized versions of Dracula,
Frankenstein's Monster, the
Mummy, and a Werewolf. Every
attempt at their appearing scary
afterward was about as fearsome as

an attack by a Beanie Baby. The
heroine's inability to escape from
these spastic villains by simply out-
mrming them is one of those myster
ies that plagues similar grade Q
movies.

One scene in which a weird

librarian makes love to a book has to

be seen to be believed or not, as the
case maybe.

Strangely, the basic plot
idea was kind ofinteresting. It might
have been good, except for details



like the writing, directing, casting, act
ing, etc. Was it worth seeing? Ifyou are
in the right mood to see a really bad
movie and can avoid taking it seriously,
you might have a good time if you are
with like minded (or feeble minded)
friends.

In my case, John Hart and I
are both stereo fanatics, and ANY view
able 3D is fun to watch, which is my
rationale for saying that I had a good
time ~ and it gave me the fun ofwriting
this review!

Commentary
by John Rupkalvis

Thank you for the review,
Oliver. The original purpose of this
film should be pointed out. It was orig
inally intended as a training exercise for
the Italian director of photography and
other crew members who were plan
ning on shooting a 3-D film at Charles
Band's studio in Italy. When Charlie
saw the footage, he liked it so much that
he decided to release this film as it was.

In general, the print was print
ed correctly, except that it did not have
the frame-line indicators imprinted,
which should be done with all over-

and-under films. In the old days, all
film remained on individual reels

(which also were rewound individual
ly). Today almost all theaters use "plat
ters" on which the entire feature, short
subject, trailers, etc., are mounted, after
cutting off the leaders and splicing the
film off of the reels together.

Consider that with over-and-

under films, the top two-perf image on
the 4-perf fi-ame is the left-eye image,
and the bottom two perf image is the
right-eye image. Even without
imprinted ffameline indicators, a com
petent projectionist should realize that
all splices should be made on the hard
frame-line, the same as with flat 2-D
films. The frame line on an over-and-

under 3-D film is a sharp, black divi
sion line. The septum dividing the left-
and-right-eye-views, is a soft, usually

narrower, and usually fiizzy separator.
Also, the leader (which they

cut off) is always printed by the lab to
the first FULL FRAME on the reel, so
they can easily see where the ffame
line starts before they cut, even if they
choose to ignore the actual ffameline.

To splice such a film on the
septum rather than the ffameline is an
unprofessional, careless act, since
splicing can only be done intentional
ly. Projectionists are expected to
take on the added responsibility and
time for a 3-D film without any added
pay, the possibility of something
beyond carelessness, such as out-and-
out sabotage, is not beyond reason
able consideration.

The most likely thing that
happened, was that after the first reel
was placed on the platter, the projec
tionist spliced the second reel onto it
one half a frame (two perfs) off.

This does two things. It not
only changes the left-eye-right-eye
orientation, resulting in pseudo, but it
also means that each ffame projected
ffom that point on, will consist of the
right-eye image (the bottom image on
the film) being not only shifted to the
top (left-eye-position), but the left-
eye top-image will not only will be in
the bottom right-eye position, but will
be ffom the following frame.

This means that the images
will not only be pseudo, but will be
out ofphase as well, your left eye see
ing the right-eye image firom one
ffame at the same time that your right
eye is seeing the left-eye image from
the following frame.

Lawrence Kaufman and John thni a11lit
World 3-D Film Expo

Photo by David Starkman

3-D MOVIE DIVISION

MEETING

by John Hart

The next meeting of the
SCSC 3-D MoviesA^ideo Division

will be held at my house in La
Crescenta on Saturday, November 15,
2003. There will be a hamburger/hot
dog barbecue (donation $10) at 5:30,
followed by projected 3-D in the yard
(dress warmly).

On our business meeting agenda are
discussions of:

1. Our 20 Year Retrospective DVD -
permission to include material - gener
al sales.

2. Ray Zone - proposed group project.
3. Proposed videotaping of SCSC
workshops.
4. Revisiting a directory of 3-D movie
people and their toy.s

Please R.S.V.P. your inten
tion to attend at least several days in
advance (movies3d@aol.com or 818-
437-2523) so that we have an accurate
count for ordering food and arranging
seating.

Directions: Travelling west
on 210 freeway in La Crescenta. Exit
at La Crescenta Ave. Turn right on La
Crescenta Ave. (uphill) and continue
uphill (past Foothill Blvd) to the very
top of the street. At the top the street
veers to the left and comes to a stop
sign. Turn right on Pine Cone and
continue up the hill (three short
blocks) to Hopeton Road. Turn left.
We're half way down the street on the
left.

Travelling east on the 210
ffeeway in La Crescenta. Exit at
Pennsylvania Ave. Turn right on
Permsylvania (uphill) to Foothill Blvd.
Turn right on Foothill. Go two blocks
to La Crescenta Ave. Turn left and

continue uphill on La Crescenta Ave to
the top (see rest of directions above).



Composition Basics

Whether you're entering
slides in competition, or just shooting
for your own enjoyment, good photo
graphic composition makes your
images more interesting and fim to
look at. While photographic compo
sition is a broad subject, with numer
ous facets and many nuances, there
are some basic guidelines that can
utilized to immediately improve your
images.

What is ttie subject?

One of the first rules of

good photography is that a picture
should have a main subject. The first
illustration shows a common prob
lem; there is nothing that clearly
indicates to us what the main subject
of the photo is. If we're interested in
showing the boy on the bike, then
there are several ways in which we
could emphasize him. First, we
could get closer, and make him fill
more of the frame. Making the main
subject larger than other elements in
the photo emphasizes it. We could
also use color or dramatic lighting to
highlight the main subject.
The next illustration shows two pos
sible ways of getting closer to our

hy David Kuntz

subject. In the left image, our main
subject is large, and we've eliminated
many of the visual distractions present
in the very first image; there's certainly
no question about what we're supposed
to be looking at in this photograph.
However, the arrangement of main ele
ments in this photo (the bicycle tires
and the boy's body) is very symmetri
cal; plus we can't see his face well.
All this makes the image somewhat
static and uninviting.

This situation can be

improved by positioning the camera at
an angle to the main subject. This is
shown in the right hand picture. This
eliminates the symmetry that made the
left image so static. Now, the bicycle
is heading towards us, which gives the
image a more dynamic quality. Note
that the boy is positioned on the left
hand side of the frame, so that he
appears to be moving into the blank
space on the right. Also, we can see
the subject's face, which helps us con
nect with the image.

Off center positioning of the
main subject is a key technique in
achieving visual dynamism, and hence
drama, in an image. A typical compo
sitional tool is to divide our image
frame up into thirds, both horizontally
and vertically. This is illustrated for
our nearly square Realist format frame
in the next figure. Main elements of
the photo are then placed (approxi
mately) on these lines, rather than at
the center of the composition.

Effective use of the mle of

thirds is shown in the next two photos.
The first image shows a common mis

take. The main subject is cen
tered both horizontally and ver
tically in the frame. This
makes for a static composition,
and also devotes a large part of
our picture to the background.

The next image is the
exact same photo, just cropped

8

Divide the frame
into thirds

differently.
Now the

main sub

ject's eyes are
both placed a
third of a way
from the edge
of the image
(either the
right or the

top). Furthermore, two other key
points on the subject, her shoulder
and her hand, are also on the thirds
lines. By filling the frame with our
subject, and placing it in accordance
with the rule of thirds, we've dramat
ically improved this image.

Subject too center^

Using rule of thirds
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Our Maui Honeymoon

by Philip Steinman
President SCSC

Marie and I are just
back from our Maui Honeymoon.
The first day we enjoyed snorkeling
at Kapalua Beach (Nominated by
Sunset Magazine as the world's
nicest beach) and at Black Rock
(where I saw 2 giant sea tirrtles and
swam on one's back!).

The next day we woke up
early and drove to Haleakala National Park. We parked the car at the Haleraau'u Trailhead
at 7990' and hitched a ride to the Pu'u'ula'ula summit at 10,023'. We were looking for some
adventure, so instead of taking the popular bike tour on the main highway down the outside
of the mountain, we hiked the trails down 11 miles on the inside of the crater where all the
unique beauty is. The day long journey took us through 7 climate zones. At times we felt
like we were on the moon and at others we were being drenched in a rain forest. It was a
truly unique, enchanting, and ever changing landscape.

After a day of rest and relaxation, we drove the incredibly scenic road to Hana with
_ifs_ 600 winding slow curves. We had a picnic lunch at Hana Bay and continued onward to
the far east side of the island (and east end of Haleakala National Park). There we swath in
the famous 7 pools of the O'heo Gulch right near the visitor center. Then we left the crowds
behind once more, and headed up the Pipiwai Trail on a 4 mile hike.

The rewards were spectacular as we were treated to two of the most sensational
waterfalls we have ever seen; the Falls of Makahiku and after a hike through the thick, tall,
and dark bamboo forest, Waimoku Falls- so accessible we swam under it. And, of eourse, no
trip to Hawaii would be complete without experiencing a Luau. We went to the Royal
Lahaina Luau complete with hula girls and fire dancers.

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director).The 3D News is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those not wish
ing to participate in club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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Calendar of Events

December 11 - Christmas Banquet - Member's Potpourri.
Specialprogramsfrom Bob Bloomberg & ron
labbe

January 15, 2004 - 3rd Club competition & PSA Stereo Sequence
Exhibition.

February 1, 2004 - Closing date for 2004 Hollywood Exhibition
for both slides and stereocards

February 19, 2004 - Hollywood showing & Old Los Angeles and
Hollywood Celebrities Program

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
longJim@hotmail.com

SCSC House Director

Sean Isroelit

sean@medialair.com
323-876-5734

SCSC Technical Advisor

David Starkman

310-837-2368

Reel3D@aol.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

949-215-1554

3d@berezin.com
SCSC Website:

www.la3dclub.com

www.la3dclub.org
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Map to
Taix Restaurant

1911 Sunset Blvd.

North side ofSunset
Ifl block east ofAlvarado

The Stereo Club of Southern
California meets for its Christmas Banquet
and Holiday Programs at Taix Restaurant,
1911 Sunset Blvd, on the north side of
Sunset Blvd, one-halfblock east ofAlvarado
Street in the Echo Park section of

LosAngeles.
Cocktails are at 7:00 pm and diimer

will be served at 7:30.

SCSC December Meeting

You better watch out, you better
not cry,

You better not pout, and I'm
telling you why.

SCSC's Christmas Banquet is
coming to town!

Yes, on Thursday, December 11th,
the Stereo Club of Southern California's

Annual Christmas Banquet will be held at
Taix's Restaurant at 1911 Sunset Blvd, 1/2
block east of Alvarado. The impossible
low price of $25.00, includes your choice
ofchicken. Beef, or vegetarian Pasta for an
entree. Ice Cream with Chocolate syrup for
dessert, drawings for door prizes and our
traditional member's 3-D slide pot pourri.
Bring any image's that reflect children,
colors or times past.

Two superstars of 3-D, Robert
Bloomberg and ron labbe, are also show
ing up to present several amazing stereo
slide programs. It will be an evening to
remember. Don't miss it!

For more information, contact
Mitch Walker at 310-459-1030 or at mitch-

bear@aol.com.
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November Competition

SCSC Vice-President Sean Isroelit

conducted the November2003 meeting

STEREO CLUB OF

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Competition Winners Report
November 20, 2003

Judging Tonight:
Lynn Wyett, Jon Golden, Steve Berezin

At the Score Table: ^
Kathy Day, David Kuntz

Projecting Tonight:
David Starkman

B Group

Joe Santos - Lower Falls - Award

Derek Cowie - Roman Baths - Award

- Derek Cowie - Queem'a Guard—Award
John Hart - St. Paul's Cathedral - HM

John Hartt - Valle de los Caidos - HM

John Hart - Fishing in Miami - HM

A Group Standard

Franklin Londin - Light Spiimer - Award
Abe Perlstein - Shower at Deep Creek

HM

Franklin Londin - Blowhard - HM

Franklin Londin - Fearless - HM

Paul Spencer - Columbia Snow Coach
HM

A Group Non-Conventional

Kathy Day - Sixty Lake Basin - Award
Abe Perlstein - Morro Bay Bird Party - HM

Susan Pinsky - The Loss of Time - HM

DIGITAL

Franklin Londin - Coke Vortex - Award

Jim Long - Red Fish - HM
Susan Pinsky - The Loss of Time - HM

***** Special note ofinterest*****

All of Franklin's entries, and all of John
Hart's entries, receive either an av/ard or an

HM.

Franklin Londin is a consistent high winner with
outstanding photo and digital stereo images.

A Stunning September Showing
by Philip Steinman

The September SCSC exhibition was a
smaller but stunning show of great current
club 3D work. The disceming judges, Scott
Ressler, Cassie Kaufman, and Lynn Wyett
gave scores of 23 or higher to 6 slides in the A
Group Conventional category. So, we award
ed Honorable Mentions to: Robin Burks for

Snowmelt, Sean Isroelit for La Playa,
Franklin Londin for Light Perch and Abe
Perlstein for Bright Moments. The Award
went to Franklin Londin for Ruby Splash,
and Abe Perlstein for Rapture in the Dunes,
each garnering 24 points.

In the B Group Awards went to
Bob Phillips for both Pusato Montt,
Chile and Party Line, Chile, and to
Bruno Lizzi for The Scrambler. There

was a strong showing in the Non-
Conventional category with 8 slides
eaming 23 or more points from the
judges. HonorableMentionswere given
to James Comstock for Jungle Jane,
Lawrence Kaufman for Science Center

Courtyard, Abe Perlstein for Pelican
Profiles, Philip Steinman for Marie #1,
Rocks of Roquebrunne, and Ray Zone
for Christine. TheAward in this catego
ry went to James Comstock for both
Fallen Skylight and A Maze in Lights,
each with 24 points. Welcome back to
exhibiting James! He has exhibited 6
images over the last two seasons, and
would be a tough competitor for the
year-end cumulative awards should he
enter a full seasons worth of 15 slides.

In our new Digital category for 2003-4,
the Award went to Franklin Londin for

Spiderman and to Jim Long for Eternal
Rainbow. In this exciting new category,
exhibitors can submit any image they
have manipulated with a computer and
output to slide film.

We need more new participants to
enter the B Group, and more partici
pants altogether. Special thanks to our
projectionist Oliver Dean, and to our
scorekeepers, Sean and Kathy.
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SCSC member David Thompson brought
his unique stereo rig in November.
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Spy Kids 3D on DVD in 3-D

You can now pre-order Spy
Kids 3-D for 30% off. Suggested
Retail is S29.95. - It's only $20.99 at
Amazon, com:

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos
/ASIN/B0000TG9ZG/stere3dbooks3

dboA The third and final chapter in
the Spy Kids saga, "Spy Kids 3D:
Game Over", will hit DVD on
February 24th from Buena Vista
Home Entertainment. Presented in

1.85:1 complete with both "2-D" and
3-D versions (the set will include four
pairs of 3-D glasses), audio options
include a Dolby Digital 5.1 surround
and English, French and Spanish sub
title tracks.

Extras include an audio

commentary with director Robert
Rodriguez, the "Director's Film
School," "Making of Spy Kids 3D,"
"The Effects of Spy Kids 3D,"
"Making 'Traks' with Alexa Vega,"
and "Alexa Vega In Concert" fea-
turettes, a "Surfing And Stunts"
multi-angle demonstration, additional
behind the scenes footage, the "Mega
Race" interactive game, and trailers.

Originally planned for a
March 4th debut, I find it still inter
esting that even though director
Robert Rodriquez released his third
installment in his Mariachi trilogy
after his third Spy Kids film, that it
will be on DVD in January. Columbia
TriStar Home Entertainment will

release "Once Upon a Time in
Mexico" will be on DVD on January
20th. Both DVD are available for pre-
order at 30% off on Amazon.com.

lauise
hy Lawrence Kaufman

NSA Regional Director

Anachrome 3-D Glasses

Allan Silliphant has been
involved in 3-D since the late I960's

when he and Chris Condon started

MagnaVision, Ine. (which later
became StereoVision). Allan has been
seen with his 'Anachrome' improved
anaglyph 3-D glasses at a couple
recent NSA (National Stereoscopic
Association) conventions and spread
ing the word through his website:
www.anachrome.com. Allan recently
offered a free pair of his acrylic
RED/CYAN glasses called Anachrome
(or Mirachrome) to members of the
SCSC email list.

He is working with digital
still, video and motion picture 3-D. His
website illustrates his work with a 60

picture anaglyph gallery. He gets a lot
of heat on the anaglyph yahoo group
for advocating low relief anaglyph
technique with broader color range. He
has a two-camera rig and a 65nim
motion picture stereo rig, which he is
trying to promote for new feature film
productions for 35mm anaglyph
release as well as dual 35mm polarized
projection. He is presently doing tests
for a major Hollywood studio that
owns a number of elassic 3D films.

The tests look very good at the digital
video stage and played back in 3-D
from the system onto both TV and
RGB monitors. Also in the works are

frame-sequential LCD transfers as
well for the proposed DVD release of
the 2 classics. He hopes to sell his
glasses with DVDs.

The Spy Kids DVD release
will be on February 24, 2004 in North
America.

It will be anaglyph. Paper glasses will
be sold with the DVD, however,
mmor has it the 'superior' plastic
ANACHROME 3-D diopter correct
ed glasses will be sold in thousands of
video stores for "Spy Kids 3-D"
rental. They \yill be about $3 each,
and mgged enough to last for years.
50,000 are on the shelf for early ship
ping. Anachrome states that their
glasses give 5 to 7 times better detail
on computer or tv with DVD, due to
red focus shift correction. Check the

website: http://www.anachrome.com/

3D Discover Returning

The 3Discover Viewer and

stereo format is still alive, making a
comeback in the 3-D world. If you
know this Viewer and format it has

seemed to rise from almost eertain

death every year or so. I have bought
most of mine at close-out prices.
Even though it has come close to
death, it never really did die. The two
stereo photographers behind the
whole project from the beginning still
believed in the product and decided
not to let it go down. They founded a
new company under the same name
that started it all, 3D VISION
INTERNATIONAL INC. and bought
back the assets and inventory of the
3Discover viewer, including the 3D
photo bank of more than 100,000
stereo pictures they shot themselves.

At 3D VISION they are
thrilled by this new challenge. They
are a very small enterprise (only the
two), but they have big projects and
goals. They want to keep producing
high quality stereo images for all to
discover and enjoy, hoping to bring



more and more people into the commu
nity of 3D enthusiasts.

They want to make it a 3D
tool accessible to all, working hard to
lower production costs, even allowing
other stereo photographers to put their
own images in viewers at a reasonable
price. They will soon release new titles.
Many subjects are already shot but not
produced yet. Also new products like
3D TUBE or 3D TOWER and even a

new viewer are in the works. If you
have spectacular images, good ideas,
comments or questions, please contact
them at info@3dvision.ca.

Visit their web site at

www.3dvision.ca and have a 3-D look

at the anaglyph Gallery, products and
services. If you have a defective view
er, please let them know. They may
help fix the problem or replace the
defective product. 3D VISION INTL,
email: Jacques.Cote@3dvision.ca In
Canada: (819) 475-6289.

Sharp Introduces 3-D Notebook

The new Sharp Actius RD3D
notebook computer features a revolu
tionary 3-D LCD screen
http://www.sharpsystems.com/news/pr
ess_releases/release.asp?press=45

Sharp Systems of America
announced an exciting new addition to
their award-winning Actius notebook
line. The new notebook, the Sharp
Actius RD3D, is the world's first note
book computer that incorporates
Sharp's TFT 3-D LCD technology,

WvhiclTmakes it possible to' view eye-
popping 3-D images using the naked
eye, but is easily switched back to 2-D
viewing for standard applications such
as spreadsheets, photo editing or email.
With unlimited uses, the Actius RD3D
makes possible a range of new applica
tions providing three-dimensional
images with an enhanced level of visu
al ambience and detail.

Sharp's 3-D LCD technology
uses a parallax barrier. Light from the
LCD is divided so that different pat-
tems reach the viewer's left and right

eyes. The direction in which light
leaves the display is controlled so that
the left and right eyes see different
images. When centered in front of the
display, each eye receives the correct
visual information for the brain to

process. This makes it possible for
the image on the screen to appear in
three dimensions without the user

having to wear special goggles.

A collection of blockbuster

3D movie trailers is also included on

the Actius RD3D, including nWave
Pictures "3D Mania! Encounter in the

Third Dimension", "SOS Planet",
"Alien Adventure" and "Haunted

Castle". Customers can buy the fea
ture length 3D movies on DVD-
ROM produced in DDD's proprietary
2D Compatible 3D™ TriDef format.

The Sharp Actius RD3D
sells for around $3,299 and is avail
able through Sharp directly
(http://store.sharpsystems.com), or
through Sharp's network of retail
partners and reseller channels. For
more information, call 800-BE-
SHARP.

Borg Invasion 4D

Starting in Spring 2004 visi
tors of STAR TREK: The Experience
in the Las Vegas Hilton Hotel will
have the opportunity to participate in
a new entertainment attraction called

"Borg Invasion 4D".

As a multi-million dollar

galactic experience, "Borg Invasion
4D" will combine live actors and

phenomenal special effects to create
an excitingly realistic Star Trek expe
rience. As visitors tour a futuristic

research facility, the terrifying drones
of the Borg collective attempt to cap
ture and assimilate them using 24th
century cybernetic technology. 3-D
and 4-D effects will merge in a chill
ing realization of state-of-the-art
technology to provide an all-immer
sive tactile experience for visitors to
the attraction.

Following their rescue from the
Borg, visitors will be able to enjoy the
original attraction at STAR TREK: The
Experience, dine in Quark's Bar &
Restaurant and shop for intergalactic
treasures in the Deep Space Nine
Promenade. Numerous special effects
were created for this attraction to enhance

the experience. In addition, one of the
highlights of "Borg Invasion 4D" is an
original 3-D film, featuring Robert
Picardo (The Doctor), Alice Krige (Borg
Queen) and Kate Mulgrew (Admiral
Janeway).

After many on-off discussion of
a short large format 3-D Star Trek film
that was eventually dropped due to budget
constraints, "Borg Invasion 4D" finally
will allow Star Trek fans to be able to

experience their beloved universe in 3-D
"reality". The attraction features the first
use of 3-D with an overhead screen and a

live-action steady cam stereo shof with
live 3-D onscreen playback. "Borg
Invasion 4D" takes Star Trek to new

heights with an edgier and darker environ
ment. "Borg Invasion 4D" is a separate
entertainment attraction at the STAR

TREK: The Experience that allows visi
tors to truly become a part of The Star
Trek environment by utilizing their sense
of sight, sound and touch. Guests will be

able to enjoy one or both attractions.

Explore
the World

- of

3-D Imaging,
Past &Fluent,

in

Only S26 a year
fcom

NAliOiW.
STEREOSCOPC
ASSOOAnON

P.O. Box 86708
Portland, OR 97286



Susan Pinsky's
Pot Pourri

Susan Pinsky introducing her stereo
slide program ofclassic images

At the November meeting
Susan Pinsky presented her stereo
slide program titled "Susan's 3-D
Potpourri," a colleetion of her
favorite 3-D slides by many stereo-
graphers. Despite a major melt
down by the RBT projector used to
present the first part of the pro
gram, Teehnical Director David
Starkman and Sean Isroelit did a

quick changeover to the good ole
TDC projector with the remaining
slides and the program continued.

Technical Director David Starkman at

the TDC Projector
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Robin Burks discusses

Feet/Fish

His Award-Winning
Slide ofthe Year

What caught your eye or
imagination before you released the
shutter?

I saw the kids sitting with
their feet dangling over the fish, and
liked the juxtaposition of two worlds.
What really caught my eye was the
orange and yellow of the fish, so I got
out my color camera.

What factors and physical
elements came into play when you
considered how to set your composi
tion?

I have two Realists; one I
keep loaded with Provia 100, and the
other with Scala 200, which I shoot at
100 so I don't get confused with my
light meter. After two shots, neither of
them very good, I ran out of color
film. I was forced(!) to switch to my
black and white camera.

The fish were constantly
moving, and I shot whenever I liked
the pattern they made. I tried several
different positions to get different
compositions. I tried a shot from
above with the tops of the kids heads
included (not bad), and one with parts
of a couple of other kids included(too
busy).

How did lighting effect how
you went about capturing your sub
ject?

The lighting was nice and
indirect late afternoon sun, so no
shadows. I kept shooting 'til I ran out
of film, about 7 images total. I was a
bit disappointed, because I would
have liked to shoot more.

Did you follow any golden
rules or break any?

The only golden rule I can
think of was "Bracket your composi
tions," and I probably bracketedexpo
sures some, too. In hind sight, I like
the way the bush balances the compo
sition, but I'm not sure how conscious
I was of it at the time.

Was mounting particular chal
lenging in this particular image?

Mounting was no big deal. I
like to speed mount as Oliver Dean
taught me, and it was easy to quick
ly figure out which images were
worth more effort.

Were you satisfied at the
end ofyourphoto shoot, or wereyou
pleasantly surprised once you got
images backfrom the lab?

Looking baek, I'm glad I
shot it in black and white; I think
color throughout would have been
distracting. I'm tempted to take the
image into PhotoShop, though, and
color the fish just a bit.
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Living Pictures
The Invention of Cinema

by Ray Zone and Chuck Roblin.

A Smashing Book Review

by Oliver Dean

No, this does not mean I am

smashing a book - it means the book
I am reviewing is "smashing," in the
British sense of the word. I am refer

ring to Living Pictures, by Ray Zone
and Chuck Roblin. This book is a

uniquely visual way to communicate
a summary of the invention of cine
ma. If you are looking for a book so
fascinating that you may have trou
ble putting it down until you have
read all of it, this may be the one. I



could hardly wait to pick it up again
after having put it down.

In recent months, especially
during the recent 3D Festival at the
Egyptian Theater in Hollywood, I have
become increasingly aware of how
much stereoscopic imaging owes to the
history of its parent technologies,
namely photography and motion pic
tures. Furthermore, unlike the airplane
and the electric light bulb, history
shows that motion pictures were not the
invention of a single person, but were
the result of a bewildering number of
overlapping simultaneous develop
ments by a large number of inventors
and innovators. Not being one who
likes to read numerous pages of names,
dates, complex terms, and formal por
traits used as illustrations, I never could
bring myself to research much of this
rich history. But the moment I picked
up Living Pictures, I was hooked!

Living Pictures is special
because it is actually a black and white
comic book for people who want an
introduction to the history of motion
picture invention. In this case, the term
"comic" is a misnomer, suggesting
something unworthy of serious consid
eration. On the contrary, this is a signif
icant work, supported by Ray Zone's
wide-ranging research and Chuck
Roblin's fifty pages of meticulous art
work. Like most of us who are inter

ested in stereoscopy, I am one who is
appealed to by visual images, and
Living Pictures grabbed my interest
and educated me far more with its visu-

anmages than any fext^lone could do.
Of course, a certain amount of

text is necessary to identify the pictures
and summarize the significance of what
we are seeing. In fact, this may be the
only disadvantage of this method of
education — the pictures take up so
much space that there isn't enough
room for an adequate explanation of a
few of the more complex concepts. For
example, I still don't understand how
the often mentioned "maltese cross"

movement works, in spite of the two
position diagram of it.

In all fairness, however, such

detail is probably beyond the purpose
of the book, which is clearly to act as
an introduction to the richness of

invention in cinema history, not to be
encyclopedic in scope. The authors
were wise to limit the scope to the
invention of cinema, because to go
beyond this they would have had to
expand their coverage to include
pages and pages of "greats" like
Chaplin, Mack Sennett, Disney, and
others who contributed more to the

art than to the invention. As it is, for
Chuck Roblin to have produced fifty
pages of drawings must have given
him a bad case of writer's cramp ~
especially since he appears to have
hand lettered all the captions in true
comic book tradition, even though he
probably could have done it faster by
computer and still retained the basic
lettering style! This was a true labor
of love, and is deserving of our admi
ration. In only a few places, where
the contrast is too great, does the "all
soot and whitewash" look of the visu

als obscure the clarity of the images
and make them difficult to make out.

I hope that in some future edition
Chuck and Ray may choose to revise
the pictures by adding color ~ or 3D
conversion!

The book is nicely laid out,
covering a single topic, specified in
the top margin, on each page. The
absorbing variety of images illustrate
such things as the people, their inven
tions (if mechanical), related events,
and what the images looked like.
These picturesTnake it much easier to
identify with the individuality of the
different innovators and the signifi
cance of their accomplishments. One
of the things that amused me was that
several of the early, simpler, motion
picture devices had complicated, 4 to
6 syllable names, like
"Choreutoscope," "Kinematoscope,"
"Praxinoscope,"
"Chronophotographic Gun," and my
favorite, the "Phenakistoscope." The
pictures make it clear what each
device looked like and how it worked

without having to resort to lengthy

text descriptions.
With a book so enjoyable and

so successful on many levels, any neg
ative comment I have is on the level of

a minor quibble, but quibble I must. It
is a great puzzlement to me why this
book, otherwise so well organized and
laid out, lacks page numbers, a table of
contents, and the bulwark of any refer
ence, an index? Page numbers and a
table of contents would not have taken

more than an hour or two to insert but

would have made the book much more

convenient for the readers who are try
ing to find a topic they remember from
days earlier. Searching through fifty
pages is a LOT slower than scanning
down a Table of Contents and then

turning right to the desired topic. An
index takes more time to create, espe
cially when the text being indexed is
hand lettered instead of computer
entered, but the usefulness and value
of the book as a reference is increased

by far more than the effort required to
set up the index.
Because of these omissions, the book,
which is worthy of reference status, is
frustrating to use for any kind of "look
up" reference. To its credit, the book
does have a bibliography. Also to its
credit, it does not have the distraction
of footnoted references, which would
be an unnecessary discipline at the
summary level of this book.

Living Pictures is a thorough
ly enjoyable book that should signifi
cantly enrich the reading experience of
anyone the least bit interested in the
history of motion picture invention. -

Stereo-praxinoscope drawn by
Chuck Roblin



More Thoughts on Composition
hy David Kuntz

One of the best ways to
leam about composition is to study
the works of great photographers.
The image below is Ansel Adams'
well known photograph of Mount
Williamson from the World War II

Japanese Intemment Camp at
Manzanar. We can leam quite a
bit about photographic composi
tion from looking at this picture.

is a great photograph.
In terms of composition

al balance, this image utilizes the
off-center subject positioning dis
cussed in the last month's column.

The next illustration shows the

photo divided up into fifths; note
that most of the major elements in
the composition (the tops of the
mountain peaks, the bases of the

mountains, the cen
ters of the large
rocks in the fore

ground) fall on or
near these lines.

This creates a

pleasing balance,
and reinforces the

drama established

by the lighting.
Another

very important
aspect of this pho
tograph's composi
tion is its use of

repeating forms. In
particular, the shapes of the three
mountain peaks in the background
appear over and over again
throughout the composition. Two
of the most obvious repetitions of
this form are outlined in the next

two illustrations. You can find

many other repetitions, and varia
tions, on this form throughout the
photo.

Why does the use of
repeating forms enhance a photo?
That's a subject about which vol
umes could be written. In my
opinion, it works on two main lev
els. The rational mind primarily
works by limiting our perceptual
input, and fitting new perceptions
into existing templates. If you
don't think that the mind's func

tion is to limit your perceptions,
just try to visualize something that
you see every day, like your car

Mount Williamson by Ansel Adams

The most obvious charac

teristic of this photograph is its
drama. The strong lighting and
the large contrasts (which unfortu
nately can't be adequately repro
duced in our newsletter) give the
image an immediacy and impact.
Our eye is drawn into the image.
We want to keep looking at it, and
the longer we view it, the more
we're rewarded. That's why this

8

steering wheel. Do you actually
know exactly what it looks like?
Does it have a logo, and what is its
exact shape and color? We "see"
very little of the world around us,
and typically reject things that the
mind considers unimportant or don't
fit our existing mental constructs.
Repetition satisfies the rational
mind's craving for familiarity; that's
why so much of our music is highly
repetitive.

The second aspect of repeti
tion transcends thinking and enters
the spiritual realm. Repetition in
form resonates with our fundamental

awareness of the unity of all things.
Seeing disparate objects united
through similarity of form reminds
us of something that we inherently
know - that all creation is the expres
sion of a single intelligence. This
realization transcends rational

thought and connects us with the
source. Making this connection back
to the source is the ultimate aim and

highest purpose of art.
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Happy New Year!

from Philip Steinman

SCSC President

The SCSC Annual Christmas Banquet at Taix's Restaurant in
December was an amazing celebration. Bob Bloomberg presented some
incredible 3D slide programs and everybody bad a good time.

You all know by now that 2003 was a landmark year for me.
Besides starting my second term as SCSC President, I married the lovely
Frencbie Marie on November 9tb and we enjoyed a great honeymoon in
Hawaii. Marie also taught me bow to swim and I participated in my first IK
swim race in Antibes in the South of France. I also ran in four separate long
distance marathon races as well.

I continue to- enter my best 3D photographs in stereo salons of the
Photographic Society of America (PSA) where I have over 72 accepted
stereo images (since I began exhibiting in 2000) and I have earned my 3rd
PSA Star of exhibition recognition. I will be entering my work in the
Hollywood International Slide and Card Exhibitions for 2004 sponsored by
SCSC and I urge all you stereograpbers out there to join me.

Marie and I look forward to another amazing year in 3D working
with everybody in SCSC. Happy New Year, everybody!

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/slngie
or $40/duai (send to Membership Director). The 3D News is sent monthly to ail members. Annual subscription for those not wish
ing to participate in club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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Calendar of Events

January 15, 2004 - 3rd Club competition & PSA Stereo Sequence
Exhibition.

February 1, 2004 - Closing date for 2004 Hollywood Exhibition
for both slides and stereocards

February 7, 2004 - Judging for Hollywood Exhibition, First
United Methodist Church, 134 N. Kenwood
Glendale, CA - 9:00 am

February 19, 2004 - Hollywood Exhibition showing & Old Los
Angeles and Hollywood Celebrities Program

Wilshire United

Methodist Church

LWilshire Blvd.

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
longJim@hotmail.com

SCSC House Director

Sean Isroelit

sean@medialair.com
323-876-5734

SCSC Technical Advisor

David Starkman

310-837-2368

Reel3D@aol.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

949-215-1554

3d@berezin.eom
SCSC Website:

www.la3dclub.com

www.la3dclub.org

If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm the third Thursday of every month at the
United Wilshire Methodist Church at 4350

Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
90010. The entrance is on Plymouth Blvd.
and meetings are held in the newly renovat
ed dovrastairs auditorium.

SCSC January Meeting

The January 2004 meeting of the
Stereo Club of Southern Califomia will

feature the 3rd Competition of the Club
year and the PSA Stereo Sequence
Exhibition which is traditionally organized
by Alabama stereographer Lee Pratt.

January is your opportunity to
show your latest stereo photographs in
competition and to check out some typical
ly great work in the Sequence Exhibition.
Storytelling is a real part of the Sequence
Exhibition and work by 3-D photographers
from around the world is always featured.

Entry forms for both the Stereo
Card and Slide sections of the Hollywood
International Exhibitions will also be avail

able. Don't forget that judging will take
place on February 7 at 9:00 am at the
United Methodist Church in Glendale at

134 N. Kenwood Ave. Come on out and

lend a hand with projection or judging and
get a first look at some of the great work
which is always entered in these exhibi
tions.

The Hollywood International
Slide Exhbition is now in its 46th year so
it's one of the great grand daddies of stereo
photography, a showcase jewel that the
Stereo Club of Southem Califomia has

been presenting for many years to the inter
national 3-D eommunity.



David Starkman holds up commemorative 75th
Anniversary cookie after 3-D slide program

David Starkman Stereo

Photography at the Academy

Longtime SCSC Member and for
mer SCSC President David Starkman

brought stereo photography to the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences recently
with a 3-D program on December 8, the
final evening of the "Facets of the Diamond"
series in which all 75 films that have won

"Best Picture" award were screened over an

18-month period.
Starkman and his partner Susan

Pinsky signed up for the entire series in
which the best picture was shown consecu
tively every Monday night. When he real
ized that many stars and filmmakers from
these historic films were making personal

appearances at the screenings, Starkman
brought along a stereo camera, and with
the permission of series organizer Randy
Haberkamp, began taking stereo portraits
of these motion picture notables.

On December 8, Haberkamp put
on a special retrospective slide program in
anaglyphic 3-D which showcased
Starkman's stereo photography, which had
been produced over the run of the Facets
of the Diamond series.

The stereo images were processed
into anaglyphic 3-D by Ray Zone and the
sold-out audience viewed the 3-D images
with red/blue glasses. Everyone in the
audience was oohing and aahing over the
3D images. This will hopefully not be the
last time that we see stereo images at the
Academy.

Sold-out audience

at the Academy is
wearing anaglyph
glasses and is
readyfor the 3D
program ofDavid
Starkman stereo

photography to
begin. After the
3-D program was
a screening of
Chicago and a
panel discussion
with cast and

crew members

which Starkman

also pho
tographed in 3-D.

Bob

Bloomberg is
shown here

with the 7

projector set

up for his 3D
slide program
"The Temples
ofAngkor"
which he pre
sented along
with other

great short
programs at

the SCSC

Christmas

Banquet

Uni-Color Medium

Format Stereo
A special guest at the SCSC

Christmas Banquet was Allen
Sherman who brought along the Uni-
Color Stereo Transparency Viewer.
Medium Format 3D photography
looks great in this high quality optical
internal illumination system. Mr.
Sherman is selling the viewer, and a
wide range of 3D transparencies on a
variety of subjects. Mr. Sherman can
be contacted via email at:

inovatv@earthlink.net
To check out the Uni-Color

website on the internet go to:
www.uni-colour.com
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Another great club year has
passed. Looking back it was truly an
amazing year for SCSC and 3-D. We
had many great slide shows, exhibi
tions, club outings and a wonderful
exhibit at the World 3-D film festival.

Our little Southern

California meetings are getting visi
tors and guests from everywhere! In
November we greeted Jon Golden, in
December we had two big stereo
superstars Ron Labbe & Bob
Bloomberg. Now word comes in
January we can expect to see Bob
Aldridge from the U.K. and Andrew
Woods from Australia.

Hollywood Exhibition

We are ringing in the New
Year with plans for another fabulous
Hollywood Exhibition (our 46tb)!
Ever competing/exhibiting member
should help support this exhibition by
entering your four best stereo slides
and four best stereo cards. The

January meeting is the best place to
do this. The Hollywood chairmen
(Ray Zone, slides and Lawrence
Kaufman, cards) with have more
entry forms or you can print them out
in advance from the SCSC website.

The final day to enter is February 1st,
but do this at the January meeting and
save on postage and help the chair
man out with your early entries.

Here are all the details:

The 46tb Hollywood International
Stereo Slide Exhibition. Format:

Realist mounted stereo slides.

Quise
hy Lawrence Kaufman

NSA Regional Director

Closing date: February 1, 2004. Ray
Zone, 1945 Hillburst Ave. #4, Los
Angeles, CA 90027. Email:
r3dzone@eartblink.net Fees: US - $8,
Outside USA - $10.

bttp://www.3dgear.com/scsc/2004_bol
lywoodentryinformation.btm

The 6tb Hollywood International
Stereo Print (Card) Exhibition.
Format: 3_ x 7-incb stereo cards.
Closing date: February 1, 2004.
Lawrence Kaufman, 1607 Mariposa
Drive, Corona, CA 92879. Email:
kaufman3d@eartblink.net Fees: US -
$8, Outside USA - $10.

bttp://www.3dgear.com/scsc/2004_bol
lywoodentryinformation.btm

Other PSA Exhibitions

and info:

PSA is an organization that
puts a "seal of approval" on certain
stereo exhibitions. PSA has other func

tions also, plus branches for all pho
tographers. Visit the PSA-Stereo
Division web page at:
bttp://bome.comcast.net/~psastereo/

If you are not a Photographic
Society of America (PSA) member,
you should really think about joining.
Members receive the monthly PSA
Joumal full of photo tips, information
on upcoming exhibitions and other
helpful advice. Plus members' accept
ances into exhibitions go towards a
"Star Rating". The more acceptances
the more 'stars' you can acquire - but
you must be a PSA member. We have a
few file copies in the SCSC club

library if you wish to check them out.
Visit the PSA website at:

bttp://www.psa-pboto.org. PSA
approved means that acceptances
earned in these exhibitions count

towards PSA Star ratings and the PSA
Stereo "Who's Who" list (for PSA
members).

The PSA Stereo Division's website:

bttp://bome.comcast.net/~psastereo/
has a number of current Exhibition

entry forms.

Closing dates and con
tactsfor upcoming Stereo

Exhibitions:

Oakland. Formats: Stereo slides and

Stereo cards. Closing date: January
21, 2004. Cards: Barrie H. Bieler,
FPSA, 737 Wignet Ln., Walnut
Creek, CA 94598-4353. Email: abiel-
er@astound.net Slides: James
Johnston, 23699 E 14tb St. #24, San
Leandro, CA 94577. Fees: US/Can
$7, Others S8.

8tb Delaware Stereo Print Exhibition.

Format: Prints. Closing date: March
22, 2004. Lynn Maniscalco, 1304
Oberlin Road, Wilmington, DE
19803. Email: ltmpboto@juno.com
Fees: US - $7, Canada - $8, Overseas
- 39. Add 31 for mailed report, deduct
32 for catalog without color repro
ductions.

The 24tb Southern Cross

International Exhibition of Stereo

Photography. Format: Stereo Slides.



Closing date: March 25, 2004. Ray
Moxom, 46 Glenayr Ave., West Ryde
NSW 2114, Australia. Email: raymox-
om@tpg.com.au. Fees: $8.00 (US).

PSA Sequence Competition. Format:
Stereo slide sequences from two to
eighteen images. Closing date: June 17,
2004. Lee Pratt, APSA, Stereo
Sequence Competitions Director, 107
Kipper Lane, Madison, AL 35758-7706
USA. F-mail: leepratt@knology.net
Tel: (256) 325-1854 evenings. Fees:
$10.00 in U.S. funds for first Sequence
entry, S5 for second entry, $5 for third
entry (from all countries)

SCSC Schedulefor 2004:

This schedule is tentative and

subject to change, with shows being
added when they become available or
when they can be booked. Check the 3-
D News or la3dclub.com for updated
information.

January 15, 2004 - 3rd Club competi
tion & the PSA Stereo Sequence
Exhibition. - Please remember to bring
your 3-D slides and cards to enter into
the Hollywood Exhibition to save on
postage and help the chairmen to get a
head start! Take notes for your entries
into this years PSA Stereo Sequence
Competition. Remember Philip will be
looking for entries for the February
Interclub Competition also.

February 7, 2004 - Hollywood
Exhibition Selection, 9:00 AM at: First
United Methodist Church, 134 N.
Kenwood, Glendale California.

February 19, 2004 - Hollywood show
ing & Old Los Angeles and Hollywood
Celebrities Show by Ray Zone.

March 18, 2004 - 4th Club competition
& 48th PSA Traveling Exh.
http://www.dddphotography.com/psatr
aveE48routing.htm

April 15, 2004 - Two stereo programs.

May 20, 2004 - 5th club competition.

Plus another stereo show.

June 17, 2004 - Movie night.

July 15, 2004 - Awards Banquet &

Slide of the Year.

NSA 2004

It's official - The National

Stereoscopic Association's 2004 con
vention (www.nsa2004.eom) being
held in Portland, Oregon will begin a
day early. A bus will leave the hotel
bound for Cinema 21 at 8:30 AM on

Wednesday July 7, 2004. Attendees
will see stereo movies and explore
NW Portland all day. Registration
will open as early as 3:00 PM on
Tuesday July 6th.

So if you don't want to miss
any of the activities you should plan
on arriving on Tuesday July 6th. If
you arrive on Wednesday or later you
will have already missed out.
Included in the film showing will be
a new 3-D film. Little Magician
(http://www.littlemagician3d.com/)
this will likely be the USA, West
Coast premier. Also showing will be
the complete former Marineland
short "Sea Dream"

http://www.imdb.com/title/ttO138786
/combined.

And in case you haven't
heard, there are plans developing for
a post-convention cruise to Alaska.
The cruise would leave from Seattle

(you would need to drive, fly or train
to Seattle from Portland for a 7 to 10

day chartered cruise. If you are inter
ested, you need to contact Mary Ann
Sell ASAP at email:

vmmasell@cmti.net

I am looking forward to
what should be a truly first class run
convention in Portland next summer.

With it on the west coast and so close,
I hope to see even more SCSC mem
bers at the convention. Start planning
your vaeation time so you don't miss
any of the fun.

Glossary ofStereoscopic
Terms Online

You ean now access the

Glossary of Stereoscopic Terms in the
Information Section of the ISU site:

http://www.stereoscopy.org.uk/Pages/Glo
ssary.htm

Current ISU President Bob

Aldridge decided that as the Glossary had
already been posted on the web, ISU was
n't going to lose any back issue sales of
Stereoscopy through making it public,
plus making it public should help the evo
lution of a common use of terms.

Peter Schnehagen in Germany
provided the webpage that Aldridge
manipulated into the form that is posted
on the ISU site. He hopes to increase the
content of the site over time so that it can

become a non-commercial resource for

the world-wide stereoscopic community.

Since this will take resources.
Bob hopes stereographers everywhere
will want to support the ISU by becoming
members. The subscription is only $20,
local representatives in many countries
(listed on the web site) can accept the sub
scription in local currency).
www.isu3d.org

Explore
the World

of
3-D Imaging,

Past &Fluent,
in

Only >eax
from

, NATIONAL
I STERfJiCOHC

ASSOOAIBN

P.O. Box 86708
Hrtland, OR 97286



12 TIPS FOR A SUCCESSFUL 3D SLIDE SHOW

by Robert Bloomberg

1. Take out the garbage. Someone once said: "the difference
between an amateur and a professional photographer is the size
of the wastebasket." The first thing I do when I get my film
back from the lab, is to throw away all of those out of focus,
and over/under-exposed images. 1 may occasionally save a few
poorly exposed or badly composed images that 1 feel are worth
salvaging. I do my own duping, so when I copy the slides I can
readjust the exposure or re-crop the image. Since slides fade
orbecome damaged through repeated showings over time, dup-|
ing slides also helps keep the originals safe.
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End credit slide from "Frogs & Friends. " I'm the one on the right

2. Put your cards (or slides) on the table. When I'm preparing a new show, I'll begin by laying out my slides on a large light table,
the larger the better. If I don't have a clear idea for the show, I'll experiment arranging slides by theme or graphic elements (shapes,
colors, lines, etc.) or finding particular slides that I know will dissolve together well, or just pick my favorites I know I want to
include. If I'm working on a long show, I'll work in sections.

3. Choose or Snooze. If you've got three similar shots, all of them good, pick only one to use in your show. Occasionally, there may
be a good reason for using slightly different or increasingly closer views of the same subject (e.g.. for dramatic effect or to cover a
lengthy piece of narration,) but in most cases showing similar images only dilutes the power of the first.

4. Less is more. I cannot stress this point enough. Keep your show short. It's better to have your audience leave wanting more, than
just wanting to leave. This applies to individual slides as well as the entire show. A good slide, like a carton of milk, can quickly go
bad if left out too long. Four to ten seconds per slide is a good rule of thumb, depending on the complexity of the slide. There are
always exceptions, such as leaving a slide on longer to accommodate narration, but narration, too, should be concise and to the point.
A 10 minute show can often be more powerful than a twenty minute one. By the same token, a 10 minute show can sometimes seem
like a 4 hour foreign film without subtitles. Since slide trays hold 80 slides, I try to work in multiples of 80. At an average screen
time of 7 seconds per slide a full tray show will run just under 10 minutes, an ideal length for a first show.

5. Show off! Once you've got your first rough assembly of slides, see how they look on the big screen. Projecting your slides will
reveal problems not evident when looking through a hand viewer, which tends to be quite forgiving. Seeing them on the big screen
magnifies everything, especially the flaws. This is invaluable to the editing process. If you still can't decide which images to omit,
duct-tape your friends to folding chairs and encourage their comments. I can't emphasize enough how important it is to view your
slides with an audience. Watching your work with others causes you to view the images more critically. You'll immediately see which
slides work and which have people nodding off or reaching for the eye drops.

6. Mount up! Proper mounting of your slides is an absolute
necessity for a successful show. Many potentially great shows
are ruined by bad mounting. It is not a difficult skill to leam and
your audience will thank you. What appears at first to be an
imusable slide may simply be the victim of bad mounting.
Problems that can't be solved through re-mounting may often be
corrected through cropping when making dupes. Check out the
following websites for mounting supplies and instructions :

www.reel3d.com

www.stereoscopy.com/3d-concepts
vmw.pauck.de/marco/photo/stereo/mounting/mounting.html
www.rmm3d.com/misc/latest.html

World's very first stereo camera as envisioned by Bob Bloomberg



7. Don't Change Mounts in Mid-Screen. If you're projecting a Realist format show, use either all cardboard, glass, or RBT
mounts. Mixingdifferent mountswill almostcertainly guarantee that some will require refocusing or adjustment duringthe show. I
would also recommend havingall your slides in mountswith the same size opening(e.g., 24nim x 32mm). This makes for a more
fluidpresentation, particularly in a dissolve show, since the audience isn't distracted by a constantly changing window size.A con
sistent mount size alsoenables you to maximize the size of the image on the screen. 1use 2x2 standard Gepemounts for all my cur
rent shows.

8. "A" isfor.... Even silent films had musical accompaniment to help set the mood. The right music and audio can salvagea poor
show or make a good show even better. I sometimes beginwith the music, then selecta seriesof slidesto fit. If presenting a "Best
of show, I divide the slides into thematic groupsand select the propermusic to accompany each section. The changeof music will
help indicate and reinforce the mood& themechange. But be selective. Just because your favorite piece of music is Mussorgsky's
"Night on Bald Mountain" does not make it the ideal accompaniment for "Ava's 5th Birthday Party" (although it might be perfect
for "My Trip to the Tupelo Toupee Museum".)

Music helps provide a welcome relief from too much description. However, beware of overdoing it. Non-stop music can
sometimes be just as deadening as no music at all. Use music to add emotional impactto certainsections. Whenthe music stops it
becomes another dramatic element in your show, calling the audience's attention to what's to come. Silence used properly can be a
powerful tool. Sound effects can also help set a mood. There are countless CDs of natural sounds and sound effects (ocean waves,
bird songs, cat purrs, buzz saws, etc.) that can be added to your music or used separately to help add realism and create an additional
emotional layer to your show.

9. TimingIs Everything. Take the time to select your music and then time the pieces to go along with your slides. When the music
stops unexpectedly in the middle of a section, it breaks the visual continuity and the mood, and works against your editing. Music
should, instead, emphasize your editing.

As far as the "live vs. taped" soundtrack controversygoes, there are pros and cons to each. Live narration adds immediacy
to a presentation,much the same way a live concert recording is different from one made in a studio. That said, I would highly rec
ommend using a taped (or CD) soundtrackfor your first presentation. It will be consistent and to the point, unlike live narration,
where there is a tendency for the first time presenter to digress and wander off track while that gorgeous and once fascinating slide
remains onscreen well past its "expiration date."

10. What's in a title? Titles add a level of professionalism to
your show and are well worth the extra effort. They can be as
simple or elaborate as your time and creativity allows. For a
show about your garden try writing your titles on blank seed
packets or the side of a large squash. For your "Sahara Safari
Adventure" write your titles in sand. Try dividing your show
into different sections proceeded by introductory titles or
quotes. This adds interest and helps make longer shows easier
to digest and more fun to watch. -_ Main title slidefrom "The Lost Temples ofAngkorT' The black temple doorway

made an ideal area in which to superimpose the white titles.

11. Know your subject and your audience. This may seem obvious, but in selecting a subject for your slide show, pick one that
truly interests you, about which you feel passionate. In addition, think carefully about your intended audience. Your show of "My
Stereo Card Collection" might be quite different depending on whether the audience is made up of avid stereo card collectors, or
people who don't know a stereo card from a playing card. The first group might be completely enthralled by your in-depth compari
son of all 36 variations of Snodgrasses' Stuffed Moose Head series, while the second will be snoring after the second set of antlers
hits the screen.

12. Testing, one, two... Before giving your show, test all of the equipment you'll be using, preferably in the place you'll be using it,
to make sure everything runs properly. Always have extra projector bulbs handy, along with your basic supplies (flashlight, duct-
tape, aspirin, etc.).

Fun should really be the key element in producing any show. Whether your show is serious or playful, if you don't enjoy
the process, what's the point? Try to make the joumey as interesting as the final destination. Good luck and I look forward to seeing
your show at the next NSA or ISU.



Even More Thoughts on Composition
by David Kuntz

One of the most common compo
sitional errors in outdoor photogra
phy is to place the horizon at the
center of the frame, and to include
too much bald sky. The first pho
tograph below illustrates this prob
lem. The bright open area at the
top of the photo (the sky) draws
the eye in, but then gives it noth
ing more to look at. Through the
magic of digital manipulation, the
second image solves this problem.
With some interesting subject
material in the sky, the composi
tion now appears more balanced,
and the eye has something to
enjoy no matter where it is looking
in the photo.

For those who don't plan
on using digital post processing,
the lesson is to point the camera
down, and not include too much
empty sky to begin with.

Take a look again at the
Ansel Adams photograph dis
cussed in the last column. The sky
is a major component of the com
position, and contains dramatic
clouds, yet still only occupies the
upper one fifth of the frame.

Of course, no photo
graphic rule is hard and fast, and,
in this context, it's interesting to
examine another Ansel Adams

photograph that does exactly the
opposite of what I've just recom
mended.

Next, we see one of
his most well known images,
"Moonrise, Hernandez, New
Mexico." Obviously the bulk
of this composition is devot
ed to sky, and much of it is
empty. Why, then, does this
photograph work so well?
There is a multitude of rea

sons.

First, if you were to
see the original print, you
would realize the dark sky at
the top is not "empty" at all.
It's full of velvety texture and sen
suous tones. So, there's plenty
here for the eye to appreciate.

Second, I read the whole
point of this composition as an
exploration of the relationship
between man and the universe. In

the literal sense, we see a grave
yard, indicative of man's mortality,
dwarfed by the moon and sky.
These represent the eternal, and
the message here is that man is
insignificant and his sojourn on
earth brief when compared to the
cosmos.

On a more symbolic
level, I see the rich tones of the

8

sky as "heaven," illuminating the
tiny crosses of the dead. My impres
sion from this is that, while man's
physical presence may be fleeting
and insignificant, his spirit is as eter
nal and unbounded as the entirety of
creation.

Whatever your personal
interpretation of this image, I think
it's fair to say that the composition of
Moonrise uses the sky to achieve a
drama and balance in the image
which make it visually captivating.

Also note that the horizon in

Moonrise is placed about one third of
the way from the bottom of the
frame. This is critical in achieving

the right visual balance in the com
position, as well as in reinforcing the
concepts just discussed.

To emphasize this point,
I've recropped the photo below (with
deepest apologies to Ansel Adams).
I think it's clear that this change
totally alters the impact and essence
of the photograph.
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SCSC Outing
to

JPL NASA

by
Philip Steinman

SCSC

President
SCSC President Philip Steinman is seen on Mars along with the JPL Stereo
Panorama camera

The Stereo Club of Southem California is invited on a rare, special event, one of a kind
field trip to visit and tour Jet Propulsion Laboratories in Pasadena. The trip will take place Friday,
April 2nd, and commence at 2 pm at JPL on 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109.

My personal friend, Kamal Gudrhiri,who works for JPL is spear heading this special trip
for all of us. We are greatly indebted to Kamal, as the general public relations tour bookings are
all filled up until 2005. This trip will be geared to a 3D audience: us! As such, there will be lim
ited space and we need to have your commitment to attend by (preferable)

1) signing up at evite.com or
2) a phone call to Philip 310-826-9038. I need to know your name and coimtry of citi

zenship. If you are not a US citizen, then we need to know your coimtry of residence (you might
also give us your phone #). I'm sure you can imderstand that we all need to pass security clear
ance for this sort of trip.

What's more, is that they need time to organize and allow enough escorts for our trip
while they are busy "Roving" Mars in 3D as their day job! So, all those who want to attend must
RSVP by March 18th, our SCSC monthly club meeting date. I ask that you be a current member
of SCSC. Please, no guests who are not members. With 5 field trips platmed over the next few
months, now is a great time to be an SCSC member.

(Continued on page 3)

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normaily include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director). The 3D News is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those not wish
ing to participate in club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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Calendar ofEvents

March 18 - 4th SCSC Club Competition and 48th PSA Traveling
Exhibition. Deadline for signups for JPL Outing

March 20 - SCSC 3-D MoviesA^ideo Division meeting

April 2 - SCSC Outing to JPL

April 15 - Two stereo programs: Philip Steinman's LA Marathon
3D Show and Kathy Day's Mono Lake and the
Eastern High Sierra

n

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
longJim@hotmail.com

SCSC House Director

Sean Isroelit

sean@medialair.com
323-876-5734

SCSC Technical Advisor

David Starkman

310-837-2368

Reel3D@aol.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

949-215-1554

3d@berezin.com
SCSC Website:

www.la3dclub.com

www.la3dclub.org

Wilshire United

Methodist Church

LWilshire Bh/d.

If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm the third Thursday of every month at the
United Wilshire Methodist Church at 4350

WilshireBoulevard, Los Angeles, Califomia
90010. The entrance is on Plymouth Blvd.
and meetings are held in the newly renovat
ed downstairs auditorium.

New Members

The Stereo Club of Southern

Califomia would like to extend a hearty
welcome to the following new members:

George Vidacovich
Glendora, CA

Alan & Rose-Marie Richmond

Los Angeles, CA

Larry Wyatt
Riverside, CA

Dave Balaishis

Woodland Hills, CA

Malcolm Patterson

Westminster, CA

Thomas Ballatore

Toluca Lake, CA

Norman Codd

Hermosa Beach, CA

R
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Cassie Kaufman makes an announcement at
February SCSC meeting



(Continuedfrom Page 1)
You can join SCSC at

http://www.3dgear.eom/SCSC/scscmem
b.html

Thanks for understanding.
Here are all the details:

The tour will include the fol

lowing events:
1) We will see a 20 minute

movie about JPL "Welcome to the outer

space."
2) We will see a Mars simulated

animation movie.

3) Entertain a brief Q&A ses
sion about the Mars Exploration Rover
Mission and JPL.

4) The head of 3D Digital
Image Processing Lab, Eric Dijon, will
give us a tour.

5) Debbie Martin will give us
an exclusive tour of the world's 3rd

largest image library.
6) We will be permitted to pho

tograph in 3D the famous "Mars Yard"
(where there's usually a Rover hanging
out., unless they are troubleshooting a
major real world problem on Mars).

7) time providing, we will tour
the flight operations and control room.
Please note that only 25 people can tour
the Digital Image Processing Lab at a
time. If we have more, then we will
break into 2 groups and they will arrange
more people to escort us. Therefore, it is
imperative that we sign up for the tour
and RSVP with the advance notice I

described above.

Should be an awesome trip!
I'm so thrilled Kamal is putting this
together for us to make it possible.

Please visit their website to be

familiar with what they are presently
doing and what a tremendous opportuni
ty this is for our stereo club.

http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/index.html

The JPL Mars lander on Martian soil

3-D Movie/Video Meeting

The 3-D Movies/Video Division of

the SCSC will next meet on Saturday,March
20, 6:30, at 3008 Hopeton Road, La
Crescenta, CA 91214. An informal dinner
will be served at 6:30, followed by a
Division meeting and movie sharing. Please
confirm your attendance by calling 818-437-
2523 or emailing movies3d@aol.com.

Shown will be a 21 minute video

by David Allen of the Cascade Stereo Club
as well as video shot at the T-Rex 3-D Imax

at the Bridge. Information will be shared
about the release of the Division's DVD and

plans will be discussed for a July Movie
Meeting for the SCSC.

~ John Hart, Chairman

3-D Center ofArt and
Photography Opens in

Northwest Portland

A unique museum/gallery opened
in Portland, Oregon on February 27.
Located between the Nob Hill and Pearl dis

tricts, the 3D Center of Art and Photography
houses a collection of antique and contem
porary 3D cameras, viewers, projectors and
other devices, as well as 3D imagery of all
kinds. The space includes a small projection
room where 3D slides will be projected and
a gallery which will feature different 3D
artists each month. The 3D Center includes

a small reference library and gift shop.
Children's books are included among more
sophisticated literature on the development
of 3D photography and art.

"I Ml

The 3D Center's first featured

artist is David Lee, a stereographer
from Northem Califomia. Mr. Lee's

beautiful black and white images of
Yosemite are reminiscent of earlier

images by Ansel Adams, only Lee's
images are viewed in 3 dimensions
with the aid of a special viewer
designed by Lee. A photographer
since the early 1980s, Lee has taught
photography and exhibited his work in
Bay area galleries and at national con
ventions catering to those who enjoy
3D photography. Lee's images will be
exhibited through March 21.

The 3D Center is operated by
the Cascade Stereoscopic Club, a non
profit organization dedicated to pre
serving and promoting 3D art.
Founded in 1993, CSC's long term
dream has been to establish a Center

where visitors could leam more about

3D and its application. See: www.cas-
cade3d.org

The 3D Center is the only
facility in the United States solely ded
icated to contemporary and antique 3D
art. The Center's opening is the result
ofhundreds ofhours ofvolunteer work

and financial support from the 3D and
photographic communities at large.
OMSI has donated display cases and
loaned the 3D Center an exhibit about

3D vision.

In the coming months, the
Center will host workshops for those
interested in creating their own 3D art
and will be a resource to photographers
and computer 3D enthusiasts.

Open Fridays, Saturdays,
Sundays from 1 pm until 5 pm. Info:

www.3dcenter.us

r
3D Center Director Diane Ruiien demonstrates a 3D book in the Reference Library at the new

facility which isfull of3D cameras, viewers and 3D paraphernalia.
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Hollywood Exhibitions

The 46th annual Hollywood
is now history. If you didn't make it
to the 46th annual Hollywood selec
tion/judging or any of the four show
ings you missed a great group of
entries. Check the SCSC website for

some of the wirming images.

LF 3-D

If you didn't make it to the
SCSC outing to the Large Format
Film Festival at the Bridge to see "T-
Rex: Back to the Cretaceous", the
highest grossing 3-D film of all time,
$83,705,320 after 274 weeks; you
missed a great film and wonderful
question and answer session run by
Ray Zone. But don't worry there will
be more outings to more Large
Format 3-D films coming very soon!
Check with Sean at the March meet

ing about the NASCAR outing.

The SCSC Schedulefor
2004:

This schedule is tentative

and subject to change, with shows
being added when they become avail
able or when they can be booked.
Check the 3-D News or la3dclub.com

for updated information.

March 18, 2004 - 4th Club competi
tion & 48th PSA Traveling Exh.
http;//www.dddphotography.com/psa
travel/48routing.htm

March 20, 2004; 3D Movie Division
meeting, info: movies3d@aol.com

April 2 - SCSC Outing to JPL in

by Lawrence Kaufman
NSA Regional Director

Pasadena, 2:00 pm. Info: philipstein-
man@verizon.net

April 15, 2004 - Two stereo programs:
Philip Steinman's LA Marathon 3-D
show and Kathy Day's Mono Lake and
the Eastern High Sierra

May 20, 2004 - 5th club competition.
Plus another stereo show.

June 17, 2004 - The annual View-
Master Exhibition selection.

July 15, 2004 - Movie Night.

August 19, 2004 - Awards Banquet &
Slide of the Year.

Stephen A. Benton

A pioneer in medical-imaging
and fine-arts holography who invented
the "rainbow" holograms now found
on credit cards, died on Sunday Nov 9,
2003 at Massachusetts General

Hospital in Boston. He was 61 and
lived in nearby Lincoln, Mass.

The cause was brain cancer,
said the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, where he directed the
Center for Advanced Visual Studies

and was Allen professor of media arts
and sciences at the M.I.T. Media

Laboratory.

Dr. Benton traced his enthusi

asm for things optical to the day when,
as an 11-year-old, he put on a pair of 3-
D glasses to see the 1953 movie
"House of Wax."

"There was a realism and a

sense of excitement like nothing I had
ever felt before," he recalled. "Not

only was I amazed, I determined then
and there to figure out how it
worked."

So lasting was the effect of
that childhood experience that even
many years later, having become a
scientist, he remained convinced that

3-D television was just around the
comer.

Similar to photography,
holography records lightwave pat-
tems on film or glass, with converg
ing laser beams evoking the third
dimension. Dr. Benton invented the

original rainbow hologram in 1968
when he was working as a senior sci
entist for the Polaroid Corporation in
Cambridge, Mass. He also became a
pioneer in natural-light holography as
an artistic medium, and in addition
his research advanced the holograph
ic technology central to medical
imaging devices like CT and M.R.I.
scanners.

Stephen Anthony Benton, a
native of San Francisco, grew up in
Santa Barbara, Calif., and graduated
from M.I.T. in 1963 with a degree in
electrical engineering. He became an
associate of Prof. Harold Edgerton, a
pioneer of strobe light technology,
and began his career at Polaroid while
still an undergraduate, working in the
vision research laboratory of the com
pany's founder, Edwin Land, inventor
of instant photography.

He received his M.S. in

1964 and Ph.D. in applied physics in
1968, both from Harvard. He was
appointed an assistant professor there
in 1968 and a professor at M.I.T. in
1985, when he left Polaroid after a



stay of 24 years.

Dr. Benton had already been a
visiting professor since 1980 at M.I.T.,
where he helped form the university's
Spatial Imaging Group in 1982. He
headed M.I.T.'s program in media arts
and sciences until 1994 and for the last

seven years was director of advanced
visual studies.

Dr. Benton first saw a holo

gram in 1964. It was, he remembered,
"the most amazing thing I'd ever seen."
He said he thought of holography as an
"intersection of art, science and tech
nology." His own art in laser photogra
phy was exhibited at the Museum of
Holography on Mercer Street in
Manhattan, where he was a curator.
(The museum, thought to hold the
largest such collection, went bankrupt
in 1992; M.I.T. bought the entire col
lection of 1,500 holograms and moved
it to Cambridge.)

Dr. Benton's survivors include

his wife of 39 years, Jean Lamphier
Benton; a daughter, Julia; a son, James;
and two brothers, Nicholas and Chris.

National Stereoscopic
Association (NSA)

Convention

If you were at the February
SCSC meeting, you heard my wife
Cassie announce that I was the Vice

President designee of NSA. I will take
office at the 2004 Portland NSA con

vention. I hope everyone can attend.

The National Stereoscopic
Association is an incorporated, non
profit/educational tax-exempt organiza
tion founded in 1974. The goals of the
association are to promote the study,
collection and use of stereographs,
stereo cameras and related materials; to
provide a forum for collectors and stu
dents of stereoscopic history; to pro
mote the practice of stereo photogra
phy; to encourage the use of stere-
oscopy in the fields of visual arts and

technology; to foster the appreciation
of the stereograph as a visual history
record, and to provide for the Oliver
Wendell Holmes Stereoscopic
Research Library. NSA hosts the
World's largest 3-D Stereo Trade
Show and Convention annually and
publishes Stereo World magazine,
which highlights 3-D imaging past
and present.

Future Stereo

Conventions

National Stereoscopic Association
(NSA) Conventions
(http://www.stereoview.org/conven-
tion.html):

*30th NSA - July 7-12, 2004 at the
Doubletree Jantzen Beach in

Portland, Oregon Contact Diane
Rulien - NSA2004@cascade3d.org
http://www.nsa2004.com/

*31st NSA - Friday July 15, 2005
through Sunday July 17, 2005,
Dallas/Ft. Worth area (Irving, Texas)
http://2005.nsa3d.org/

*32nd NSA - July 2006, Miami,
Florida.

*33rd NSA Convention - Tuesday
July 10, 2007 - Sunday July 15, 2007

(Possible additional days on the 16th
and 17th for field trips). Boise, Idaho;
Joint ISU/NSA meeting - contact
David W. Kesner, drdave@dddpho-
tography.com

International Stereoscopic Union
(ISU) Congresses

New website: www.ISU3D.org (was
http://stereoscopy.com/isu/):

*2005 (15th) in Eastbourne, UK;
September 14-19, 2005.

*2007 (16th) in Boise, Idaho, USA
(ISU/NSA - see above).

PSA International Conference of

Photography (http://www.psa-

photo.org):

2004 - September 6th -11th. Minneapolis
(Bloomington), Mirmesota. Thunderbird
Hotel and Conference Center.

2005 - August 29th - September 3rd. Salt
Lake City, UT. Sheraton City Centre
Hotel.

2006 - September 4th - 9th. Baltimore,
MD. Hunt Valley hm.

2007 - September 3rd - 8th. Tucson, AZ.
Starr Pass Marriot Resort & Spa.

The Stereoscopic Society (UK) Annual
Convention

(www.StereoscopicSociety.org.uk): May
21-23, 2004, Moat House Hotel,
Harrogate, UK

PSA Exhibitions

The Photographic Society of America
(PSA) is an organization that puts a "seal
of approval" on certain stereo exhibitions.
PSA has other functions also, plus branch
es for all photographers. Visit the PSA-
Stereo Division web page at:
http://home.comcast.net/~psastereo/

Explore
theWorld

of
3-D Imaging,

Past & Present,
in

Only $32a.year
from

nauonal
STERIOSCOI^
ASSOOATION

P.O. Box 86708
Portland, OR 97286



6th Hollywood International Stereo Print Exhibition

Awards

PSA Gold Medalfor "Best ofShow"
Sieg, Dr. Albert L. Hon PSA, FPSA - EPSA, Master
XTV Rochester, NY
At the Wheel

PSA Silver Medalfor Best Contemporary
Leonard, Robert James FPSA AFLAP Diamond
Deale MD

Neon Bees

Best Photo Travel

Rairdin, Ernie Cedar Rapids, LA
Cupolas

Best Living Creature (AKA Best Living Mammal)
Skolaster, Rolf-Joachim 4* La Calamine, Belgium
Arrive To Destination

Muscogee 3-D Awardfor Photojournalism
Maniscalco, Lyim Wilmington, DE
Dunk

Best Monochrome

Doughty, Doug Saginaw, MI
Post & Beam

New Hollywood Exhibitor
Allen, David Beaverton, OR
$5 Bill Abe Lincoln conversion

SCSC Club Member Award

Lowe, Heather Los Angeles, CA
Impossible Rose

Honorable Mentions

Bloomberg, Robert Forest Knolls, CA
Stairwell, Mission Inn

Bloomberg, Robert Forest Knolls, CA
Statue, St. Eustache Paris

Rairdin, Ernie Cedar Rapids, LA
El Capitan
Saxon, David 3* Sherman Oaks, CA
Beautiful Desolation, Joshua Tree
Saxon, David 3* Sherman Oaks, CA
Path and Fence, Woodstock, UT

At the Wheel by A1 Sieg - PSA GoldMedal for "BestofShow'

.

Arrive to Destination by Rolf-Joachim Skolaster - Best Living Creature

m

Post & Beam b\ nmig Dniiglily - Ih si Monoi hionu

Impossible Rose by Heather Lowe - SCSC Club Member Award



46th Hollywood International Slide Exhibition
Awards

Snack Time by David Kesner - PSA GoldMedal "BestofShow"

Wineberries by Dale Yingst - Best New HollywoodExhibitor

Pixie Frog by Robert Bloomberg - Best Living Creature

Mist by Robin Burks - Best SCSC Member

PSA Gold Medal - "Best OfShow"
David Kesner -Boise, Idaho
Snack Time

PSA Silver - Best Contemporary
Dennis Hanser - Imlay City, Michigan
Colordome

Gold Medal - Best New Hollywood Exhibitor
Dale Yingst - Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Wineberries

Special Award - Best SCSC Member
Robin Burks - Pasadena, California
Mist

Silver Medal - Best Photo Travel

Chris Reynolds - Surfside Beach, South
Carolina

Antelope Twin Shafts

Special Award - Best Living Creature
Robert Bloomberg - F orest Knolls, Califomia
Pixie Frog

Honorable Mentions

Robert Bloomberg - Forest Knolls, CA
Jelly Dreams
Waiting For His Solo
Gunter Gerlich - Austria

Love on a Greene Leafe
George Themelis - Brecksville, OH
Propeller
Nancy Moxom - Australia
Parabolic Solar Collectors

Chris Reynolds - Surfside Beach, SC
Surfside Pier
David Allen - Beaverton, OR
Quality Watch Repair
Paul Moeller - Ridgefield, WA
Cool Copper
Ron Fredrickson - Roseville, CA
Monolithic

Emie Rairden -Cedar Rapids lA
El Capitan



More on Stereo Composition
hy David Kuntz

The previous column showed
how selective focus, a major composi
tional tool of flat photography, is large
ly unusable in stereo photography. If
we don't have selective focus available

to make our subject stand out from
other elements in the photograph, how
do we accomplish this goal?

The first stereogram in the
series illustrates the problem. What is
the main subject in this photo? There is
really no single element that draws the
eye in this composition. The viewer's
attention is left to wander aimlessly, and
oiu composition fails to clearly commu
nicate its point.

The next three photos use a
variety of techniques to attempt to rem
edy this problem. In the first of these,
the main subject is a different color, or
(since this is a black & white photo)
contrasts sharply with the other picture
elements. The eye is quickly drawn to
the white knight (the little horsey guy)
and there's no question about where
we're supposed to concentrate our visu
al attention.

In the next image, a leading
line (the row of pawns) is used to take
the eye from the near point in the com
position to the main subject in the rear.
Leading lines are also used in flat pho
tography, but they take on an added
impact in stereo. The size and shape
contrast between the first three chess

pieces and the final one also help to dif
ferentiate the main subject from the rest
of the composition.

In the final image, the picture
elements have been arranged so that the
subject is spatially separated from the
rest. In addition, it is also closer to the
viewer than the other elements. In 3-D,
object distance is a particularly impor
tant aspect of composition because the
medium makes us acutely aware of this
factor.

What is the subject?

Color/contrast

Leading line

Placement

What is the subject?

Color/contrast

Leading line

Placement
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Two Outstanding
scsc

3-D Programs

by Philip Steinman

Our April program night is going to feature two unique 3-D slide programs. First,
I will be showing stereo slides produced by numerous 3-D photographers of the 2004 LA
Marathon (LAM). This program features the work of 5 photographers covering this years
marathon event from a variety of different positions

In this 19th annual LAM 24,532 officially signed up to complete the 26.2 miles
in the staggering heat with temperatures reaching into the 90s. Come see the show that cov
ers the training of the 1,800+ Los Angeles RoadRunners (LARRs) and takes you through
the marathon experience with them as 15 different pace groups tackle the challenge of com
pleting the 26.2 miles to earn their finisher's medal. The LARRs are the largest marathon
training group in the world and meet every Saturday at 7am to do their long run ofthe week
together from August until the marathon in March. Over 450 LARRs attended the annual
banquet in the Wilshire Grand and saw and cheered for themselves in this 3D slide show.
Now'syour chanceto see it, or if you're an LARR, to see it again. Withinspirational music.

Our second program is going to feature Kathy Day's Mono Lake and the Eastern
High Sierra. Kathy is one of SCSC's top photographers and this will be a must-see show.

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual(send to Membership Director). The 3D Newsis sent monthly to all members.Annual subscription for those notwish
ing to participate in clubactivities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthiink.net
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SCSC Board Members

Calendar of Events

April 15 - Two stereoprograms: Philip Steinman's LA Marathon
3-D Show and Kathy Day's Mono Lake and the
Eastern High Sierra.

May 20 - 5th club competition, plus Jack Laxer program.

June 17 - The annual View-Master Exhibition selection.

July 7-12 - The National Stereoscopic Association (NSA)
Convention in Portland, Oregon.

July 22 - 3-D Movie Night. (4th Thursday) Our annual presenta
tion from the SCSC 3-D MovieA'ideo Division.

Wilshire United

Methodist Church

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
long_jim@hotmail.com

SCSC House Director

Sean Isroelit

323-876-5734

sean@medialair.com

SCSC Technical Advisor

David Starkman

310-837-2368

Reel3D@aol.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

movies3d@aol .com

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Lawrence Kaufman

Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

www.la3dclub.org

Wilshire Bh/d.

Attention Stereo Realist

Aficionadoes

If you own or ever plan to own
a Realist camera, particularly with
Steinheil Wide-Angle lenses, make
plans to attend our special May meeting.

Jack Laxer, whose Realist
photography was featured at the IMAX
theatre, will share information and
demonstrate original products that help
ensure greater versatility, sharper focus
and enhanced image quality with this
camera/wide angle lens combination.

Watch for further important
details in the May 3D News!

If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm, the third Thursday ofevery month in the
newly refurbished downstairs auditorium at
the United Wilshire Methodist Church at

4350 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90010. Entrance on Plymouth
Blvd. Stereographer Allan Silliphant discusses his

twin digital camera rig at the March meeting



Competition Report: Magnificent March
by Philip Steinman

The March SCSC exhibition showed off some magnificent 3D, as 18 entry
cards were filled out, giving us 3 stereo images per entry card, and thus, making
it a smaller but potent night of stereo images. Our first time judges Jack Laxer
and Jeff Amaral did a super job alongside the venerable Lawrence Kaufman.
They gave scores of 22 or higher to 29 slides, which shows it was really a super
night performance wise on the exhibiting photographer's part. The judges try to
separate the solid snapshot slides with scores of 6, and exhibition caliber slides
with scores of 7. Eights and nines are reserved for those slides that move the
judges to recommend honorable mentions or higher. Fives are reserved for the
few slides that project with flaws that hinder the audience's 3D enjoyment, such
as stereo window problems with the mounting, compositional errors, exposure
problems etc. We encourage all club members to participate in the fun by sub
mitting their favorite slides in the category in which they wish to exhibit.

In the A Group Conventional Category, scores of 23 points were
required for an Honorable Mention, and they went to: Abe Perlstein's lovely
landscape nude TheScent ofColor, Chris Olson's carefully composed boat
Chris Craft and Mark Kernes' breathtaking infant in Hands & Baby (nice job
to Mark with his new HM in the tough A level). With 24 points, the Award
went to Kathy Day's beautifully lit nature shot Dead Pine, Rock Creek. In the
B Group Honorable Mentions went to Derek Cowie's beautifully lit and well
balanced composition of a boy sitting in Stairway. HM's also went to Chuck
Bernhart's Everything is in Ship Shape, John Hart's Spanish Gate, and Bob
Phillips' Iglesia. Derek Cowie also earned the Award for Roots.

The Non-Conventional stereo camera category (RBTs, 2x2 rigs,
Macros, etc.) is really heating up this year with a three way tie in the overall
standings between Kathy Day, Abe Perlstein, and Philip Steinman. On this
big night, HM's required 24 points and went out to Kathy Day's humorously
composed outhouse as it was placed across a long snow bank in Farther than it
Looks. Susan Pinsky earned an HM for her tourist binocular composed against
the backdrop against the Brooklyn Bridge and the World Trade Centers in View
ofthe Bridge, and David Starkman also won a HM for his through the arch
composition in Gothic Arch Garden. Abe Perlstein won the Awards with two
super high scoring images, a 26 and a 27, going out to his poetic bird feeding
event. Tortilla Fesi and his long lensed bird bonanza panorama Flaps Upt In
the Digital Category, Jim Long continued his record performance with 3 fine
2D-3D conversion entries garnering him 2 HMs for Lord ofthe Rings and
TowerofBabel, as well as the Award (with his 27 point score!) for Mirror of
Venus. Jim makes his incredible images available in high quality anaglyph
prints and stereocards, see http://www.jim3dlong.com

Special thanks to our projectionist David Starkman, and our score-
keepers Kathy Day and Sean Isroelit, whose mathematical graces make it
enjoyable for all. Below are the point totals for four of five SCSC exhibitions.
The May competition is filled with lots of excitement as photographers try to
get all their makeup shots entered to gain the high achievement of SCSC Full
Exhibition Participation. The full participation level is defined as 3 images sub
mitted over each of our 5 months of exhibition for a minimum score of 5 x 3

judges X3 images x 5 months=225 minimum score over the year. Through our
4 competitions thus far, full participants have received at least 180 points.
Everyone is encouraged to submit their 3 images (plus makeups*) to earn your
special year end full participation ribbon, and possibly more (how about a cele
bratory SCSC T-shirt for complete participation?).

s

Judges Lawrence Kaufman, Jack Laxer
and JejfAmaral at March SCSC meeting

Yearlong Cumulative Scores

A Group Conventional (thru January 2004)

Franklin Londin 264

Abe Perlstein 260

Lawrence Kaufman 256

Sean Isroelit 252

Kathy Day* 206
Chris Olson* 194

Robin Burks* 191

Paul Spencer* 188
Jim Long 107
Mark Kemes 64

Ray Zone 59

B Group Conventional

Chuck Bemhardt 235

John Hart 230

Derek Cowie* 192

Bob Phillips* 183
Joe Santos* 165

Jan Adams 63

Bruno Lizzi 59

Randy Koenig 58

Non-Conventional

Kathy Day 267
Abe Perlstein 267

Philip Steinman 267
Lawrence Kaufman 252

Ray Zone* 185
Susan Pinsky* 153
David Starkman* 149

James Comstock 137

Robin Burks 63

Randy Koenig 57

Digital

Jim Long 284
David Kuntz 130

Franklin Londin 71

JeffAfral 22

*Make-Up slides could gain you full participation
level & sway the final year-end standings
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NASCAR 3-D

Warner Bros. Pictures, IMAX
Corporation and NASCAR have a wiimer
with their large format film "NASCAR
3D, the IMAX Experience". IMAX
declared it the best ever for both the high
est grossing opening weekend for an
IMAX originally produced film and the
highest per-screen average for an IMAX
3-D film. It certainly also set individual
theater opening weekend records as well.

"NASCAR" ranked #11 of all

motion pictures for its opening weekend
(even though Nielsen EDI placed it at
#15). It grossed $1.5 million, playing on
68 screens. It averaged $22,058 per
screen. Ifyou compare that to "Passion of
the Christ", the #1 movie only did $9,829
per theatre (on 3,221 screens).

Using the magic of IMAX 3D
technology, NASCAR 3D: The IMAX
Experience puts audiences behind the
wheel of America's most thrilling compe
tition, racing at speeds over 200 miles per
hour and working alongside the pit crew.
Moviegoers will feel the rush of being a
NASCAR driver and learn what it takes to

compete at this championship level
through the science, technology and
teamwork that powers the nation's num
ber one spectator sport. The heart-pound-
ing thrills of NASCAR are brought to life
on IMAX screens up to eight stories high
and surrounded by 12,000 watts of digital
surround sound.

3-D Motion Pictures

3-D certainly is becoming more
popular. In 2003 in addition to a number
of theme park attractions we saw six 3-D
movies released: "Ocean Wonderland",

I\i0li5 and Matsis frdtn]
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hy Lawrence Kaufman
NSA Regional Director

"Bugs", "Ghosts of the Abyss",
"Misadventures in 3D (More 3D
Mania)", "Spy Kids 3-D: Game Over"
and the short "Falling in Love Again".
Since many are large format fihns, they
have had a limited release, but are still
having openings worldwide.

"Spy Kids 3-D: Game Over"
raced to the head of all 3-D motion pic
tures and became the number one top
grossing 3-D film ofall time with a total
box office of $159.8 million, it was the

#19 film grosser for 2003. For years
"Jaws 3-D" had been the highest gross
ing 3-D movie with a $42.2 million
gross. But two large format films had
passed it up:

"T-Rex: Back to the

Cretaceous" with $83,705,320 and
"Space Station" with $66,869,085. Both
these films are still in release and still

adding to those figures.

The 76th Annual

Academy Awards

I had hoped that one of the
2003 3-D would be honored somehow

at the Academy Awards. Unfortunately,
even though "Bugs" and "Ghosts of the
Abyss" held Academy documentary
member screenings neither were con
sidered.

However for "Bugs",
Technical Academy Award® winners
Peter D. Parks and Image Quest 3-D
developed and used state of the art 3-D
snorkel lenses to focus on hatching
eggs, insect nests and transforming lar
vae. Spectacularly versatile, the lens can
move within an inch of the ground, dive
down holes and slide into miniature

gaps. Visually stunning shots were

recorded with one of the world's

most advanced optical benches and
aerial imagery systems. Check out
Image Quest's website were many of
these images have been archived:
http://www.imagequest3d.coni/Bugs
/.

In September, 2003 the
Academy ofMotion Picture Arts and
Sciences (AMPAS) announced that
the 'Series of Four Separate but
Integrated Macro/Micro 8/70 &
15/70 3-D Camera Heads'; Image
Quest 3-D Ltd. was one of fourteen
scientific and technical achievements

selected for review and consideration

for the 76th Academy Awards
(www.oscars.org).

At the Scientific and

Technical Awards presentation at The
Ritz-Carlton Huntington Hotel in
Pasadena on Saturday, February 14,
2004, Peter D. Parks was awarded
the Gordon E. Sawyer Award (also
an Qscar statuette) for his lifetime of
technological contributions to the
industry.

Actress Jennifer Gamer pre
sented the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences' Scientific

and Technical Awards. Two other

Oscar® statuettes were among the 11
awards presented at the gala black tie
dinner. Digidesign, a leading manu
facturer of computer-based digital
audio production systems, received
an Qscar for the creation and devel

opment of the Pro Tools® digital
audio workstation. Bill Tondreau of

Kuper Controls also received an
Oscar for his significant advance
ments with robotic camera systems,
which resulted in motion control



becoming an integral part of the field of
visual effects.

Portions of the Oscar presenta
tions were taped for inclusion in the
Fehmary 29 Academy Awards® broad
cast, including part of Park's acceptance
speech. Scientific and Technical Awards
are presented by the Academy for
devices, methods, formulas, discoveries
or inventions of special and outstanding
value to the arts and sciences of motion

pictures.

Shrek 3-D

Moviegoers don't have to wait
until the May 21 theatrical release of
"Shrek 2" to see some new adventures

with Shrek, Princess Fiona and Donkey.
On May 11, DreamWorks Home
Entertainment is releasing a DVD two-
pack, featuring the original "Shrek" film.
With it will be a new 15-minute, 3-D ani

mated story (currently playing as part of
the "Shrek 4-D" attraction at Universal

Studios parks.
"Shrek 3-D" picks up where

"Shrek" finished, with newlyweds Shrek
and Princess Fiona riding away in an
onion carriage. The short involves Shrek
and Donkey having to rescue Fiona. The
original voice cast of Mike Myers, Eddie
Murphy and Cameron Diaz returned to
participate in "Shrek 3-D." "Shrek 3-D"
can also be viewed in 2-D.

"This release is timed perfectly,
as people are getting hyped up and ready
to see the new movie," says Kelly Sooter,
domestic head of DreamWorks Home

Entertainment. "This gives them a chance
to get re-immersed in the story and char
acters." Sooter says that there is a large
potential DVD audience for a rerelease of
"Shrek." "When it first came out on

video, it was primarily a VHS world.
Since that time, there are 30 million new
DVD households in the marketplace, and
these consumers are starting to build
libraries. The new story also gives them a
reason to trade up from VHS." According
to DreamWorks, "Shrek" sold 26 million
VHS/DVD units when it was released on

video in 2001.

A New House of Wax -
But in 2-D

No sooner than we reported
that the new 2004 version of "House of

Wax" would be filmed in 3-D - reports
started coming in that it would not be
filmed in 3-D. Even though numerous
tests were done on Joel Silver's "House

of Wax 3D" (Oct 2004), I guess Dark
Castle Productions found it too difficult

to do this years quickie horror film three
dimensionally.

Las Vegas Gains One,
Loses Two 3-D Attractions

STAR TREK: The Experience® at the
Las Vegas Hilton Opened its "BORG
Invasion 4D" Attraction. The planned
ovemight Borg Ball premiere was can
celled (it was probably overpriced), but
the interest in the new attraction is still

very high since the March 18th opening.
BORG Invasion 4D is a multi-

million dollar, state-of-the-art attraction
that allows visitors to tmly become a
part of a "Star Trek" adventure by uti
lizing their sense of sight, sound and
touch. Guests visiting STAR TREK:
The Experience will be able to enjoy
two attractions — Klingon Encounter,
the original attraction that debuted in
1998, and the new BORG Invasion 4D.
BORG Invasion 4D will assimilate

guests into a darker and edgier dimen
sion of the 'Star Trek' universe.

The BORG Invasion 4D com

bines live actors and phenomenal spe
cial effects to create an excitingly real
istic "Star Trek" experience. The 3D and
4D effects will merge to create a chill
ing realization as the action culminates
in a state-of-the-art theater providing an
all-immersive tactile experience for vis
itors to the attraction.

BORG Invasion 4D is an orig
inal 3D film starring Robert Picardo
(The Doctor), Alice Krige (BORG
Queen) and Kate Mulgrew (Admiral
Janeway). Through the use of various
technologies and techniques, partici
pants will be able to experience the feel

ing of being "assimilated" into the
BORG Collective. In addition to

23,000 watts of 12-channel sound,
each state-of-the-art theater seat has

10 effect features all choreographed
with the 3D film. For example,
probes poke the guest's backs as the
action peaks, in coordination with
timed air blasts, surround sound
audio mmbles, and a motion plat
form floor, creating the fourth
dimension and amplifying what the
guests are experiencing on screen.

BORG Invasion 4D is not

recommended for small children.

For more information visit

www. startrekexp.com
or call 1-888-GO-BOLDLY.

As Caesars Palace is plan
ning for it's third wing to the Forum
Shops there have been several clo
sures. The 3-D Motion Simulator

rides in basement of First Phase

closed to make way for new Phase 3
to open in January,2005, probably
without the 3-D Motion Simulator

rides.

The IMAX "Raee for

Atlantis" 3-D Ride closed, mainly
due to low attendance at this very
high priced shopping mall. The was
a first rate ride, unfortunately IMAX
got out of the ride business shortly
after this opened.

Also in Vegas

While you're in Las Vegas
you might want to visit the
Stratosphere's new Trick Art &
Holography Museum on the second
floor, next to the Haagen-Dazs Ice
Cream Shop.

International Stereoscopic
Union

As you might know, ISU is
an international group that's main
concentration is on creating 3-D
images and SCSC is a club member.
You may not know that it has just
revamped their quarterly magazine



and it is a great improvement. Color,
content and lots of great 3-D make it a
"must have" publication. Check their
website for more details:

http;//www.isu3d.org/

Jim Payne Exhibit

Jim Long forwarded an email to
the SCSC Yahoo group days before the
"Jim Payne, Southem Califomia photog
rapher" exhibit closed. It was a neat idea
- a 40 year history of people in their
homes. I can't say that Pajme's stereo
photography has improved much in the
first 28 years, but I enjoyed seeing his
images.

Payne began his 3-D portrait
project in 1976 when he was living in an
apartment complex in Southem Illinois.
All units in the complex had the same
floorplan, were painted white, and no
painting was allowed. The artist noticed
how differently people configured their
environments, and that their personali
ties and values were revealed by these
differences. The artist began to docu
ment his friends and neighbors in the
complex with his 3-D photos. Later the
artist moved to Chicago and decided to
continue the project. His intent for the
project is to document his friends, neigh
bors, and family for a period of 40 years
to reveal a reflection of the path of his
own life, as well as of his "peer" group,
that would include geographic, econom
ical, professional, and lifestyle choices.
He now has over 200 portraits. A selec
tion of 74 images were on display in
cheap plastic steal-the-light viewing
devices in the Project Room at Grand
Central Art Center in Santa Ana. The

exhibit is now over, but likely to return
to some art exhibit soon.

The SCSC Schedulefor 2004:

Check the 3-D News or la3dclub.com for

updated information.
April 15, 2004 - Two Stereo Programs:
Philip Steinman's LA Marathon 3-D
Show & Kathy Day's Mono Lake and
the Eastern High Sierra.

May 20, 2004 - 5th club competition.
Plus another stereo show.

June 17, 2004 - The annual View-

Master Exhibition selection.

July 7th-12th - The National
Stereoscopic Association (NSA)
Convention in Portland, Oregon
http://www.nsa2004.com/ The slide of
the year selection will take place there,
the SCSC View-Master Competition
showing, plus days and days of 3-D
delights.
July 22, 2004 (Note date change, 4th
Thursday) - 3-D Movie Night. Our
annual presentation from the SCSC 3-D
Movie/Video Division.

August 19, 2004 - Awards Banquet &
Slide of the Year. Taix Restaurant, 1911
Sunset Blvd. (one block east of
Alvarado on Sunset). LA,
Phone:(213)484-1265

Kodak News

No sooner than the Eastman

Kodak Company announced its intent to
stop making and selling slide projectors
by June 2004. Kodak made another sur
prising aimouncement - They will stop
producing film cameras. Actually when
1 think of Kodak, 1 picture a yellow box
of film and not a camera or even a slide

projector. So perhaps we shouldn't be
so surprised. They have made wonder
ful slide projectors, but they aren't real
ly known for their camera. 1 guess we
shouldn't worry until they stop making
slide film. But photographers are mov
ing into digital, so they must follow (or
even lead the way would be nice).

Kodak has also finally
announced their years old, top secret
auto stereoscopic display. Hopefully
they can be successful with this.

National Stereoscopic
Association (NSA) Convention

1 am truly looking forward to
this NSA convention. Book soon, as the
hotel is filling up. Check the National
Stereoscopic Association (NSA)
Convention website: http://www.stere-

oview.org/convention.html
*30th NSA - July 7-12, 2004 at the
Doubletree Jantzen Beach in

Portland, Oregon Contact Diane
Rulien - NSA2004@cascade3d.org
http://www.nsa2004.com/

3-D Lenticulars

As 1 have mentioned before, it
appears to me that lenticular
images are popping up (pun intend
ed) everywhere. From the rather
cheap two image flips that are pop
ular in children's books to some

truly fabulous 3-D and/or motion
images, lenticulars are a great eye-
catcher for product promotions and
packaging. TV Guide issued three
great "Matrix" collector covers on
their October 25-31 issue. And

more recently three changing (not
3-D) NASCAR autos on the
February 14-20, 2004 issues.

SCSC is a member club of the

National Stereoscopic Association
(NSA), the International
Stereoscopic Union (ISU) and the
Photographic Society ofAmerica
(PSA).

1 will see you at the meeting.

Explore
the World

of
3-D Imaging,

Past & Present,
in

OnlyS26 a year
ftom

NATIDim
STEREOSCOPC
ASSOOATKJN

P.O. Box 86708
Portland, OR 97286



David Starkman as he appears inside
the Academy Quarterly Report

3-D At the Academy

SCSC Members Make It Into

Hollywood Publication

On December 8, 2003 a full
house of over 1000 people, all wearing
Red and Cyan 3-D glasses, watched a 3-
D slide show before the final screening
at the last evening of an unprecedented
75 week program of films at the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts &
Sciences Samuel Goldwyn Theater in
Beverly Hills, Califomia. Called "Facets
of the Diamond" this series screened the

Best Picture Oscar winning film for each
of the 75 years of the Academy Awards,
in chronological order, ending with the
2003 winner "Chicago".

In addition to screening the
best available prints of each film (some
newly restored just in time for this
series), the best animated short subject
was shown, along with surprise extra
items such as newsreels or even celebri

ty home movies for that particular year.
Another highlight of the series

was that cast and crew members for each

film were invited to attend, and, for
many screenings they stayed for infor
mal panel discussions afterwards.

Beginning with the 1939 Best
Picture screening of "Gone With the

Wind" David Starkman brought his 3-D
camera, and convinced the program
coordinator & host. Randy Haberkamp,
that it would be worthwhile document

ing the celebrities and crew members in
3-D. Randy was already a 3-D fan, so it
didn't take too much to convince him.

In the beginning there was no
specific plan on how the pictures would
be used, but eventually Randy suggest
ed the idea of doing an anaglyph sou
venir program to be handed out at the
last screening. Later he asked if it would
be possible, instead, to project the 3-D
images in the Academy theater to the
entire audience.

This presented some special
challenges, as this theater does not have
a silver screen. After some technical

discussion with Ray Zone, Starkman
suggested that this would be possible,
using the anaglyph method and the
Academy's Digital projectors. A series
of conversions were done by Zone, and
test projected in the Academy theater to
see if the quality would meet with
Randy's approval. The test went very
well, and Brett Davidson, a computer
specialist at the Academy, put all of
Ray's 3-D conversions into a
PowerPoint slide show for projection on
the final evening.

A full house of over 1000 peo
ple, all wearing Red and Cyan 3-D
glasses, watched, and noticeably
enjoyed, the 3-D slide show before the
screening of "Chicago".

This was such a great success
that it was recently highlighted on the
cover of the Academy Quarterly Report,
which shows the audience, all wearing
the 3-D glasses. The headline reads
"No, It's not 1952, It's December 2003".
Prominently visible in the very front
row of this picture are SCSC members
Lawrence & Cassie Kaufman, and Ray
Zone.

On page 2 of the report is a
small picture of David Starkman, with
an RBT SI stereo camera right in front
of his face, alongside a credit for taking
the 3-D pictures for the slide show.

3 Views ofan IMAX 3-D
Motion Picture Camera

t •

'••3'

Seen from the side and back is the IMAX
3-D movie camera used to shoot NASCAR

3-D: The IMAX Experience. The
viewfinder is visible alongsidefour mag
azines each pair of which carry a one
minute load of65mmfilm.

A side view of the IMAX 3-D camera
shows the controls for operation. To the
left the lensboard with a pair of lenses is
opened showing the interocular used by
the camera.

The complexfdm threading path is shown
here with one strip offdm moving through
the top part ofthe mechanism and the sec
ond strip offilm moving through the bot
tom part. Both strips pass simultaneously
through the dual lens fdm gates at the
front ofthe camera.



ISCC Competitions Report byPhilip Steinman (SCSC ISCC chairman)

February 2004ISCC

The February International Stereo Club Competition Exhibition was hosted by the Detroit
Stereographic Society with Dennis Hanser as chairman. SCSC submitted 6 entries to the exhibit which
included James Comstock's A Maze in Lights, Lawrence Kaufman's Opera House Cafe, Chris
Olson's Boat Trip, Robin Burk's Cleft, Abe Perlstein's Surfer Girl, and Katby Day's Tufa Towers.
Lawrence Kaufman and Kathy Day's slides both earned Honorable Mentions.

The upcoming May ISCC competition is the 3^*^ and final competition for the season. It is being
hosted by the San Diego Stereo Camera Club. Our slides have abeady been chosen for this event, but
during our May SCSC exhibition I'll be looking for SCSC slides to submit to November's ISCC exhibi
tion when a new season begins.

Club Standings Nov Feb Totals

(after 2^^ of3 Exhibitions)
Detroit Stereographic Society 53 host 106*

Cascade Stereoscopic Club 50 49 99

Sydney Stereo Camera Club 50 45 95

San Diego Stereo Camera Club 50 44 94

Puget Sound Stereo Camera Club host 46 92*

Southern California Stereo Club 49 41 90

Atlanta Stereographic Assn 45 44 89

Cordova Camera Club 49 39 88

Genese Valley 43 40 83

Chicago Stereo Camera Club 41 38 79

*totals averaged for host club

Top 5

1^^ Mesa Arch Sunrise
2nd Qy-QQfi Rinopeus

Camoflage

4^^^ Paris-LV

5^^ Island in France

(Individual Winners in February)

Bob Venezia of Puget Sound

John Roll of Cascade

John Roll of Cascade

Larry Moor ofAtlanta

Shab Levy of Cascade

'2

Ray Zone andpro-
! ducer/screenwriter

Andy Gellis at the
February 29 SCSC
club outing to the
IMAXBridge
Theatre in West

Hollywood to see the
Large Format 3-D
film T-Rex: Back to
the Cretaceous.

Stereophotograph by
David Starkman
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SCSC Tours JPL

A Privileged Look
Behind the Scenes at

Mars in 3-D

by Philip Steinman
President, Stereo Club
of Southern California

The Stereo Club of Southern California had a blast as we took off for our

recent April 2nd outing to Jet Propulsion Laboratory near Pasadena in La Canada.
The trip was made possible by my good friend, Kamal Oudrhiri, who works for JPL
doing satellite commimications, when he's not training for the LA Marathon. JPL is
managed for NASA by the California Institute of Technology. Kamal helped organ
ize the army of untrained tour guides, which included JPL staff members Eric M de
Jong, Susie Pocino, Cynthie Cuno, Curtis D Montano, Alexsis K Penrod, Bobbie J
Fishman, Jane Lee, Douglas V Johnston, Don U Fleischman, Julie C Castillo, and
Judith M McGavin. These fine JPL people gave us their time from their regular work
in order for our club to have this unique 3D tour, and we could not be more apprecia
tive. One of the highlights was Eric M de Jong's high definition 3D video presenta
tion that showcased the Mars expedition starring the stereo seeing JPL rovers Spirit
and Opportunity. Eric is the key personnel at JPL responsible for bringing 3D vision
to the very successful Mars expeditions.

One of the coolest things about our tour, and hats off to JPL for this, is they
let us take our stereo cameras along during our visit. Of course, JPL loves stereo pic
tures as their website is currently hosting 2,375 images in the Mars category alone.

Continued on page 6

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are aiways welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual(send to Membership Director). The 3D News is sent monthly to ailmembers.Annual subscription forthose notwish
ingto participate In club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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Calendar of Events

May 20 - 5th club competition, plus Jack Laxer program.

June 17- The annual View-Master Exhibition seleetion.

July 7-12 - The National Stereoseopic Association (NSA)
Convention in Portland, Oregon.

July 15 - 3-D Movie Night. Our annual presentation from the
SCSC 3-D MovieA^ideo Division.

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
longJim@hotmail.eom

SCSC House Director
Sean Isroelit

323-876-5734

sean@medialair.com

SCSC Technical Advisor
David Starkman

310-837-2368

Reel3D@aol.com

Stereo Card Chairman
David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

movies3d@aol.com

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz

Lawrence Kaufman
Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

www.la3dclub.org

Wilshire United
Methodist Church

fWilshire Blvd

If not otherwise stated the Stereo
Club of Southern California meetsat 7;30
pm, the third Thursday ofevery month inthe
newly refurbished downstairs auditorium at
the United Wilshire Methodist Church at
4350 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90010. Entrance on Plymouth
Blvd.

SCSC Nominating
CommitteeReport

This year's nominating com
mittee eonsisted of David Kuntz, Ray
Zone and Lawrence Kaufman. Their
nominees for 2004-5 Club officers are:

President; Sean Isroelit

Sean has distinguished himself
as Vice President over the past two
years, and impressed us all with his
video production on the Club's movie
DVD.

Vice-President: JeffAmaral

After only four months in the
Club, Jeff has become very involved,
and already attended a Board meeting.
We look forward to gaining the benefit
of his enthusiasm.

Treasurer: David Kuntz

This will be David's 13th year
as Club Treasurer. He seems to be get
ting the hang of it.

Secretary: Kathy Day

Kathy has served eapably as
Secretary for the past two years, and
continues to inspire usallwith herpho
tography.



Attention Stereo Realist

AJicionadoes!

Ifyou own or ever plan to own a
Stereo Realist camera, particularly with
Steinheil Wide-Angle lenses, make plans
to attend our special May meeting.

Jack Laxer, whose Realist pho
tography was featured at the IMAX the
atre, will share 40 of his classic

stereophotographs and discuss tech
niques used in making them.

Then Jack will share informa

tion and demonstrate original products
that help ensure greater versatility, sharp
er focus and enhanced image qualitywith
the Steinheil Wide-Angle lenses used in
combination with the Stereo Realist cam

era ,a rare opportunity to learn from one
of the greats in stereo photography.

5th Club Stereo Competition

Finish up that recent work and
enter it in the 5th SCSC competition in
May. This is the big one! It's your last
chance to make a showing in this
clubyear. There's going to be a lot of fine
work projected at the meeting on May
20th so join in the fim.

SCSC Secretary Kathy Day is a consistently
high scoring stereo photographer. Here she
shows off the ribbon she won for work dis
played in the ISCC Traveling Competition.
She also presented a premiere of her slide
show Mono Lake and the Eastern High Sierra
at the April 2004 meeting.

Last Month's Meeting

aka You Should've

Been there!

By JeffAmaral

As a new member of the club,
I really look forward to the monthly
meetings. The April meeting boasted
not only 2 excellent slideshows, but also
stereocards, stereoviewers, and stereo
visitors from as far away as England!

Our visitors picked the right
club meeting to attend, as the two
slideshows were indeed outstanding.
First, The LA Marathon show put
together by Club President Philip
Steinman was very entertaining. The
documentary feel of the show, which
included some great music under
Philip's narration, really gave me a
sense of what it must be like to partici
pate in the marathon experience. I had
never considered how many people
train together for the LA Marathon
(1800-1-), nor the fnendships that spring
up, including Philip and Marie's LA
Road Runner Romance that began at
last year's marathon!

The second slideshow was

Kathy Day's Mono Lake and the
Eastern High Sierra. This show was
truly outstanding! Kathy is a great pho
tographer, and a serious mountaineer
who has collected some amazing stereo
pictures over the last 8 years or so of
climbing. Her stock of choice is Fuji
Velvia, and all of her images were
breathtaking. She also contributed an
excellent and informative lecture con-

ceming the difficulties faced by stereo-
graphers who explore deep into the
wildemess, as well as highlighting some
of the preservation efforts surrounding
Mono Lake.

The amount of talent in the

club is always astounding to me, and
there were plenty of opportunities to
learn from other members about all

things 3D. Allan Silliphant was on hand

to show off his way-cool,brand-new,
twirmed JVC GR-HDl video cam rig. The
prosumer hi-def cameras have a slightly less
than 3" interocular, which he felt "isn't too
bad so long as you are not too close to the
subject with your camera."

Jim Long has been letting me drool
over his fine art conversion stereocards for

the last few meetings, and I try to score one
or two each time so that I will eventually
have the complete set. Two viewers were
also on hand highlighting club members
work, including a great vintage "Sweetheart"
viewer with stereocards from Philip and
Marie Steinman's wedding; a perfect use for
the "Sweetheart" Viewer. Philip created this
excellent set of cards from images shot by
David Starkman. Club VP Sean Isroelit has

been developing more interesting 3d projects
with his company, Media Lair and showed
off a great aquarium image-in-progress from
his laptop. I also ran into Filmmaker Eric Jon
Kurland, of the stereo film "Shooting Star"
Fame, to find out that he has recently scored
25 pairs of shutter glasses from the
Internet... I can't wait for the next movie

meeting in July to see what crazy 3D short
he'll come up with next!

As you can see, April's meeting was
packed full of 3D madness. Thanks to all the
folks who brought their work to share, with a
special thanks to Philip and Kathy for their
great slideshows. Unfortunately, We have to
be out by 10pm for the church custodial staff,
so I just never seem to have enough time to
take it all in. I guess I'll just have to wait for
the next meeting.

View-Master Websites

For those planning on entering the
View-Master Exhibition the following web
sites have information on using Adobe
Photoshop to prepare digital files for out-
putting to 35mm film. Once the images are
placed into graphic templates and output, the
cutting of the film is prepared normally for
the View-Master format.

The sites are:

http://www.vmresource.com/digitalvm.htm
http ://www.studio3 d.com/pages/viewmas-
ter.htm

http://www.3d-web.com/nvt/vm_specs.html
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Andrew Wood's New

Updated Illustrated 3-D
Movies Website

My hat is off to Andrew Woods
ofAustralia who has been able to keep his
illustrated 3-D movie list current and up-
to-date: http://info.curtin.edu.au/~iwood-
sa/3dmovies/ If you notice any errors,
please let Andrew know.

The Future ofthe
UCR/CMP is Uncertain

The UCR/Califomia Museum of

Photography (UCR/CMP) has been pro
moting photography and related imaging
technologies and the apparatuses that sup
port these visual forms since 1973.
UCR/CMP moved to its present location
in 1990, an acclaimed three-storied facili
ty on Riverside's popular pedestrian mall.
UCR/CMP's permanent collections
include the Keystone-Mast archive of
350,00o stereograph prints and negatives
dating from 1870.

2002 National Stereo

Association convention attendees were

thrilled to leam that the UCR/CMP col

lections room would more than double in

size due to the University of California,
Riverside's purchase of the adjacent
building, the city of Riverside's renova
tion and a $500,000 "Save America
Treasures" grant.

On April 13, 2004 local
Riverside columnist, Dan Bernstein
reported: "WelcomeUC Regents! They're
scheduled to meet in Riverside next week
and will dine at UCR/Califoria Museum

of Photography...Nobody tell [them] the

hy Lawrence Kaufman
NSA Regional Director

[museum has] been told their budget is
getting slashed by S130K, eliminating
three positions, including the curator".

A museum official contacted

replied, "All I know is the museum has
received a fatal cutback in university
funding. We need non-university phi
lanthropists to step up to bat to keep our
doors from closing". I would hate to see
any cutback of UCR/CMP services, but
it appears inevitable.

It might not be too late - here
is my plea to the SCSC Yahoo group:
Dear 3-D fine art and stereo photogra
phy aficionados:

Please join with me in a small
act that might change the future! This IS
a call to action, which will take you a
few short minutes - but could make a

long and lasting impact. But you must
act now and quickly (see below).

With major budget cuts in
California, the Future of the
UCR/Califomia Museum of

Photography (CMP) is uncertain. The
UCR/CMP (spotlighted in Stereo World
Volume29 #1, pg. 35-38) has been pro
moting photography and related imag
ing technologies and the apparatuses
that support these visual forms since
1973. UCR/CMP moved to its present
location in 1990, an acclaimed three-
storied facility on Riverside's popular
pedestrian mall. UCR/CMP's perma
nent colleetions include the Keystone-
Mast archive of 350,000 stereograph
prints and negatives dating from 1870.

2002 National Stereo

Association convention attendees were

thrilled to leam that the UCR/CMP col

lections room would more than double

in size due to the University of
California, Riverside's purchase of the

agise

adjacent building, the city of
Riverside's renovation and a

$500,000 "Save America Treasures"
grant.

After being told the muse
um's budget would be slashed by
$I30K, eliminating three positions,
including the curator. In an open let
ter to UC Riverside Chancellor

France Cordova, museum director
Jonathan Green pointed out,
"...because our current $230,000 in
Federal awards (not including the
$500,000 Save America's Treasures
award) is matched against current
staff, letting key staff go will mean
our inability to match these funds,
and the museum will be forced to

forfeit these grants".
Green also urged her to

review the announced cuts that will

essentially close down the museum
and is asking others to voice their
support and help retain this important
institution. You can read Green's plea
and the letter to Cordova at the UCR

"In The News" website at:

http://www.inthencws.ucr.edu/cgi-
bin/display.cgi?id=6244

Timing is critical. In a short
(hundred words or less email) share
your thoughts with Chancellor
France Cordova. Your message
should reach her before the UC

Regents come to Riverside next
week. The regents are expected to
dine at the museum on their first

night in town, according to a tenta
tive itinerary distributed by the uni
versity. Email France A. Cordova
<france.cordova@ucr.edu>. Feel
free to earbon copy: Director of
UCR/CMP, Jonathan Green



<jgreen@citrus.ucr.edu> and Interim
Dean of UCR College of Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences, Joel Martin
<joel.martin@ucr.edu>.

The Wayne Davis
Stereo Archive

In a recent issue of Stereo World

(Vol 29, NO. 5), editor John Dermis
announced the reopening of the
"Unknowns" page in the magazine, and
invited stereoview collectors to send him

their prize 'Unknowns".
The request sparked a chuckle at

the home of SSA member Quentin Burke
(818) who had been landed with some
1700 "Unknowns." These viewcards

were the bulk of the life work of Wayne
Davis, San Diego stereographer (SSA
835) who died in 1991 leaving this lega
cy of viewcards ranging over some 40-
plus years, almost all of them withoutany
information on the back as to what was

being photographed.
Now work is under way to try

and identify the subjects of the views, so
that they can be archived at the NSA
Oliver Wendell Holmes Museum.

Quentin and his wife Ellen had
met Wayne at the Riverside NSA meeting
in 1986 and he had been a regular cus
tomer for Q-VU mounts since that time.
As he lived in San Diego, and had family
in Arizona, he occasionally peeled off
Interstate 8 to pick up a package of Q-
VUs and to talk "stereo" at the Burke's

small weekly newspaper office in
Holtville some 125 miles east of the coast

city. He said little about his occupation,
except that it was "classified" work in
naval warfare for the U.S. Government.

"His death stunned me," said
Burke, "He had appeared to be in the best
of health. 1 later found out that he had

collapsed, unknown to anyone, in the
back yard of his Spring Valleyhome, ofa
heart attack. He was only 61.

"We were in the same SSA folio

circuit, and 1 always enjoyed seeing and
commenting on his views and reading
what he had written on mine. He was par
ticularly interested in railroad views, the

Sierras, and scenes of San Diego.
"Those were the days when SSA had
but one print circuit, with 35 members.
As he was the last person on the circuit
before me, Wayne often squeezed his
remarks on the bottom of the "Extra

Comments" sheet. They were brief and
to the point."
The statistics for 1990 showed Wayne
in a tie with John Baker, A1 Provencher
and Burke with three views in the top
100. The list was headed by Craig
Daniels, with 8. His humor shone
through with a viewcard titled "It Isn't
Easy Being Green" which was of a tree
frog in greenery in Hawaii ... the frog
almost impossible to see in the 2-D
image, but a standout with a the view in
a scope.

A few years after his death,
Wayne's brother dropped by the
Holtville Tribune with a bunch of boxes

ofWayne's viewcards, and a year or two
later, some more. He entrusted Quentin
to get them to the "right archive". In the
throes of selling the newspaper (while
retaining the printing side of the busi
ness) and moving to a different office,
he had more urgent things to attend
to..It was a year or two more before he
opened the boxes to reveal hundreds of
viewcards dating back to the 'thirties,
with very little in the way of identifica
tion.

"When 1 first broached this

subject of sending the views to the
Holmes Museum with NSA a few years
back," said Burke, "1 was disturbed by
the possible fate of the Archive, were it
not presented to the Museum fully doc
umented and appropriately boxed."

He and Ellen then decided to

take it upon themselves to document
and identify the collection as best they
could and to house it in Keystone type
book boxes. The couple used the servic
es of a high school student who was
working for the summer to number and
label the views, and .start in on a data
base.

The scope of the project
became mind-boggling. They found
many ofthe most interesting views were
of San Diego in the 'thirties or 'forties.

These included some hand-tinted

views of beach scenes. Later in life,
Davis took trips to the Sierras, and
documented many railroad scenes,
including the "Steam Fairs" in
Sacramento, and the opening of the
San Diego trolley system.

"It is a great record by an
amateur stereographer covering fifty
years of the last century, even if
many views will be unidentifiable,
because they are of his family and
friends at events like weddings or
other celebrations," said Burke.

Once the views were

labeled and numbered, the Burkes
delivered them to Norm Henkels, at
the San Diego Stereo Club where a
"Wayne Davis Night was held, and
members who had known Wayne
started in to identify any scenes with
which they were familiar. The group
has a selection of Davis's streeo

slides.

The Burkes are plarming to
bring the Archive to Portland for
NSA 2004, where it will be dis
played at the SSA tables and open to
other NSA members for help in
identifying the scenes in the cards. It
is hoped that after the display in
Portland and revision of the data

base, the Archive can be sent to the
Holmes in custom-made replica
Keystone type book boxes.
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(Continued from page 1)

many of them in anaglyph stereo, at
http://photojoumaI.jpl.nasa.gov/targetF
amily/Mars This high tech, high secu
rity national treasure known as JPL
wanted us to enjoy our pictures too.
Some SCSC members have posted their
images from the tour on their websites,
including George Vidacovich excellent
JPL photos at http://www.dddview.com/
and Mai Peterson's photos at
http://bymal.com/jpl_ndx.htm to which
SCSC member David Saxon praised, "I
have NEVER seen such reproductions
on my computer. Color, size, sharp
ness, fidelity- Incredible."

When we arrived at the visi

tor's building where JPL's Alexsis and
Bobbie were there to help great our club
and welcome us to JPL. Cynthie Cuno
and Curtis D Montano's preparations
gave SCSC a first class visit the Von
Carmen Museum where we watched a

video presentation of Welcome to Outer
Space. This 20 minute video show
cased the 40 years of exploration from
the Mariner 2 which became Earth's first

emissary to successfully examine anoth
er planet up close in 1962 to the current
Mars Expeditions this year where the
Spirit and Opportunity Rovers landed
on opposite sides of Mars on a mission
to search for clues of past water on the
red planet. For more history that will
make you proud to he an American, see
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/history/ We
also saw an animated short on the Mars

Entry, Descent, and Landing, which was
accompanied by spectacular commen
tary from Kamal and software designer
Douglas V Johnston who gave us
insights into JPL workplace psychology
during the actual event.

As the JPL Mars

Rover was getting ready to touch down,
anxiety was up, especially with the
British loosing their rover Beagle,
which landed Christmas day and never
reported hack. Douglas provided us a
unique insight into the success story of
the rover landings from his work on the
software for the entry, descent, and land
ing. Also at the Von Carmen museum,
Kamal was able to setup for us (with the
help of Curtis and Cynthie coordination)

-

SCSC Members with their "anaglyphoscope viewers" in the Hall ofAnaglyphs at JPL

an official 1/3 size exact replica of one
of the rovers. SCSC members pon
dered over this gem of a model and
imagined the work of the real rovers
cruising Mars taking stereo pictures.
For the next part of our visit we made
our way over to the 3D Lab where we
broke our large group of 50 into two.
Half of us went into a theatre and were

treated to 3D Digital Image Lab Chief
Scientist's Eric M de Jong's high defini
tion video presentation. Special thanks
to him and secretary Susie Pocino for
setting up what for many was the high
light of the trip. Eric narrated in person
the unique 3D high definition show for
us and answered questions, while the
other half of SCSC explored the Mars
Hall of 3D pictures. Large backlit
anagylph pictures of Mars (many over
3'x5') lined the hallways of the JPL
workers. Also included were a series

of 20" Lightjet type 3D polarized prints.
Anaglyph and polarized glasses were
laid out across the tables for us as

guests, but I noticed that they were also
on every JPL workers desks as common
as pencils.

We were too happy to be there,
and partly because we had found some
real 3D nuts like us. They had the
coolest 3D day jobs one could imagine.
Our groups then switched locations so
we could all end up enjoying the same
things. Seeing other worldly images in
3D was a breathtaking experience. The
JPL Mars team was a unique group of
people, and we were grateful for
Kamal's coordinated efforts, and the

help of Jane Lee, who's on the MRO
team. The Mars Reconnaissance

Orbitor will attempt to map the
Martian surface and beneath it in

2005, future exeitement we can look
forward to.

For the last chapter of our
tour we headed over to building 230
and up to the 2nd floor overlooking
the control room. We did indeed feel

like the governor on launch day
watching the lucky workers below.
Kamal gave us a special look into his
future here where he'll be joining the
Cassini Expedition team. Judith M
McGavin coordinated a video for us

here that played high above the
workers heads on one of their 5 giant
panel screens with the audio routed
only to our glass enclosed 2nd floor
room. This was cool! The movie

told the Cassini story; after nearly
seven years of interplanetary space
travel, NASA's Cassini spacecraft
will arrive at Saturn to start studying
the "gem of the solar system." By
this July IStthe JPL orbiter will reach
Saturn and try to send a probe to the
largest moon. Titan by December.
Don Fleischman, MIT graduate and
analyst on the Cassini Radio Science
team helped explain the upcoming
mission and answer questions. Julie
C Castillo, a scientist on the Cassini
Radio Science team was there too to

share about her work as part of the
telecom team. They analyze and
study the signals sent to other worlds.
By collecting the data as the signals



bounce back they can tell a lot about
the composition of other worldly sur
faces and their atmospheres. Perhaps
Eric M de Jong will soon be at work on
this expedition, allowing us to see, if
were lucky, the fn-st stereo images of
yet another world by the end of this
year! For all it's doing, JPL is in the
middle of a huge success story with
Mars, as only 1/3 of all Mars expedi
tions from anycountry since 1960 have
been even remotely successful.
What's more is that the current 3D see
ing rovers will not be operational for
ever on Mars. They landed this
January and it's already April, so if
were lucky maybe they'll continue to
exceed this by an additional 3 months.
SCSC feels privileged topartake inthis
tour during this historical period when
JPL is making key scientific discover
ies about Mars and the origins of life
during our lifetime.

As an SCSC tribute to Kamal
we gave him a pedestal stereoscope
and a series of stereo cards to go with
it. SCSCboardmembersDavidKuntz
created 17 stereo cards from various
views of Mars in 3D, and Jim Long
createda stunning2D to 3D conversion
stereocard of one of the rovers on
Mars. So where's Kamal now? I just
talked with him on his cell phone.
He's in Florida getting the briefing at
Cape Canaveral for theJuly1stCassini
arrival; which reminds us that none of
these precious future discoveries are
guaranteed. It's all because there is a
dedicated team of talented people con
tinually working hard to increase their
chances of success.

Lawrence Kaufman informs
us, "For all those who were not able to
attend or just had so much fun they
want to return. The Jet Propulsion
Laboratory will once again open its
doors to the public during its annual
Open House tobeheld onSaturday and
Sunday, May 15 and 16, 2004, from 9
a.m.to 5 p.m. For info see:

http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/pso/oh.cfm

Oliver Dean shoots Toshiba 3-D at JPL

3-D MovieMeeting

Seventeen members of the 3-D
Movies/Video Division of the Stereo
Club of Southern California met at
movie chairman John Hart's home in La
Crescenta on March 20th. An informal
lasagna meal was followed by a short
business meeting and the sharing of
movies.

Among the videos shown
were: 1. "Dad's Old Camera", pro
duced by David Allen and starring
members of the Cascade Stereo Club
2. Twin camera video shot by Greg
Kintz, at the World 3-D Film Festival,
featuring interviews of participants in
the foyer of the Egyptian Theater. 3.
Excerpts from an interview of Andrew
Gellis, Executive Producer and co-
writer of the 3-D Imax film T-Rex: Back
to the Cretaceous, conducted by Ray
Zone. 4. Excerpts from Tom Riederer's
intemational climbing adventures, shot
with a NuView. 5. "A Cultural
Afternoon" and excerpts from Toshiba
video shot at the aquarium in Hawaii
and the Califomia Wildlife Center by
Oliver Dean.

Owen Western shared some
large anaglyph prints he had made
recently and Tom Riederer demonstrat
ed installing a half-wave retarder over
the side LCD shutter in a NuView to
eliminate reflection problems. The last
hurdles in the production of the Movie
Division's retrospective DVD were dis
cussed as well as plans to make the
DVD available for sale on the SCSC
website.

More recently. Movie
Division members recorded the
club's exciting field trip to JPL using
field-sequential video equipment.
The Division will be hosting Movie
Night for the general club member
ship at the July meeting of the
SCSC.

Imax and NASCAR 3-D
take the checkeredflag

By Sean Isroelit

"Gentlemen start your engines" the
most famous words inmotor sports -
according to the new Imax film
NASCAR 3-D. And once the
engines were started, it was a 48-
minute, full throttle treat for SCSC
members in attendance.

Thegroup metin the lobby
of the Bridge: Cinema De Lux locat
ed at theHoward Hughes Centerand
had just enough time to catch up
before heading downstairs to the
Giant Screen Imax theater. The
SCSC members dominated the audi
torium, choosing the best seats (cen
ter - near the top) despite being
encouraged by the staff to sit down
close.

The lights went down, and
the immersive screen filled with
light. A trailer for the upcoming
film Harry Potter and the Prisoner
ofAzkaban playedbeforeit was time
to don the stylish polarized glasses.
The Warner Brothers Logo,
reworked in stunning Imax 3-D,
immediately recalled thegreat era of
the studio's 3-D movies, like House
of Waxand Kiss Me Kate. What fol
lowed was a wonderful behind the
scenes look at the genesis of motor-
sports, and the unique culture that
has formed around it. Great visuals
and a rich soundtrack enhanced the
simple straightforward documentary
about the world of NASCAR. This
film is destined to race to the top
your list of great IMAX 3-D movies.
Thanks to everyone who attended
for sharing in the experience.



Even More on Stereo Composition
by David W. Kuntz

This column contin

ues examining the problem posed in the
previous issue. Specifically, what tech
niques can be used to make the subject
clearly stand out in stereo photographs?
Each of the four stereograms here pres
ents a different method of aeeomplish-
ing this goal.

In the first, lighting is used to
ereate a contrast between the subject
and other picture elements. In a way,
this is the same idea as the example in
last month's coliunn; there, a single
white chess piece was placed with sev
eral black pieces. However, this time
we're using lighting to create a contrast
because none inherently exists in our
picture elements.

The next photo uses a variation
in size and shape to distinguish the
main subject from other elements. This
approach is further explored in the next
stereogram, in which the main subject
breaks a repetitive pattem (black, then
white) in the picture elements.
Additionally, this composition utilizes a
size and shape difference between the
subject and other parts of the composi
tion.

The final photograph puts the
main subject in a different position in
order to draw the viewer's gaze. By
showing us something unexpected (a
chess piece on its side rather than
upright), our attention is captured, and
the subject is clearly differentiated from
the background.

Ultimately, each of the tech
niques used in this and the previous col
umn exploit the same mechanism in
order to control where the viewer's

attention is focused. Specifically, a
contrast or difference of some kind is

created in order to catch the eye. These
differences ean come in many forms,
such as color, contrast, size, placement
and position. The only real limit is
your imagination.

Lighting

Variation

Pattern/rhythm

Differences

Lighting

Variation

Pattern/rhythm

Differences
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A Great Big
Thank You

from
Philip Steinman

SCSC President

As we close out another great year of competition exhibiting, I want to thank all
the judges who participated this season for their efforts at scoring. Next season, I encour
age new judges and new stereo photographers to participate. Judging just as much as pho
tographing is comprised of making individual choices. I strongly believe that stereo pho
tographers who enter competitions will improve their photography as both they and the
judges start to look closer at their work, as they ask themselves the following:

Is the camera placement ideal? Just where is the camera and what is the subject?
If the shot is dark, does this add to it, or subtract from it? Is the exposure ideal? Is it dim
or crisp? If the subject matter contains shadows do they help or hurt the image? Do the
shadows form a pattern or a random blob within the composition? Does the image break
the stereo window? Are there foreground objects coming off the bottom and or sides of the
composition causing unwanted eyestrain, or otherwise ruining the stereo illusion? Could
the mounting have improved the 3D presentation by pulling the left and right chips slight
ly further apart and better defining the stereo window? Or, is the image one of those rare,
craftily mounted subjects suitable for coming through the stereo window by not touching
the window edges, such as a well placed bird, a person's protruding arm, sword, etc.? Is
there a noticeable difference between the 2 slides ruining the pairing of images into one
stereo shot such as varying exposures?

Retinal rivalry? For scenic images, does the light inspire you, or lure you into the
landscape, or is it flat? Does this help or hurt the image? How creative is the shot? How
creative is the exposure, the subject choice? Is it new, or executed in a fresh unusual way?
Finally, perhaps an excellent image comes down to execution and subject matter. What
does the picture say?

And, most importantly, what does it say in 3D?

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director). The 3D News is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those not wish
ing to participate in club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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June 17 - The annual View-Master Exhibition selection. <

July 7-12 - The National Stereoscopic Association (NSA) •
Convention in Portland, Oregon. [

July 15 - 3-D Movie Night. Our annual presentation from the
SCSC 3-D MovieA'ideo Division.

August 19 - Awards Banquet & Slide of the Year.Taix Restaurant

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
longjim@hotmail.com

SCSC House Director

Sean Isroelit

323-876-5734

sean@medialair.com

SCSC Technical Advisor

David Starkman

310-837-2368

Reel3D@aol.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

movies3d@aol.com

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Lawrence Kaufman

Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

www.la3dclub.org

10/-'

Wiishire United

Methodist Church

Wilshire Blvd.

If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm, the third Thursday ofevery month in the
newly refurbished downstairs auditorium at
the United Wilshire Methodist Church at

4350 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90010. Entrance on Plymouth
Blvd.

New Club Officers

The board's nominations foia

next year's officers were presented i
the general membership at the May
meeting. There were no additional nonjj,
inations presented, so a vote will be pi
to the membership at our June meeting
for this slate of well qualified individu
als which includes:

President - Sean Isroelit; Vk

President - Jeff Amaral; Treasurer -

David Kuntz; Secretary - Kathy Day"
Please come to the June mee

ing to help back this selection.

New Members

Kathleen Fairweather - resides in botin

Hawaii and Santa Monica, CA. She is

former Nimslo shooter interested in

acquiring a Kodak Stereo Camera.

Garth Weser - has been bringing
recent SCSC meetings some amazing '
lenticular 3D and animated images l""
produces on his desktop. Garth is pn
ducing a custom 3D/animation lenticular
for SCSC. —

Keith Alan Deutsch - is a maven of

Film Noir and one of the principlg^
operating a website dedicated to hai
boiled fiction at:

http://www.blackmaskmagazine.com/



Chris Olson demonstrates View-Master

I mounting at May SCSC Meeting.

The June View-Master

Competition
by Chris Olson

Hey there View-Master enthusi
asts! Have we got great news for you! On
this, our ninth year of the View-Master
Competition, we have opened the gates.
Because technology has changed so

I much since Mitch Walker and I founded

this competition for the Stereo Club of
California, we are allowing all formats to
participate as long as they are entered on
a View-Master format reel.

If you go to our website,
www.la3dclub.com you can find a

' Photoshop compatible file (you will need
to unzip this) to help you along. We are
also selling blank View-Master Reels to

I insert your chips into for $5.00 ($4 for
members) each. So don't be left out and
join in the fun, enter in the first and only

, View-Master competition. It's the "Reel"
thing!

Judging is at the next SCSC
meeting on June 17th. Report Cards will
be mailed June 25th.

There will be four public showings:

June 17th, 2004

Stereo Club of Southern California

June 23, 2004

San Diego Stereo Camera Club
Photo Arts Building, Balboa Park

San Diego, CA

July 1, 2004
Pasadena Stereo Club

Home of Gregory Hooper
703 Olmsted Dr. Glendale, CA

July 7-12, 2004
NSA 2004 Convention

Portland, OR

The Awards: The PSA Stereo

Division Gold Medal for "Best of

Show," SCSC Exhibition Medals - 1

Gold, 1 Silver, 1 Bronze, SCSC Medal

for Best Theme Reel Special Award for
Stereo Club of Southern California

Members Honorable Mention Ribbons

For any questions you might
have contact me via email at:

GEORGKAPLN@aol.com
North America: US $8.00 per

reel (Includes First Class Retum) All
Others: US $10.00 per reel (Includes
Air Mail Retum)

Make Checks Payable to:
Stereo Club of Southern California

Send entries to:

John Hart

3008 Hopeton Road
La Creseenta, CA 91214

Blank VM reels are available

from Sean Isroelit SCSC Vice

President, VM Co-Chairman
sean@medialair.com Tel: 323.876.5734
They are priced at $4.00 for SCSC
members, and $5.00 for all others, plus
shipping.

*•

Last Month's Meeting
aka You Should've

Been there!

By JeffAmaral

In my new role as the LMM
Reporter, this May's meeting presented me
with an interesting challenge. I attempted to
pay attention to everything all at once and
my goal has always been to see things in
greater depth and clarity...

I barely had a chance to see Garth
Weser's groundbreaking Lenticular
Anaglyph, appropriately of stereo trendsetter
David Starkman, before the meeting was
called to order, and the last SCSC competi
tion of the club year began.

Pulling focus for the competition
slides was a great opportunity for me to slow
down, and really pay attention. Although I
have very little experience, the judges, Steve
Berezin, George Vidacovich, and Allan
Silliphant were very polite when reminding
me to sharpen up. I found myself agreeing
with most of the judge's scores, as there were
quite a few shots that really caught my eye,
such as Paul Spencer's BMX action snap
and Sean Isroelit's intriguing view of Robin
behind a lens and off the screen

The real treat of the evening for me
was Jack Laxer's presentation. Over the
years as a professional 3D photographer.
Jack has amassed a wealth of tricks and tech

niques for achieving consistently great shots.
A tme craftsman. Jack's ability to identify a
photographic problem and innovate a simple
and functional technical solution is tmly
inspiring.

As you can see. May's meeting was
"so much to see, yet so little time", that this
report just scratches the surface. Thanks to
all the folks who brought their work to share,
with a special thanks to Jack Laxer for gen
erously sharing some of his secrets with the
club. By the end of the meeting, my stomach
was growling for attention, and thankfully
someone suggested "Piper's" as a traditional
after-the-meeting snack place. I wonder, did
that tradition begin in honor of the late, great
Charlie Piper, author of the often-quoted
Technical Pages? I'll just have to wait for the
next meeting to find out...



NsW5 and Natos fran
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The SCSC Club Library

Did you know that SCSC has a
club library of stereo slides? Well it does
and it is incredibly easy to check out
boxes of slide sets. All you need to do is
eheck in with the SCSC club librarian

(hey that's me) and for a $20.00 deposit
you can check out a box of really cool
stereo slides. Return the box the following
month and you can check out another box.
You can go like that until you've seen all
the slides and then start over. If you prefer
you ean email or call me in advance and I
will have a box ready for you to eheck
out, but since I ti^ to bring the library to
every meeting, that isn't really necessary.
SCSC is always looking for donations of
slide collections or anything else stereo
related.

RBT Stereo Slide Mounts

Seasoned stereo slide photogra
phers should be familiar with RBT stereo
slide mounts. Plus they should know
where they could purchase boxes of these
great slide mounts. For the beginners, I
will mention that they are readily avail
able from stereo merchants everywhere.
You can purchase them from our own
SteveBerezin:

http://www.berezin.eom/3d/ (he could
probably deliver them to one of our meet
ings to help save on postage. Or you can
buy them direetly from the U.S. importer,
JonGolden:

http://www.stereoscopy.eom/3d-con-
cepts/

Jon Golden does offer quantity
diseounts, but he also offers discounts for
club purchases. SCSC takes advantage of

hy Lawrence Kaufman
NSA Regional Director

this deal a couple times a year. If
enough members order slides, we can
purchase boxes at the cheapest price per
box, without tax or shipping charges.
Please see me if you are interested in
taking advantage of this deal. Allow
plenty of time before you actually need
these mounts, since the order takes a lit

tle time to put together and distribute.

National Stereoscopic
Association (NSA)

Convention

1 am truly looking forward to
this NSA convention. Book soon, as the

hotel is filling up. Check the National
Stereoseopie Association (NSA)
Convention website: http://www.stere-
oview.org/convention.html

Lots of fun stereo stuff

planned, be sure and register soon so
you can take part in all the festivities:

The BANQUET will have
Academy Award Winner, Murray
Lemer, the man who gave us Sea Dream
and Magic Journeys, addressing us
about his work and ideas concerning
these great 3-D films.

SSA BANQUET: Whether or
not you are an Stereoscopic Society of
America member, you will want to par
ticipate in this event. It will be very
social and will be an outdoor barbeque
with entertainment. Right on the
Columbia River, the SSA dinner will be
lovely as we watch the sun setting in the
west and enjoy a cool summer breeze in
the sunshine. The food will be great and
everyone will be there. Come and learn
more about SSA, eat great food in a
great environment, and enjoy some after

dinner entertainment with Ifiends.

PRESIDENT'S BREAK

FAST: A chance for some last good
byes and a lovely buffet breakfast.
The atmosphere is "laid baek" and
very casual.

TOURS:Wednesday
evening there is a tour called
"Oddities of Portland" which should

be great fiin. The tour includes a
gourmet boxed dinner and a lot of
laughs. On Monday there are two
tours to choose from. If you like the
scenic outdoors, you will want to
look at the Gorge Tour. If you are
more into urban art and people, the
Rose Garden tour is for you.
Although it starts at the Rose Garden,
it covers the beauty and elegance of
Portland, a city with so much to offer.

3-D movies will be shown

on Wednesday morning. Be sure you
eheck the box on the registration
form. The ride is free, but we have to
know how many will be going in
order to arrange for the buses.

30th NSA - July 7-12, 2004 at the
Doubletree Jantzen Beach in

Portland, Oregon Contact Diane
Rulien - NSA2004@cascade3d.org
http://www.nsa2004.com/

PSA Exhibitions

The Photographic Society
of America (PSA) is an organization
that puts a "seal of approval" on cer
tain stereo exhibitions. PSA has other

functions also, plus branches for all
photographers. Visit the PSA website
at: http://psa-photo.org/



If you are not a Photographic Society of
America (PSA) member, you should real
ly think about joining. Members receive
the monthly PSA Journal full of photo
tips, information on upcoming exhibi
tions and other helpful advice. PSA
approved means that acceptances earned
in these exhibitions count towards PSA

Star ratings and the PSA Stereo "Who's
Who" list (for PSA members).

The PSA Stereo Division's website:

http://home.comcast.net/~psastereo/ has
a number of current Exhibition entry
forms.

Closing dates and contacts
for upcoming Stereo

Exhibitions:

The 41st Annual PSA Stereo Sequence
Competition (2004-2005). Format:
Stereo slide sequences from two to eight
een images with theme (35mm stereo
slides, Realist format, preferably RBT
mounts). Closing date: June 17, 2004.
Judging date June 19, 2004. Lee Pratt,
APSA, Stereo Sequence Competitions
Director, 107 Kipper Lane, Madison, AL
35758-7706 USA. E-mail:

leepratt@knology.net Tel: (256) 325-
1854 evenings. Fees: $10.00 in U.S.
funds for first Sequence entry, $5 for sec
ond entry, $5 for third entry (from all
countries). Entry forms will be posted on
several web sites. Note: Accepted
sequences will be returned after about 12
months. Sequences will be shown to
approximately 12-14 audiences.

Stereoscopic Society ofAmerica 9th Int'l
Stereo Card Exhibition. Format: Holmes

format stereo cards. Closing date: July 1,
2004. Judging date: July 9. 2004. Team
Thompson, 400 Jasmine Drive, Brea, CA
92821 Email: DLT4WD3D@aol.com
Fees: $7.

49th PSA Traveling Stereo Slide
Competition (successor to Traveling
Exhibition). Format: Slides (41x101
"realist" format slides only). Closing

date: August ??, 2004. New Director,
Mary Bury, no contact info.
Old website: http://www.dddphotogra-
phy.com/psatravel

PSA International Exhibition of

Photography 2004. Format: Slides,
Cards and Electronic. Closing date: July
31, 2004. Judging Date: August 7, 2004.
Slides and prints: Russ and Pat Gager,
1816 W. School Street, Chicago, IE
60657 Email: pgager@glcomm.com
Electronic: Dave Thayer, Email: dav-
ethayer@comcast.net.

41st IntT Exhibition of Stereo

Photography (Third Dimension
Society). Format: All slide & print for
mats accepted. Closing date: Not yet
announced.

71st Detroit International Salon

(Exhibition) of Photography - 2004.
Format: Stereo Slides. Closing Date:
September 13th, 2004. Brochure states:
Richard Cass, P.O. Box 312, Pinckney,
MI 48169, USA. email: FRC@pro-
vide.net PSA Journal states: Ron

Genaw, 30552 Glenwood Circle,
Warren Ml; (581) 775-3165, email:
rongnaw@aoLcom (does not work)
Fees: USA $7.00, All others $8.

2004 Chicago Lighthouse International
Exhibition of Stereo Photography.
Format Slides & Cards. Closing date:
September 29, 2004 (Judging: October
2, 2004). For more info contact
Chairman: Eugene (Gene) Mitofsky,
Chicago Stereo Camera Club, 3848 W.
Loyola, Lincolnwood, IL 60712, email:
emitofsky@comcast.net, website:
http://www.geocities.com/stereopho-
tography/light.htm

Cascade Stereoscopic Club (CSC)
Exhibition. Format: Slides, Cards,

Electronic. Closing date: Not yet
announced (Sept. or fall due to NSA
convention conflict). Dave Allen, email:
dwa.stereo@gte.net Website:
http://www.cascade3d.org/

Ohio 2004 Stereo Slide Exhibition

(OSPS 3rd International Slide
Exhibtion). Format: Slides. Not yet
announced. Moving to the fall (pos
sibly October). Check the OSPS
website for details:

http://home.att.net/~osps/

The PSA Non-star Stereo

Competition. Closing date: October
??, 2004. Rules are the same as the
last 11 Non-star competitions. James
R. Roy, FPSA, 2902 Peyton
Randolph Dr. #202, Falls Church,
VA 22044. Format: any. Fee: $3.00.
This is a great exhibition for begin
ners. And usually has a very little
participation, so most who enter can
do very well. Spread the word to
newer stereo photographers who
might be considering entering
International Exhibitions.

Acceptances do not count for Star
Credit.

Bargain Camera Show

The Pasadena Camera Show is held

at the Pasadena Elks Lodge, 400 W
Colorado Blvd., 134 Freeway to
Orange Grove S. 10am - 3pm. It is
often held on the 1st or 2nd Sunday
of the month. Call for dates. (310)
578-7446.

Explore
the World

of
3-D Imaging,

Past & Present,

Only 526 a year
from

NATIONAL
STTRfOSCOPIC
ASSOCIATION

P.O. Box 86708

Portland, OR 97286



May SCSC Judges Steve Berezin, Allan Silliphant and George Vidacovich

Competitions Report
The May Mash

by Philip Steinman
Our stereo photographers

dashing off to photograph, mount,
and then make their final selections

to the 2003-4 SCSC Exhibition

Season characterize what we call

the May Mash. Some 27 entry
cards were filled out, making it an
exciting evening for the audience.

Our judges included the
venerable Steve Berezin, past
SCSC president and proprietor of
http://www.berezin.com/3d/, first
time judges Allan Silliphant and
George Vidacovich. The judges
try to separate the solid snapshot
slides with scores of 6, and exhibi
tion caliber slides with scores of 7.

Eights and nines are reserved for
those slides that move the judges to
recommend honorable mentions or

higher. Fives are reserved for the
few slides that project with flaws
that hinder the audience's 3D

enjoyment, such as stereo window
problems with the mounting, com
positional errors, exposure prob
lems etc.

The 3 judges scores are
then added together so that each
image receives a minimum score of
15. We encourage all club mem
bers to participate in the fun by
submitting their favorite slides in
the category in which they wish to
exhibit.

The May judges gave
scores of 22 or higher to 35 slides,
potentially a record SCSC high, as

the exhibiting photographers dug
down deep to show off their best
work in the grand finale of the sea
son. In the A Group Standard a
score of 24 was required for an HM
and they went to Kathy Day for
her portrait of light in Old Wagon;
Paul Spencer for his daring bicy
cle trick shot Son, Keep it on the
Sidewalk; Sean Isroelit for his fun

lens distortion of Robin in Explore;
and Abe Perlstein for another

nature portrait of beauty Jessica on
the Oceano Dunes Preserve in

Tender Breeze. The Award went to

Kathy Day's images: A Prayer to
the Fish Gods, an afternoon lit fish

erman in the wait; and to Gnarled
Fine Lone Pine Peak, a texture

study ofa unique piece of wood. In
the B Group Conventional
Category, Randy Koenig had a
better night than Kobe Bryant and
put up 24 points for an Honorable
Mention for the beautiful Water

Lilly. Chuck Bernhart put up an A
level score of 25 points and took
home the B Award for Ready for
Dinner.

The Non-Conventional

stereo camera category (RBTs, 2x2
rigs. Macros, etc.), was in a 3 way
tie last month for first place in the
overall standings and closed the
season in a photo finish as Abe,
Kathy, and Philip all showed up
with images good enough to take
home 6 ribbons. Kathy Day earned
an HM for South Tufa Morning
with it's pinkish and purplish hues
lighting another Mono Lake land
scape. Philip Steinman earned an

HM for Poppy Fields with a sea of
orange poppies overtaking the old
farm equipment on a hillside, and
shared in the Award for

Roquebrune Pennisula, a hyper-
stereo image capturing the pictur
esque village on the cote d'azur.
Abe Perlstein won an HM for his

well placed sign in the desert dunes
ofKeep Out, and Awards for Peeps
& Seals, a rare telephoto with
extreme depth showcasing 300+
birds of Morro Bay, and for Morro
Rock & Harbor Entrance, a stun
ning hyper stereo.

In the Digital Category,
Jim Long showcased some more
2D-3D conversion entries garner
ing him an HM for T-800 and the
Award for Casualties of Many
Kinds. Jim finished the season as

our first complete participant in the
new digital category. He makes his
incredible images available in high
quality anaglyph prints and stereo-
cards, see

http://www.jim3dlong.com
Special thanks to our pro

jectionist Chris Olson, and our
scorekeepers Kathy Day and Sean
Isroelit, whose mathematical
graces make it enjoyable for all.
The final cumulative scores are

withheld until our August banquet,
where we reveal the overall year-
end winners in each category and
award them with medals. We will

also hand out the high achievement
Ribbons for SCSC Full Exhibition

Participation. The full participation
level is defined as 3 images submit
ted over each of our 5 months of

exhibition.

Everyone is encouraged to
select your top/favorite 5 stereo
slides and fill out the Slides of the

Year entry form to submit by the
June meeting. These images will
be judged in Portland at NSA in
July and shown to our club (bring
your friends and family) at our
August 19th Banquet Show tradi
tionally held at the Taix Restaurant
at 1911 Sunset Boulevard.



STEREO CLUB OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
All-Time Greats ofSCSC Stereo Photography

Annual Complete Participation Exhibitors

This list shows our most prolific 3D photographers annually
*complctc participation = 15 images (or 12+judging)

**participation in 2 categories=30 images

Seasons 2004 2003 2002 2001 2000 1999 1998 1997

Abe Perlstein 8 ** ** ** ** ** ** **

Lawrence Kaufman 8 ** ** ** * * * *

Kathy Day 8 ** * * * * * * *

Chris Olson 8 * * * * * * * *

Chuck Bemhardt 8 * * * * * * *

Mike McKinney 6 ** * ** ** * *

Philip Steinman 5 * * * **

Dorothy Bemhardt 5 * * * * *

Earl Colgan 5 ** ** Jfc* ** **

Robin Burks 4 * * * *

Steve Berezin 4 * * * *

Bruno Lizzi 4 * * * *

Jim Long 3 # * *

Sean Isroelit 3 * * *

Bob Philips 3 * * *

Mitch Walker 3 * * **

Paul Spencer 2 * *

Cassie Kaufman 2 * *

Miles Clay 2 * *

Scott Ressler 2 * *

John Hart 1 *

Derek Cowie 1 *

SCSC has exhibited many great stereo images over the years. Thanks to everyone who submitted one
image and a very special thanks to everyone on this list who persistantly worked hard and achieved full participa
tion. Let's keep it going next season and bring in more shooters with the upcoming September exhibit.

A very special guest at the
May meeting of SCSC was Charles
Phoenix who is renowned for his
Kodachrome slide shows titled God

Bless Americana. Mr. Phoenix presents
highly entertaining and informative
(2D) programs that illuminate photo
graphic popular culture in America.
He is investigating the possibility of
incorporating stereo projection in his
program.

Saturday, Jutte 12, at 8 pm
and Sunday, Jutte 13 at 2 pm Mr.
Phoenix will present a program at the
REDCAT theatre in the Walt Disney
Concert Hall Complex. For infomia-
tioii telephone 866-754-3374 or visit

www.godblessamericana.com
Digital stereoportrait by Ray Zotte



Final Thoughts on Stereo Composition
by David W. Kuntz

The last few columns have

explored several different aspects of
photographic composition, and stereo
composition, in particular. Now, we'll
see how all these elements can be com

bined by examining a stereo photograph
that masterfully utilizes all the elements
previously discussed. The photo is
Kathy Day's "Camp at Mildred Lake,"
reproduced in black and white below.
The color version of this can be viewed

on the SCSC website

(www.la3dclub.com), by selecting
"Gallery" from the home page, and then
"SCSC Entries in ISCC Competitions"
from the Gallery page (thanks to
George Walker for providing us with
the scan).

In terms of overall composi
tion, this photograph utilizes the "rule
of thirds" positioning. The next illus
tration shows the photo with a grid
dividing it into thirds. As can be seen,
all the major picture elements fall on or
near these lines and their intersections.

Particularly important is the fact that
the horizon line doesn't cut the compo
sition in half. Doing this would have
made too much of the photo empty sky,
and destroyed the balance between all
the picture elements.

This photograph uses several
means to highlight and focus atten
tion on its main subject. First, the
main subject has a significant color
and contrast difference from the rest

of the photo. This technique is even
effective when the image is repro
duced as a flat photo.

Next, the main subject is
also the closest large picture element
to the viewer. Of course, this posi
tioning is particularly emphasized
when the image is viewed in 3-D.

Kathy also made excellent
use of repeating forms in "Camp at
Mildred Lake." Specifically, the
gumdrop shape of the tent is echoed

several times throughout the compo
sition. The most obvious of these

are outlined in the last illustration.

The repeated thin vertical lines of
the skis and poles planted around
the tent are also seen in the tree

trunk. You can find other examples
if you look.

In conclusion, effective

photographic composition makes
use of two important elements.
First, contrasts and differences, in
size, shape, color, spatial placement,
etc., catch the viewer's eye and cre
ate visual interest. These can be

used to clearly differentiate the sub
ject from the background, and focus
attention on the main subject.

Second, similarities in
shape, as well as in color, size and
other characteristics, show us the

underlying unity of things. This is
emotionally satisfying, and con
nects us with the source of all cre

ation. This is what turns a picture
into art.

Simply stated, contrast and
differences in compositional ele
ments show us where to look,
while similarities amongst these
elements give us a reason why to
look.


